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Plus rebates up to $100! 
Buy any JET Gold Series tool and we'll give you 

the accessory package, worth up to 179, absolutely FREE. 

Plus we have rebates up to 100 on select tools! 

Look for the red "FREE Accessory Package" tag at 

your local JET dealer for freebies that really are valuable! 



XACTA SAWTM, 
left- and right-tilt, 3 HP, $1399.99-

$177 table and legs set 

FREE 
-After $100 rebate 

Contractor-Style Tablesaw 
with cast-iron wings, $599.99* 
or with steel wings, $499.99t 

$49 carbide-tipped blade 

FREE 

6" Closed Stand Jointer, $499.99 
$118 2 extra knife sets .................................... FREE 

14" Closed Stand Bandsaw, $579.99 
$148 rip fence and miter gauge .................... FREE 

16 l>" Drill Press, $399.99 
$146 mortising attachment with 
3-piece chisel set ............................................ FREE 

22CS Shaper, $699.99 
$149 12-piece 
carbide-tipped router bit set .......................... FREE 

1100 CFM Dust Collector, $299.99 
$49 1 tool hook-up kit .................................... FREE 

1236 Wood Lathe, $549.99 
$69 8-piece chisel set .................................... FREE 

650 CFM Air Filtration System 
with remote control, $229.99 

$40 washable electrostatic filter .................... FREE 

Mini Lathe, $329.99 
$179 14-piece pen-turning starter kit.. .......... FREE 

-After $50 rebate 

tAfter $25 rebate 

15" Closed Stand 
Planer, $1099.99-

$109 knife set 

FREE 
-After $100 rebate 
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The power to shape your ideas .J E T 
JET, Performax and Powermatic - A Family Of Brands 

Call 1-800-274-6848 or visit www.jettools.com for a catalog or the name of a JET dealer near you. Offer effective September 1, 2000 through March 31, 2001. 
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Contributors 
Jeff Miller ("When Mistakes Happen"), a 

former classical trumpet player, designs and 

builds furniture in Chicago. He also teaches, 

writes woodworking books and articles and is 

a father of two. Miller's furniture has been in 

galleries and shows nationwide, and he has 

won numerous awards. The Taunton Press will 

publish his latest book, on children's furniture, 

in the fall of 2002. 

A little of Savannah's 
architectural inspiration 
has stayed with M. 

David Becton ("Glazing 
with Polyurethane"), 
even after he moved 
from there to Americus, 
Ga. Becton runs Becton 
Ltd. (www.bectonltd . 
com), a custom· 
furniture business in 
Americus. Out of the shop, Becton's favorite 
pastime is music. He plays gUitar, piano, vio l in , 
mandolin and harmonica. And he's been known 
to sing a little, too. 

Howard Lewin 

("Turning Bowls from 
Green Wood") is a 
woodworker and 
woodworking instructor 
in Hawthorne, Calif. 
Born and raised in Los 
Angeles, he spent 12 
years in war-torn Laos 
during the late 1960s 

and 1970s as a construction engineer for aid 
groups. With a crew of 400, he built bridges and 
buildings and tried to stay out of harm's way. 
Lewin opened Custom Wood Design in 1975 and 
has been there since, building custom cabinets, 
turning bowls, teaching and inventing tools. 

Randall O'Donnell (Master Class) was drawn to 
18th-century furniture by a process of el iminating 
challenges. He started out making Craftsman 
pieces but eventually grew restless. He enjoys 
18th-century furniture for the amount of hand
tool work required to bring a piece to fruition. He 
lives with his wife, Susy, a potter, and two 
dachshunds, in Bloomfield, I nd. 
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Ernie Conover ("Horizontal 
Router Table") directs 
Conover Workshops in 
Parkman, Ohio, offering 
classes in a variety of 
woodworking and turning 
techniques. As well as being 
the co-designer of the Conover lathe, he has been 
a longtime contributor to Fine Woodworking and 
other woodworking magazines in the United 
States and overseas. H is books include The 

Router Table Book, The Lathe Book, Turning for 

Furniture and Turn a Bowl with Ernie Conover, al l 
published by The Taunton Press. 

Originally from South Carolina, Matthew Teague 

("A Light Settee in Cherry") spent three years in 
Mississippi working as an editor at The Oxford 

American, a genera l-interest/literary magazine 
that focuses on the South. As he grew more 
interested in woodworking, his longtime hobby, he 
decided he was ready for a change. In 1997 he 
joined the staff at Fine Woodworking. 

Garrett Hack ("Chamfers") makes furniture for a 
living. His designs draw heavily on Federal, 
Hepplewhite and Shaker influences. Educated 
with a degree in civil engineering and architecture, 

Hack said he was 
drawn into 
woodworking because 
he preferred the "micro 
over the macro." He 
moved to the rural hills 
of Vermont in 1979, 
where he still lives on a 
small farm with a 

workhorse, two cows and one lone Rhode Island 
Red (shown here}-the sole survivor from a flock of 
a couple dozen chickens that have steadily 
provided a healthy diet to a local red fox. 
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FLUSH PLANE EDGE 
STRIPS 2-114" WIDE 
CARBIDE BLADES FOR 
HARD WOOD SOLID 
SURFACE.NON SCRATCH 
BASE CONTINIOUS 
ADJUST CUT DEPTH 
REMOVE RATE UP TO 118" 
17 LBS10SOW 

Cope-eze™ 
' Improves safety ana production of cabinet doors" 

ONE PIECE 
CONSTRUCTION 

RIGHT OR LEF1 HAND 
OPERATION 

HARDENED FINISH ON 
GUIDE BAR 

WILL ADJUST TO FIT MOST 
SHAPERS 

METAL PARTS ARE 

ALUMINUM OR STAINLESS 
STEEL 

MC & VISA ACCEPTED 1-866-819-0803 $ 319.95 (plus S&H) 
MADE IN U.S.A. 

www. fairviewmarketing. corn PATENT PENDING 
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DESIGN/BUILD SCHOOL 
Courses for novices & professionals 
FURNITURE • CABINETRY 
RUSTIC FURNITURE 
WOOD TURNING 
BURTON'S ROUTER RODEO 
PLUS 60 OTHER COURSES 

Classes run 
2 da�s to 
2 weeks �ear round 

FREE CATALOG 
888-496-5541 

WNVV.YESTERMORROW.ORG 
WARREN, VERMONT 

\. Flexible 
Dust Collection 
Connections 

EDGE BANDERS 

\. To Convey AIr, Fumes, 
Dust and Chips from Machinery 

\. Temperatures: From -65' to 600'F 

\. Widest Size Range: From 5/8" to 48" 10 
\. Many Products Listed as UL 94V-O 

Flame Resistant 

Flexaust nexible hose and 
ductlng products are available 

in a full range of materials including plastic, 
TPR, PVC, urethane, silicone and tUbber. 
Please contact us for all of your flexible 

hose and ducting _ ... 
We have the right product for """'Y appIicatlon. 

• THlfi1iStCDMIlANYINC. 
1510 ArmaIrong Road P.O. Box 4275 

waruw, IN 46581-4275 
Phone 800-343-0428 E-MaIl ... 01IBrauat.com 
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Letters 
In defense of Dunbar's history of 

"spokeshave"-Peter Follansbee's letter 
"Disagrees over history of the spoke
shave" (FWtV # 145, pp. 8, 10) took 
exception to a reference about the name 
"spokeshave" that appeared in Mike 
Dunbar's article, "Alternative sources 
for wood" (Rules of Thumb, FW1.V # 143, 
pp. 96, 98). Dunbar quoted me as a 
source for the derivation of the name 
"because it was used to work spokes, 
or splits, obtained for shoe lasts 
(shoemaker's forms), not because of 
an association with wheels." The letter
writer said he "has never seen a refer
ence to the word 'spoke' meaning 
anything other than parts for a wheel
wright's work." 

As the author of the book, Manufac
tured and Patented Spokeshaves & 
Similar Tools, as well as dozens of 
articles and numerous presentations on 
the subject, perhaps I can clarify some 
points related to spokeshaves. I have 
been researching spokeshaves and their 
makers for more than 20 years. 

Since my book was published, I 
have continued to write articles on 
the subject. One point I have brought 
out is that the term "spoke" was also 
applied to the splits or billets used by 
coopers to make staves, and coopers' 
shaves were sometimes referred to 
as spokeshaves. 

In all of the books that I have 
consulted, I cannot recall any specific 
reference that actually indicates where 
the name of a spokeshave originated. 
Many of the discussions published earlier 
than mine cited some of the same 
sources. One of their similar points was 
that Joseph Smith's "Explanation or Key, 
to the Various Manufactories of Sheffield" 

was the earliest source of a spokeshave 
illustration. 

Since writing my book, I have learned 
of two other relevant illustrations-the 
earliest in The Academy of Armory, 
published in London in 1683, 133 years 
before the printing of Smith's "Key." Are 
there still older pictorial references? I 
think that there are. Will earlier references 
to tool names be found? Yes, to some 
degree. It's just a matter of time, interest 
and tenacity. 

I hope that your readers get the 
opportunity to read a bit more about 
spokeshaves. In doing so they might learn 
that there have been more than 1,000 
styles, types and designs of spokeshaves 
and what I classify as similar tools since 
1700. Were all of the spokeshave names 
derived from or associated with the 
same source? Of course not, but it's 
interesting to note that of the 134 
American patents closely related to the 
subject, 53 include the word spokeshave 
in the title, even more in the description. 
A significant portion of those 134 patents 
deals with shaves that were used in 
conjunction with the shoe trades. Some 
were related primarily to leather work, 
while most involved some aspect of 
working wood. A few were related to 
coopering and even fewer to the making 
of wheels. Perhaps that can be attributed 
to a sign of the times. Technology 
changes, information is lost, but 
fortunately some is rediscovered or 
reconstructed. 

-Tom Lamond, Lynbrook, NY 

Challenges thickness-sander 

review-After reading Roland Johnson's 
very informative article on drum sanders 
(FW1.V# 145, pp. 46-51) ,  I noticed a few er-

rors in regards to the Grizzly Industrial 
Inc. model G 1066 24-in. drum sander that 
should be brought to the attention of 
your readers. 

The first is how you show the spring 
clip being installed. This is contrary to the 
instructions in the manual, and perhaps 
this explains why you had trouble with 
the clip flying off when you tried to install 

Fine WqqQWorking 
.... around the country 

If we're in your neck of the woods, 

come by and see us 

Jan. 21-24 and 25-28: We will again 
co-sponsor with Colonial Williamsburg 
our annual conference on working 
wood in the 18th century. This 
conference will be in two separate 
back-to-back sessions, both 
concentrating on the design, 
construction and finishing of chairs. 
Several authors and editors will take 
palt in the sessions. Space is limited, 
so call quickly if you want to attend 
(800-603-0948). 

Feb. 16-17: Editors will be in our 
booth at the Carolinas Indusu'ial 
Woodworking Expo at the Greensboro 
Coliseum in Greensboro, N.C. 
Woodworkers from throughout the 
Southeast attend this show to try new 
tools and to talk to manufacturers' 
representatives. 
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BW·15BS 
Bandsaw, .. 

don't let its low price fool you, this 
amazing bandsaw is deSigned and 
built to provide trouble free operation 
cut after cut_ 
• Heavily ribbed, cast iron c-frame 
• Cast aluminum wheels with rubber tires 
• Non-rocking steel floor stand 
• Miter gauge 
• Motor mounted directly to cast iron 

frame for smooth operation 
• 3/4 HP motor 
• Two blade s peeds: 2000 or 2600 SFM 

VEGA Lathes & Copy Attachments 
A 

, 
L-

P ro Copier .. 
Utility COpIer 
Mini Copier 
Bowl Lathes 
Spindle Lathes 

I VEGA I 
iJ* QUALITY TOOLS 

Manufactured in the USA. 

800/222/VEGA 
www.vegawood 

working. com 

"Call for infonnation or to 
discuss your turning appli
cations to 10' in length" 

Quality ... More Affordable Than You Think! 

BW·15P Planer .•• 
economically priced yet built like big 

professional planers, it offers absolutely 
vibration free finishes 

• 3 HP motor' Extended stock support rollers 
• 3 v-belt drive from motor to cutterhead 
• Table moves up and down - cutterhead stationary 

for smoother cuts' Sturdy 4 leg non-rocking stand 
• 3 spring chip breaker' Heavy cast iron construction 
• Anti-kickback fingers across entire width 
• Magnetic switch· Jackscrew knife adjustment 

OOD® 
BW·6R Jointer 
Acclaimed a 'best buy" among 6' Jointers 
by a professional woodworking publication 
• 3-knife cutterhead • Jackscrew knife adjustment 
• � � tilts both ways, quick and easy adjustment. 

3 positive stops· Enclosed stand' Cast iron wheels 
• Rabbeting table and ledge· Surface tables 
• Pushbutton SW:itC:::.h:.....

...;;
\I�.ii:::J '1 HP motor r 

Ask about easy 
Bridgewoodworker 

LEASE PLANS 

For information and a FREE catalog 
contact us by toll free phone: 

1·800·235·2100 
visit our web page: 

www.wilkemach.com 
write or visit our showroom: 
3230 N Susquehanna Trail, York, PA 17402-9716 
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L e t t e r S ( c o n ti n u e d )  

it. We instruct that the sandpaper be 
placed inside the clip, then the clip 
and sandpaper installed on the tensioner 
at one time. The reason for this is that 
when the tensioner is driven over the top 
of the sandpaper it takes a great deal 
of force to slide that spring clip 
against the sandpaper. If the paper is 
folded and inserted into the clip as 
directed in the manual, then the sliding 
surface is the smooth back side of the 
sandpaper. If the clip is driven on as 
you show, there is tremendous friction 
between the clip and the abrasive side 
of the paper. This would certainly 
cause a difficult clip installation and 
will usually tear the paper inside 
the clip. 

The next is the comment that it takes 
two people to install the paper. Having 
owned this machine for many years, 
sanding literally thousands of board feet 
of lumber, I can say I have never had 
anyone help me change the paper. 
Actually I find it to be a process that with 
a little experience can be done easily by 
one person. As a matter of fact I have 
several sections of sandpaper of varying 
grits that I change as needed in my shop. 
It simply requires that you use one hand 
on one drum holding that drum steady 
while pulling on the sandpaper attached 
to the tensioner of the other drum. Next 
simply turn the drum previously held 
steady, and that will pull the new sheet of 
paper around the other drum. While it's 
not quite as simple as I make it sound, 
after doing it a few times, you will quickly 
learn that it's not really a difficult job, and 
our customers have learned to do this 
quite successfully. 

As a final note, you mentioned using 
filament tape on the Grizzly drum sander. 
In the manual you'll notice that it suggests 
using duct tape, not filament tape. Our 
experience has shown that the filament 
tape does not work well with the heat 
generated by the sanding process. We 
find that the filament tape tends to loosen 
and let go as the adhesive is not designed 
to work with the heat of the drum, 
whereas duct tape is designed specifically 
to stick when the drum reaches operating 
temperature. The fact that you used a 
filament tape may very well have been 
part of the problem with the paper 
coming off the machine. 
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With those few exceptions, the article 
was informative, and I think you 
highlighted the usefulness of a drum 
sander, not just for a professional shop 
but the home shop as well. We, of course, 
agree with you when you say, "the 
Grizzly was half the price," "plenty of 
power" and "the boards come out flat." 
Our goal was to build a machine 
affordable to our customers, and we feel 
we have done just that. 

-William Crofutt, manager of quality 
control, Grizzly Industrial Inc. 

ROLAND JOHNSON REPLIES: The clip was 
installed according to the manual, and the 
fu·st attempt resulted in the clip breaking 
in two, scattering the pieces about the 
room. Subsequent attempts were done 
both ways: paper on the drum first and 
paper in the clip first. All of the methods 
proved awkward. Attempting to drive a 
tight spring clip onto a spring-loaded 
take-up wheel at the end of a drum that is 
supported by ball-bearing pillow blocks 
is not my idea of fun. 

I tried several times to install the 
abrasive roll by myself without good 
results. I found that the spring tension on 
the tensioner wheel was high enough that 
I could not keep adequate tension and 
roll the abrasive paper on at the same 
time. I am sure that with practice I could 
master one-person abrasive changes, but 
again, it is an awkward system. 

The machine was delivered with 
ftlament tape holding the abrasive strips 
to the drum. The failure of the tape 
resulted from the wood coming in 
direct contact with the tape. This 
happened because the abrasive 
strip was not long enough to cover 
the entire width of the roller, thus 
exposing the tape to the possibility of 
contact with the wood being sanded. 
Duct tape would have fared no better. I 
feel there is a need for more than just a 
few wraps of any tape to adequately keep 
the abrasive strip secured to the drum. 
One additional note on this subject: Even 
the picture of the tool on Grizzly's web 
site shows filament tape securing the 
abrasive to the drum. 

Suggests a safety symbol for dan

gerous techniques-The photograph 
showing Tom Calisto ripping a curved 

apron on his tablesaw (FWW# 145, p. 60) 
is worth a thousand words. It shows him 
risking dangerous kickback, but he 
makes the cut look so easy that I am 
afraid others will want to try it. In the text, 
he says this is dangerous and recom
mends using a bandsaw as a safer alterna
tive. But people often look at your 
pictures without reading the text. I 
know I do. It is fine to show exactly 
how he made the table, but the magazine 
has an obligation to teach safety. I 
suggest a note or symbol showing a safer 
way at the bottom of all photographs that 
show safety being bypassed. Perhaps 
a cut-hand symbol and a bandsaw 
photo might work. 

-James Stewart, Carlisle, Ohio 

There's more than one way to 

skin a board-When I read Anthony 
Guidice's article "Four-squaring with 
hand tools" (Rules of Thumb, FWW # 142, 
pp. 96, 98), my first impression was that 
he was arrogant. After reading his relllC
tant reply to Eddie Cochrane's letter sug
gesting he was wrong (FWW #145, pp. 10, 
12), I have little doubt. 

There is never only one way to do 
something or only one tool to do it with. 

Assistant; Associate Art Director 

Fine Woodworking is looking for a 
graphic designer with three-plus 
years of magazine experience and 
knowledge of woodworking to assist 
in developing technical illustrations 
and article layouts. Must have strong 
drawing skills, be proficient on the 
Mac (Quark), understand the 
production process and be able to 
meet tight deadlines. Photographic 
abilities are a plus. Send letter and 
resume to: Personnel Department, 
The Taunton Press Inc., 63 S. Main St., 
P.O. Box 5506, Newtown, CT 06470. 

Writing an artlc.e 
Fine Woodworking is a reader-written magazine. 
We welcome proposals, manuscripts, photo
graphs and ideas from our readers, amateur or 
professional . We'll acknowledge al l submissions 
and return those we can't publish. Send your 
contributions to Fine Woodworking, P.O. Box 
5506, Newtown, CT 06470-5506. 



THE SOURCE FOR BANDSAW ACCESSORIES 
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Iturra Design: Millennium 2000 catalog 
• Stop guessing when it comes to tensioning band saw 

blades, introducing Blade Gage an inexpensive ten
sion gauge for band saws. 

• Lenox Pro Master carbide-tipped and Bimetal blades 

• Bandrollers, rip and re-saw fences, improved tension 
springs, tires, table inserts, circle jigs, and much more. 

• History and comparison between Delta and JET saws. 

CALL 1-888-722-7078 or 1-904-642-2802 
READER SERVICE NO. 179 

FREE TOOL CATALOG 

Call Toll Free for Free Catalog 
� 1-888-500-4466 

Visit us on the Internet at http:/twww.highland-hardware.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 140 

8" CHAIR LEGS 
FROM STOCK 

NO MINIMUM ORDER 

FREE COLOR CATALOG 

#AMD08 

AVAILABLE IN 
MAPLE, CHERRY, 

OAK AND 
PAINT GRADE 

#A0556C 

P.O. Box 728, Dept. Q32 
Morristown, TN 37815-0728 
Phone 423-587-2942· Fax 423-586-2188 
www.adamswoodproducts.com 

READER SERVICE o. 205 

We Manufacture 
& Service 

SHAPER KNIVES 
MOULDER KNIVES 

Williams & Hussey 
We now distribute Profile Knives 
FREEBORN FOLEY BELSAW. MOULDER HEADS Cutters RBI & WOOD MASTER KNIVES 

-
LOCK EDGE COLLARS 

ROSETTE ClJITERS 
CUSTOM ROUTERS & 

CUSTOM ClJITERS • • • • Quick Turnaround TIme 
Top Quality Products I �::..M[Q£�E!;�!g1J1!:. at Competitive Prices 

1-800-228-8151 
10 Years - Fax 651-1097 3: 

READER SERVICE NO. 62 
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L e t t e r S (co ntinued) 

Is he on the Lie-Nielsen payroll? I 
believe that Mr. Guidice has been a 
teacher too long and has forgotten 
about the open mind. His way might 
work great, but it certainly isn't the only 
way. Let's not forget that if one person 
believes a wrong idea, it is still 
a lousy idea, even if that person is 
the teacher. 

-Timothy J Barkdoll, Loves Park, Ill. 

Boeshield T9 solves the paraffin 

wax problem-After reading Lon 
Schleining's advice on keeping rust off 
machinery in your recent Q&A column 
(FWW#145, p. 108), we at Boeshield PMS 
Products have a few things to add. 

We agree that paraffin wax in its solid 
(or even melted) form does not work 
well for tabletop lubrication and 
protection, because it does not allow 
for any moisture displacement. However, 
our product, Boeshield T9, is indeed a 
paraffin wax-based product with a 
solvent carrier that does provide for 
moisture displacement and does give 

Clayton 
built in the with precision 

balanced spindles, oversized 
bearings, and a premium 
Baldor Induction Motor. 

• Benchtop and full-sized, 
professional models 

• Large table surface 
• Built-in dust port 
• Quick-change drums 

Clayton tackles the toughest 
sanding jobs .•. smoothly. 

FREE COLOR CATALOG, 
call: 1-800-971-5050 �CLAYTDN �_IMlioa.[@tl 

ROYAL OAK, MI 48068-0520 
READER SERVICE NO. 193 
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you an even coat over your tabletop. This 
even coat is important so as to avoid 
slick or slow spots on your tablesaw 
surface. The advantage to using a 
wax-based product is the longevity of 
each application. Through exhaustive 
testing by Boeing Aviation, it was 
proven that none of the synthetics held 
up as well, or as long as, paraffin wax. 
Further, our product is its own best 
solvent, when you reapply the T9 
you are in fact re-liquefying the 
existing layer of wax and replacing 
it with a new and fresh layer. If used 
correctly, you will not have any buildup, 
and you will maintain your thin, dry, 
even coat of wax to assist in lubing 
and protecting. 

-David Sligh, Boeshield T9, 
Holland, Mich. 

Correction-In the otes & Comment 
item "Chairs of industrial strength" (FWW 
#145, p. 28), Michael Gilmartin's name 
was incorrect. Gilmartin, owner of 
Gilmartin Studios in Atlanta, Ga., received 

WIRELESS 
DRIVEWAY 
ALARM 

An alert will sound in your home or workshop 
anytime someone approaches the house. Never 
miss a visitor while your working on a project. 

-Free Literature-
A complete line of wireless security equipment. 

DAKOTA ALERT, INC. 
Box 130, Elk Point, SO 57025 

Ph: 605-356-2772 
www.dakotaalert.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 84 

the 1999 Design Journal Gold Award for 
Design Excellence in the residential seat
ing category. His winning entry, tl1e Avos 
Armchair, is made of a custom-grade PS 
183 marine plywood and is part of the 
permanent collection of the Mint Museum 
of Art in Charlotte, .c. If you're interest
ed in more of his work, he can be 
reached at (404) 351-7886. 

About your safety 
Working wood is inherently danger
ous. Using hand or power tools 
improperly or ignoring standard safe
ty practices can lead to permanent 
injury or even death. Don't try to 
perform operations you learn about 
here (or elsewhere) until you're cer
tain tl1ey are safe for you. If something 
about an operation doesn't feel right, 
don't do it. Look for another way. We 
want you to enjoy the craft, so please 
keep safety foremost in your mind 
whenever you're in the shop. 

-Timothy D. Schreiner, editor 

• Easy Bolt·Up 
Rigid Frame 
Design 
• Industry, Office, 1-888-781-6629 

Shop, Farm, Mini Storage 

More General Machinery ·15" Band Saw (#490·1) 1HP . . . . . .. S1,199 ·12" Lathe (#160-2) 1HP . .. . . . .. . . 51,225 ·12" HD Lathe (#260·VD) .. . . 52,649 • 8" Jointer (#480-1) . . .S1,675 �������::::9F:::;;;;""-· 6" Jointer (#1180·1) 1HP .. . . ... . 51,035 
� ·15" Drill Press (#34·01) . . . ..... S 779 ·14" Planer (#130-1) 3HP . . . . . . . . . . 52,399 ·20" HD Lathe (#26020·VD) . . . . . . . . S2,899 

2625 Beaver Avenue, Des Moines, IA 50310 

1·800·835·5084 
http://www.augusthome.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 26 



NEW SMALLER 
DOWNDRAFT TABLE 

Building downdraft tables for 

professionals since 1991, 
DENRA Y has perfected the 
downdraft system. 

Now Denray is offering a 

versatile, moveable 34" X 44" 
table - MODEL 26348. 

It configures as either a downdraft table or a 
solid-work-surfaced bench, both with the same: 
• easy to replace filter cartridge 
• 1500 cfm through 225 sq. ft. of filter media 

• two dust collection ports - 4" and 5" for 
accessory equipment like your table saw 
• rubber-like, no-mar work surface 
• woodworking vise 

• electrical power receptacle 
• wheels and handles for easy moving through 

doorways 
Dust collection is as small as .5 micron. 

INTRODUCTORY PRICE $995 
Visit our website before you 
buy f rom anyone else! 

www.denray.com 
Learn how you get more from 

DENRA Y - more years of 
experience and more features 
and benefits that affect you 
and your work. 

DENRAY MACHINES are made in the U.S.A. 

Call 800·766·8263 for the dealer near you 
READER SERVICE NO. 114 

WOOoSHOP OUST cowcnON HOSE 

• Built-in calibrations 
for all popular woods 
• Large LCD displays moisture content 
and temperature 

• Automatic correction for temperature 
• Wide range of probes and accessories 

� 
PROTIMETER 

800.32l. 4878 pna@protimeteLcom 

READER SERVICE NO. 232 

Portable SAWHELPER™ ULTRAFENCE™ 

Rated #1 
by "Fine Homebuilding" 
magazine in a 
comparison test. 

BECAUSE IT DOESN'T PAY TO OWN SECOND BEST 
• Fits all miter saws up to 15': perfect for all slide compound saws. 
• The only system that is truly accurate and sets up on any terrain in 60 

seconds - guaranteed. 
• Steel self-squaring coupler aligns fences with saw to 1/100" accuracy - no 

other system has it! 
• FlipstopTM fence gage has hairline pointer for extreme accuracy, lever 

action, Lexan view-plate, heavy steel construction. 
• Extensions are made of tempered aluminum to support heavy 

framing lumber. 
• Legs store flat under fences and adjust from 30" to 42"- great 

for uneven terrain. 
• Center stand folds flat, includes a quick 

release mounting plate for saw. 

VISA, DISCOVER. MASTERCARD. 
AMERICAN EXPRESS 

AMERICAN DESIGN & ENGINEERING, INC. 
st_ Paul park, MN 

1·800·441·1388 Ref. 12-98-2 651·459· 7400 
READER SERVICE O. 130 
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Methods of Work 
Shopmade s l i d i ng crosscut table 
Most woodworkers appreciate the performance and accuracy that 
a sliding table would lend to their tablesaw, especially one with 
enough capacity to crosscut a full sheet of plywood. But for most 
of us, the costs in dollars and valuable floor space make such a 
piece of equipment prohibitive. AddreSSing those concerns, I de-

Extension table 

Worktable i n  
normal positi on 

Lever locks table in pOSition .  

Worktable 

Sheet of  :woo� '\ 

Worktable in extended position Un locked 

E D I T E D  A N D  D R A W N  B Y  J I M  R I C H E Y 

cided to make my own sliding table based on the principle of a 
heavy-duty full-extension drawer slide. For everyday use, the ex
tension table is locked onto the base and doesn't take up any 
extra floor space in front of the saw. But when I release a small 
lever, I can pull back the extension table to make a 49-in. opening 
and crosscut a full sheet of plywood. 

The table consists of four main parts: the base, the extension 
table, the u'aveling carriage and the worktable. Start by consU'uct
ing the base and the extension table of %-in. plywood. Rout a cove 
into the edges of these two pieces to accept lengths of electrical 
metallic tubing, which become the rails for the traveling carriage. 

TRAVELI NG
CARR IAGE DETAI LS 

Nuts i nside 
and outside 

Make the traveling carriage from two pieces of 4-in. flat steel plate 
with two pieces of angle iron bolted along each top and bottom 
edge to hold the in-line skate bearings that provide the rolling ac
tion. These two steel-plate assemblies are held together and ten
sioned by means of two threaded ·rods that pass between the base 
and the extension table, and they're locked in place by nuts inside 
and outside the metal brackets on each end of the carriage. Screw 
the worktable to the extension table using two spacers so that the 
worktable clears the traveling carriage. I added aluminum T-slots 
in the top of my worktable so that I can angle the fence in relation 
to the blade. -Jack Hegarty, Tottinham, Ont., Canada 

continued on p. 16 

A reward for the best tip 
Jack Hegarty won an engraved Lie·Nie/sen handplane for his winning tip about making a sliding panel attachment for his 
t ablesaw. Hegarty took up woodworking as a hobby 25 years ago, and he spends most of his efforts building antique 
reproductions for his family. The machinist 's t alents required for his daytime job (keeping the equipment humming for a large 
Canadian oil company) are evident in the design and execution of his sliding table. Send us your best tip, along with 
any photos or sketches (we'll redraw them) to Methods of Work, Fine Woodworking, P.O. Box 5506, Newtown, 
CT 06470-5506. 





M e t h o d  S 0 f W 0 r k ( c o n t i n u e d )  

Router g u i d e  for convex cu rves 

Other 

Ball-bearing 
wheels \ Bar attached 

to router fence 

I just finished a job that required routing dadoes, veining and edg
ing on large circular and semicircular shapes. The standard router 
edge guide is useless in these situations. So I modified the guide 
by adding two ball-bearing wheels as shown above, and now the 
guide follows circular shapes quite well. I drilled other adjustment 
holes to attach the bearings so that I can work on a wide range of 
circles with different radii. -David Noble, Wilmington, N C 

Quick tip: Procter & Gamble's disposable refill cloths for the Swif
fer dust sweeper make excellent tack cloths. The cloths do a great 
job of removing wood and sanding dust and do not interfere with 
subsequent finishes. They are relatively inexpensive and can be 
used repeatedly. -PaulL. Stotler, Leonardtown, Md. 

G u i d e  b locks for h a n d-cut doveta i ls 
These simple dovetail guide blocks (above right) cost nothing, are 
quick to make and are quite helpful for marking, cutting and par
ing hand dovetails. Start by ripping a 1 %-in. square hardwood 
block at least 12 in. long. Rabbet one corner of the block to the 
thickness of your dovetail stock, or (if you like your pins and tails 
to protrude slightly to allow trimming later) just a shade deeper. 

Set your chopsaw to the desired dovetail  angle and cut one end 
of the guide block to that angle. Flip the block 1800 and cut off a 
piece of the block about 2 in. long. This piece is your first layout 
and cutting guide. Once again, flip the block 1800 and cut off an
other piece about 2 in. long. This is your second layout and cutting 
guide. Square off the ends of tl1e rest of the block to use as a chis
el guide. 

Use the two angled block to scribe the dovetail pins (or tails, 
depending on which you mark first). If one angled block won't 
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Cut rabbet t o  t hickness 
of dovetail stock. 

Ch isel gu ide 

Use blocks 1 
Use chisel 

guide to mark 
the baseline. / 

work, the other one will. After you have scribed the location of the 
pins, clamp or hold tl1e appropriate block in place to guide your 
handsaw at the correct angle. 

Use the third block to mark the depth of the baseline of the pins 
and tails. You can also use the third block as a chisel guide. Simply 
clamp it to the workpiece and press the flat of your chisel again t 
it for the first tap. 

With these guides your dovetail joints should fit perfectly. But if 
they don't, you can also use the blocks as a guide for paring tl1e 
pins or tails with a chisel. -Glenn Crackel; Huntsville, Ala. 

Quick tip: Rubber bulb syringes-the long-snouted, teardrop
shaped squeeze bulbs made for cleaning the nostrils of babies
work well in tl1e shop to blow chips and du t from mortises, inside 
corners and other hard-to-reach places. The syringes are available 
in drug stores. -James F Leach, Clifton Pm-k, NY 

HOle-boring j ig for a ngled s p i n d l e  mortises 
Recently I built a spindle-sided cradle with angled sides and ends. 
This type of construction requires that each spindle mortise be 
bored at a slightly different angle. Not trusting my eye to drill each 
mortise by hand, I built a simple but useful drill-press jig to ac
complish the job accurately and quickly. The jig, built of %-in.
tluck medium-density fiberboard (MDF), consists of an L- haped 
base that clamps to tl1e drill-press table and an inverted L-shaped 
pivoting fence for holding the workpiece. The pivoting fence 
should be a couple of inches shorter than the base. To make the 



Duty. Rugged. and Reliable. 
Web Site That's Built Like 

A DEWALT Tool. 

The n ew DEWALT store 
has a co m p lete DEWALT 

section of over 1300 
products. See the n ewest 

cord less tools a n d  the 
hard-to-fi nd woodworking 

accessories. Our  heavy
d uty prod uct information 

i nc luding customer rat ings 
and reviews will  help you 
select the right prod ucts. 

Visit the DEWALT store at 

www.amazon.com/dewalt 
chop saws cordless tools drills planers 
rotary hammers the DEWALT store 
screw guns drill bits saw blades 

ThE SATISFAcrION 
BEGINS WITII 

READER SERVICE NO. 207 

attaining the 
quality level that you demand. 

Our meters have hem wd with 
confidence [or over 50 years, 

� thousands o[ woodworkers 
like yourself. They're easy to use, 

�d, more importandy, 
they're reliable. 

t the quJity 
,. 10 

Pinpointing nwisture problems for over 50 years. 
Phone: 7342 

Fax: 1 �:I"':��com Web site: w 
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M e t h o d  S 0 f W 0 r k ( c on t i n u ed )  

Pivot 
pOint 

lines show 
tilt angle. 

jig, construct the two L-shaped pieces, then drill pivot holes in 
both the vertical plate of the base and the fence. Drill the pivot 
hole in the fence right at the joint of the pieces forming the inside 
of the L-shape. Mount the fence to the base with a \!.i-in. counter
sunk stove bolt. By mounting the pivoting fence as an inverted L 
and clamping the workpiece to the underside of the short leg, you 
can set the mortise depth, and it will remain the same for all mor
tises, regardless of the angle of the bore. 

To use this jig, simply clamp the workpiece to the underside of 
the pivoting fence, rotate the fence to the correct angle and drill. 
Because the fence is shorter than the base, you can mark all of the 
reference angles for the mortises to be bored. Where each mortise 
angle is different, I usually just hold the pivot angle by hand. But 
for repeated mortises at the same setting, it is best to clamp the 
fence to the base at one end. -Richard Brening, Bellevue, Wash. 

Quick tip: To keep brushes from drying out, place the brush inside 
a slide-lock plastic bag and snug up the slide on the brush handle. 
The bag will keep the brush from drying out for several days. 

-john Martin, Racine, Wis. 

Approximate e l l i pse is easier to cut 
I've seen lots of complicated methods for laying out an ellipse. 
Here's a method for drawing a curve that closely approximates an 
ellipse. The advantage is that you can cut this curve with a simple 
pivoting jig. 

The method uses an old mechanical drafting technique that ap
proximates an ellipse one quadrant at a time by using two circular 
arcs of different radii. The trick is to find the two radius points (A 
and B) of the two circular arcs. With a little trial and error you 
might be able to locate them freehand. 

But for the more mathematically inclined, there's a more precise 
method. First lay out the short (minor) and long (major) axes of 
one quadrant of the curve, and connect the end points of the axes 
to produce a right triangle. On the hypotenuse of this triangle, first 
mark the point d, which is the difference between the long and 
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Tangent point 

Bisect remaining 
hypotenuse and extend 

this line to locate pOints 
A and B. 

where the two ----........ . cu rves coi ncide � 

Cut this 
section using 

p;�

�- -

Router 

Radius bar 
pivoting jig 

I 
I 
I 

A I 
- +  

d 

d;difference between 
long and short axes 

Short axis 

B 

B 

B 

short axes. Bisect the remaining segment of the hypotenuse and 
extend the bisection line at 90° to the hypotenuse so that it inter
sects both the long axis at point A and the extension of the short 
axis at point B.  

To cut the curves with a router, make a radius bar pivoting jig 
with two pivot points as shown above. With the bar pivoted at 
point A, swing the router to cut the left end of the curve. When the 



Garrett Wade Tools FREE CATALOG call 800-22 1-2942, fax 800-566-9525 
or visit us on the web at www.garrettwade.com 

Garrett Wade Gives You a Hand 
A / Fabulous Universal Assembly Jig I s  
A Cabinetmaker's Third Hand 
Our long experience with this tool reinforces our 
appreciation of its incredible range of application 
- in the shop or job site. It allows trlle, one-man case 
asswbly work with machine sqllare acmracy, and 
gives you confidence where it would otherwise be 
virtually impossible. 

When assembling cabinets, face frames, drawers or boxes, you really need some
thing to hold the stock in place while checking squareness and during glue-up. 
The Universal Assembly Jig fits the bill perfectly. Unique to this jig is the 
built-in offset in the corner that makes it exceptionally useful for kitchen cabi
nets. Detailed instructions show you exactly how to use it. 

One Assembly Jig will do the job, but two are much more handy, and more economi-
cal. We highly recommend rhis rool. Parented. l. Regu ar Sale 
14B01 .0 1  
14B0 1 . 1 0  

Assembly Jig (each) 
Set 2 Assembly Jigs 

89.95 
179.90 1 39.95 

This Jig can also be used to hold very long pieces, like bookshelf sides (of virtllal
ly any height), vertically while you fasten them. This practical lack of a height re
striction gives the Jig exceptional utility. Extra-heavy (8 Ibs.) extruded, anodized 
aluminum, it is a massive W' thick and 30W' long. Sides are 4W' and 6'� Two Ad
justment Cams and twO Position Clamps are included. Other clamps needed are 
common shop clamps (spring clamps, bar or pipe clamps etc.). 

B / Scale Model - An Ingenious Cabinet Building System 
This 14" scale model and its instructions, illustrate this ingenious technique which you 
can apply to any type of case work construction - furniture, desks, chests etc. Everyone ftom 
rhe most experienced worker to the novice will gain new skills quickly. 
05N 19.01 Casework Scale Model 24.95 

C / Premium Float Glass -
An Accurate Affordable Surface Plate 

Ordinary black silicon carbide sand paper pasred to a 
very flat surface can accurately true the soles of hand 
planes and quickly flatten rhe backs of chisels and 
plane blades, or resurface your stones. 
Traditionally, surface plates made of iron or granite, 
were quire expensive - and heavy. In contrast, "Float 
Glass" is an industrial product that is extremely flat, 
parallel sided, stable and reasonable in cost. 
Not to be confused with ordinary glass, premium 
"Float Glass" is made by floating molten glass on a 
molten tin barh. 
All three plares are W' thick and 4" wide. Sizes shown 
are length. Edges are beveled. (Sandpaper not includ-

ed.) The 44" plate is packed in a special wooden crate 
which is included in the cost. 
20K 14.04 lO" Float Glass Plate 
20K14.05 24" Float Glass Plare 
20K 14.07 44" Float Glass Plare 

�� D / Height Gauge Artachment 
Works With Any Combination Square 

26.85 
37.95 
89.95 

This clever accessory slips onto the ruler of any ordi
nary combination square and locks in place, at any po
sirion, with a simple thumbscrew. 
Use it as a height or width gauge. A handy set-up de
vice for any power tool, a rhousand uses around the 
shop. All this, USA made, and a terrific value. 
1 3G03. 1 1  Hi-Gage Square Attachment 19.95 

�tJ.-� E / Get A Gross Of Utility Brushes 

Clean, wipe, spread, rub - and then throw away. At 
just .09 each, these W' wide metal-clad d isposable 
brushes are endlessly useful in a wide variery of shop 
tasks. Get them by the gross ( 1 44 brushes). 

Regular Sale 
83K04.02 Gross Of Brushes 1 8.50 1 2.95 

FREE CATALOG 
Our high quality Woodworking Catalog has thousands of 
useful tools. Visit our web site at w ww.garrettwade.com 
or call us to order a catalog. To order any of these product 
please call the number below. NIJ/7J1al Shipping charges apply. 
(Im'l phone 2 12-807-1 1 55, fax 2 12-255-8552) 

For a FREE CATALOG or to order: 800-221-2942 or www.garrettwade.com 
READER SERVICE NO. 159 
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M e t h o d  S 0 f W 0 r k ( c o n ti n u e d )  

router reaches the tangent point where the two curves coincide, 
move the pivot point to B and cut the rest of the curve. 

-Richard L. Smith, Silver Spring, Md. 

Accu rate adjustments on a router edge guide 

. - � 

Masking tape 

Apply tape to outside of guide if 

it will be moved inward. 

Space between tape and 
guide shows the amount 
of adjustment made. 

To make fine adjustments using a standard router edge guide, first 
make a test cut on scrap, then determine the amount of adjustment 
required. Apply a strip of masking tape across the steel rods flush 
with the edge guide, as shown in the drawing above. (Apply the 
tape on the outside of the guide, away from the router, if the guide 
will be moved inward, and on the inside if it will be adjusted out
ward.) Loosen the knobs, and adjust the guide. The distance be
tween the tape and the edge guide is the degree of adjustment. 
Very small adjusffi1ents are easy to read. 

-Anthony Guidice, St. Louis, Mo. 

Ta king a pa rt a glue joint with heat 
Let's face it. Sometimes we mess up and need to take apalt a glue 
joint. As long as the original joint was glued up with hide glue or 
white or yellow PVA glue, you're in luck. When subjected to mois
ture or heat, these glues lose their grip in short order. This is good 
news if you want to make a repair. 

You can use warm water to take apart a joint, but it's messy, and 
it raises the grain. Heat is the better choice, but don't whip out a 
blowtorch just yet. When using heat to pull apart a glue joint, it is 
important that you use a heat source that will create a strong, deep 
heat without burning the wood. To accomplish this, I use a 250-
watt infrared heat lamp in a portable light fixture. You can buy 
these lamps at a good hardware store or restaurant supplier. Be 
sure to buy a fixture with a heavy porcelain socket capable of han
dling the wattage and the heat of the lamp. Chicken-coup lamps 
are a good choice. 

Focus the lamp right over the glue joint. In just a few minutes the 
glue will soften and the joint will pull right apart. Be careful-the 
wood will be really hot. Instead of pulling apart the joint by hand, 
I use a quick clamp with the head reversed. I simply apply small 
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/ Chicken-coup I- l amp 

250-watt infrared 
heat lamp 

-- �----=:,;:::::;;;;: Workpiece to be 
� "", - � disassembled � �." 

amounts of pressure until the joint comes apart. Denatured alcohol 
and a soft wire brush are all I need to clean off the old glue. 

-Clay Bakel� Woodside, CaW 

Lightweight sawhorses 

Strap hinge 

This sawhorse is light, strong and can be folded with one hand. It 
stores flat in your truck or against your shop wall. Best of all, it's 
cheap and easy to make. All you need are some 1 1/4-in. drywall 
screws, a short length of rope, a couple of strap hinges and some 
scrap lx4s. I've made horses of several sizes, but my favorite is the 
one shown in the drawing above. 

-Bruce Schwarz, Mancheste1� Md. 
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Portable 
Unisuely Quiet 

Dust Extractabl 
Ergonomic 

" The cuts were so quiet and 
effortless it felt like I forgot 

to raise the blade" 
Hal Taylor. Museum Quality Works of Art. Hartwood. VA 

Hals comment is  typical of 
the many we receive from 
craftsmen who have tried 
our Pro Series blades. 

Each blade features: 

• Expertly
tensioned. fully
hardened tool 
steel plates 
for true run 

• Fine grit 
honing of 
carbide 
edge for 
clean. 
smooth. and 
easy cuts 

• Resin 
bond-filled 
expansion slots 
for extremely 
quiet cuts 

• High-grade. wear
resistant carbide tips 

for long life 

Tenryu Pro Series blades 
are also available for cutting 

plastic and non-ferrous 
metals. So save your ears and 

make life easier with Tenryu 
blades. Ask for them at 

your favorite dealer or 
call 800-9S 1 -SAWS. 

TENRYU AMERICA, INC. 
4301 Woodland Park Dr. 

Suite 1 04 
W. Melbourne, FL 32904 

321-951 -2400 
800-951-SAWS 

Fax: (321) 951 -2250 
www.tenryu.com 

The new gene rat i o n  of ta b l e  saws 

CUTTING LENGTHS: 
48" to 9' 

SAW/PANELSAW 
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Notes & Com ment 
Wood as  m i n i atu re f i ne  a rt 

Small motorcycle with a 

large price tag. Joseph Ramsey 
has decided to sell his Scorpion. 

Ramsey is currently negotiating with the 

last of three bidders. The winning bid? 

Upward of $50,000. 

Trading in the canvas for wood in 1980, 
Joseph Ramsey made a conscious decision 
to become a self-taught woodworker, be
cause, as he says, "learning his own tech
niques would ensure the originality of his 
work." Rather than working from plans or 
drawings, Ramsey deSigns all of his projects 
entirely in his mind. Likewise, the scaling of 
his work is done by eye. 

The Scorpion motorcycle, 10 in. wide by 
12 in. high by 22 in. long, is the most de
tailed of Ramsey's collection of miniatures. 
The painter-turned-woodworker from Or
mond Beach, Fla., uses benchtop machines 
for rough-cut shaping, then further details 
the pieces by hand. The product of 15  
months of work, the Scorpion is made of 
nine different species of wood and is fin
ished with tung oil and clear shellac. 
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Among its many details are removable 
spark plugs, a moving belt drive and ad
justable mirrors. 

Ramsey's work has won numerous 
awards in craft-show competitions, gar
nered attention from local newspapers 
and TV stations and been published in na
tional magazines. But Ramsey is most 
proud of the letter he received from former 
President Jimmy Carter after having one of 
his pieces presented to the avid wood
worker. Carter wrote: "It is remarkable!
one of the finest examples of wood
working we have ever seen." 

Ramsey currently does his work part time 
but does accept commissions. For further 
information, call (904) 672-9084. 

-Christopher Baumann 
is the editorial assistant. 

Lesso ns i n  tu rn i n g  

Woodturning: 
two books in 
one by Phil 
Irons. Sterling 
Publishing, New 
York; 1999. 
$19.95, spiral
bound; 128 pp. 

The most original aspect of Phil Irons' 
book is its format. The upper half contains 
the various projects, and the lower half the 
skills required to complete them. Because 
the halves turn independently, it is possi
ble to combine several techniques in one 
project in a manner that it makes them sen
sible, practical and realistic. 

Words alone cannot describe the tech
niques of wood turning; therefore, the 
photos are most important. Here there is 
no doubt the photographer, Ian Howes, 
has succeeded. 

I do have a few minor reservations. First, 
wood turners should never wear rings 
while operating a lathe because they can 
catch and take off a finger. Second, con
cerning mounting devices, all of tl1e face
plate turning in the book is done with 
expansion chucks. For experienced turn
ers this is perhaps acceptable, but I recom
mend that beginners use faceplates 
screwed into solid stock. Despite these 
reservations, I sti l l  recommend the book 
for beginners and as a refresher course for 
those who need it. 

-Howard Lewin is a wood turner in 
Hawthorne, Calif. 

Turning step by step. In Phil Irons' book, 
specific techniques are explained and illus

trated on the bottom of each page to guide 

readers through a project. 

Photo, this page (of Scorpion} Richard Turner 



Traditional Japanese Tansu 
&. Cabinet Hardware 

Fine selection of handmade Japanese paper 
- for Shoji Screens and Lamp Shades 

In addition we offer the absolute finest, custom·made 
Japanese tools for the sophisticated woodworker. 

For information, call or FAX Kayoko! 

For FREE brochure, write to: 
MISUGI DESIGNS 

2233 5th St., Berkeley, CA 947 10-www.misugidesigns.com 
Tel :  (5 1 0) 549·0805 Fax: (510) 549·0828 

READER SERVlCE NO. 49 

A SECON D 
PAIR OF HANDS 

N ow your table saw will 
support up to 48" of cut 
material. 
Lifts quickly into position 
and folds out-of-the way in 
one simple easy step with no 
tools ... supports 200 lbs. 

FREE Color Catalog 
Call: 1 -800-624-2027 

HTC PRODUCTS, INC., 

ROYAL OAK, M1 
48068·0839 

Free to a 
Good Home 

Accept no imitations! 

Buy the Perform ax 1 6-32 
Plus Drum Sander, the 

industry's original drum 

sander, and receive the 

accessory package 

absolutely FREE! 

Package includes: 

Infeed/outfeed tables 

Conveyor belt tracker set 

Box of ready-to-wrap 
sandpaper sized to fit 

$131 accessory package 
FREE 

The power to shape your ideas 
JET, Periormax and Powermatic - A Family Of Brands 

Offer effective September 1, 2CXX> through March 31, 2001 · 800-334-4910 .  'W'MV.PertormaxProducts.com 

READER SERVlCE NO. 195 

The Keller 
Dovetail System . . . 
The only dovetail system 
that is simple, fast 
and accurate. 
Fast setup. No test cuts. Precision 
joinery. Unlimited widths. Classic 
and variable spacing. Compound, 
acute and obtuse angles. Curved 
dovetails. Box joints. Made in USA 
since 1976. 20-yr. warranty. 30-day 
money-back guarantee. 

VIDEO: $8.95 + $2 P /H 

To find out more, contact your Dealer or 
KELLER & CO. Dept. FOi 
1327 I Street, Petaluma, CA 94952 
(800) 995-2456 (707) 763-9336 

READER SERVlCE NO. 168 
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N o t  e s & C om m e n  t ( c o n ti n u e d )  

S p i ro ro uter  

Two Canadian brothers, Ian and David 
MacKenzie, have taken the idea behind 
the spirograph and developed it to make a 
router cut a unique inlay. Attached to the 
baseplate of the router is a gear, which 
meshes with a belt or chain laid around a 
template just larger than the tabletop. As 
the router moves around the table, it cre
ates a wave pattern, and after a certain 
number of revolutions the pattern links 
up, creating one continuous line. David 
MacKenzie said using the router is nerve
racking. The router cable continually gets 
twisted. To prevent tearout 
where two lines cross, the 
position of the teeth is care
fully noted, the router is 
removed, the first cut is in
laid, then the routing of the 
second revolution can be
gin. The MacKenzies can 
be reached at mackenzie@ 
gulfislands.com or (250) 
629-3821. -Mark Schofield 

is assistant editor. 

A musical memori· 

al. The Martin Guitar 

Co. is making a limit

ed-edition guitar in 

honor of renowned 

woodworker George 

Nakashima. One of 

his chairs is shown 

here with the guitar. 
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An intriguing web. The purpleheart inlay in this western curly maple table 

was made using a router as a form of spirograph. A gear attached to the 

router base runs in a chain on a jig just larger than the tabletop. 

M us ica l  sa l ute 
to N a kash i m a  

For the last two decades of his l ife, George 
Nakashima had his signature over-sized 
walnut logs cut on the bandmill belonging 
to the Martin Guitar Co. In honor of this 
great woodworker, the company has cre
ated a limited-edition guitar. 

The sides and two-piece back are book
matched from highly figured claro walnut, 
perhaps akashima's favorite species of 
wood. The back panels of the guitar are 
joined with two of akashima's u·ademark 
dovetailed butterflies, made of East Indian 
rosewood. 

The neck combines two pieces of flamed 
maple with a contrasting center walnut 
stripe. The fingerboard and bridge are 
ebony, while the soundboard is book
matched from rare Italian alpine spruce. 
The Nakashima family crest, a five-petal 
Japanese ivy leaf, is nested on the walnut 
headplate. Each of the 100 guitars made 
will sell for $4,750. -MS 

Photos, this page, Kelly Irving (top); coullesy of Mallin Guitar Co. (bottom) 





N o t  e s & C om m e n t ( c o n ti n u e d )  

Wo r ld 's s m a l l est v i o l i n  

Former champion. Just less than 1� in. long, 

this violin used to be the world's smallest, un

til its maker, Cornel Schneider of Switzerland, 

made one barely more than 1;& in. long. 

HI(lhl:f Riltcd by Fine Woodworking. see review 
in Fine Woodworking #133. pages 68-73. 

ENDURO 
WAT-R-BASE® 

Laquers, Polyurethane, 
Stains, Color Coats, 

Wash Coats and Primers 

1 -800-696-061 5 
Local: (949) 366·2322 Fax: (949) 366·3471 

(OUPIIA. SPSB'4 S"SJEM5 
3011 Vina Vial, San Clemente, CA 92673 

NEW WEBSITE. 
www.compHantspraysysteow.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 101 
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The work of Cornel Schneider gives most 
of us eyestrain just imagining it. He recent-
1y smashed his own world record for the 
smallest violin, making one 29mm long 
(approximately n16 in.), beating the behe
moth of 35.3mm shown at left. These in
struments are fully acoustic, tunable and 
theoretically playable but would produce 
harmonics far above the range of human 
hearing. 

Schneider's methods of work are similar 
to those used to produce life-sized instnl
ments, while his tools are scaled-down 
versions of planes and chisels he made. 
The body begins with some straight
grained boxwood cut on a toaster-sized ta
blesaw. The hardest task is sawing 
symmetrical F-holes in the top plate, done 
by hand with a 0.2mm-thick sawblade. The 
ebony for fingerboards and tailpieces 
comes from discarded larger violins, while 
the bow hair comes from the head of his 
6-year-old niece. -M.S 

Conceal, Reveal, 
Swivel with the 
touch of a finger. 

AUTt)t�tPOP.UP 
TV LIFTS 

YOU BUILD THE FURNITURE 
WE'LL PROVIDE THE AUTOMATION 

Since 1 955, the Auton Company has served 
the design community with quality motorized 
systems that utilize remote controls and pow-[i erful motors. Motorized platform 

glides smoothly on four racks and 

. 
0 pinions, even swivel at the touch 

of a button 

AUTON MOTORIZED SYSTEMS 
P.O. Box 802320 ' Valencia, CA 91 380-2320 
(661) 257·9282 ' Fax (661) 295-5638 
Beverly Hills (310) 659-171 8 '  Honolulu (808) 734-1260 
e-mail: TVLlFT@auton.com • Internet: http://www.auton.com 
us & Foreign Pal. Pend . • Made in USA ' Auton does not make lumiture 

FOOT/BED POp·Up TV COMPUTER LIFT POP·ooWN SPEAKER 

READER SERVICE NO. 167 

Rad i a l - a rm saw reca l l  

After receiving numerous reports of in
juries, Emerson Tool Co is recalling about 
3.7 million Craftsman radial-arm saws sold 
without a guard that covers the entire 
blade. The saws affected are 8-in., 9-in. and 
lO-in. models sold from 1958 through 
1992, and the 8\4-in. saw sold from 1990 to 
1995. Serial numbers for the recalled saws 
begin with 1 13-you'1l find the number on 
the saw's base. 

Emerson is offering a free blade guard 
for lO-in. saws that can be retrofitted. For 
the remaining saws that cannot accept the 
new blade guard, Emerson is offering $ 100 
for the return ofthe blade carriage. For fur
ther information contact Emerson (800-
511-2628; www.radialarmsawrecall.com.) 

Notes & Comment 
Send submissions to Notes & Comment, Fine 

Woodworki ng, P. O. Box 5506, Newtown, CT 

06470-5506. 

EKpllnded WeIJ8lle 
We have the largest selection of 
cabinet hardware in the industry . 

Over 6000 items in stock. 

Woodworker's Hardware 

.. . 

www.wwhardware.com 

PO Box 1 80 Sauk Rapids. MN 56379 
24 HOUR FAX: 888-8 1 1 -9850 

Call today for our FREE Sale Flyer! 
800-383-0 1 30 

Mention offer #221 
READER SERVICE NO. 76 



MARC ADAMS School of Woodwork ing 
SUMMER 200 1 

Send For Our Complete Closs Brochure Or Visit Our Website 
www.marcadams.com 

INSTRUCTORS INCLUDE: () l 0 F HANDS-ON COURSES: 
Graham Blackburn • Allan Breed � () If; 0 Cabinet Making 

Brian Baggs • Tim Coleman "," 00 Carving · Chair Making 
Lon Schleining • Kelly Mehler ds z Finishing ' FurnihJre Making 

Dr. Roger Cliffe . Mario Rodriquez 0 Joinery ' Turning 
Bob Flexner • Frank Klaus ::: Veneering & Marquetry 

Michael Forh.lne • Frank Pollaro � and MUCH MORE! 
GarreH Hack and many more! C) 

Courses run May thru October, 
MASW Week long and Weekend Workshops 
5504 E, 500 N, Call for reservations NOW! 1 -3 1 7-535-401 3  
Franklin, IN 461 31 Lodging is available nearby. FAX 3 1 7-535- 1 7 1 3  

Cal/ to find out more about our Masters and Apprenticeship Programs! 
Scholarships Available 

READER SERVICE NO. 2 1 1  

The Selection is Huge. 
We Built a Porter-Cable 

Store to Show it all. 

See the com plete l ine-up of 
Porter-Cable p roducts in the 
n ew Porter-Cable store. 
Over 500 items inc lud ing 
pneu matics a n d  cord less 
tools to the hard-to-fin d  
woodworking accessories. 
See the entire fleet of th is  
year's n ew Porter-Cable 
p roducts at the store that 
has it  all .  

Visit the Porter-Cable store at 

www.amazon.com/portercable 
routers sanders cordless tools 
generators the Porter-Cable store 
nailers & staplers air compressors 

READER SERVICE NO. 209 
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Weathered Steel 
Hardware 
Forged steel hinges 
and steel locks with 
a weathered and 
oxidized finish for 
an antique look. 
These are just a few 
of the 3000 products 
found in our hardware catalog. 

Equal Strap Hinges 
Almost 1 Y4" across the knuckle, with the open 
width given in the price lines. Surface mounted at 
90° or 180°. Priced per hinge. 1+ 5+ 

A. 01H20.62 15" Strap Hinge @ $6.40 $5.45 
B. 01 H20.52 16" Strap Hinge ® $6.80 $5.80 

Unequal Strap Hinges 
Suitable for doors, lids, and flaps. All can be surface 
mounted at either 90° or 180°. Sizes given are 
decorative leaf width/mounting leaf width - add 
the two for overall width. Almost 10" across the 
knuckle (smallest is 1"). 1 + 5+ 

C. 01H21 .14  3Ys"/2" Hinge ® $4.25 $3.60 
D. 01H21 .27 7W'/3W' Hinge ® $4.50 $3.80 
E. 0 I H20. 1 2  8"/3" Hinge @ $3.75 $3.20 
F. 0IH21 .33 9W'/3W' Hinge @ $4.75 $4.05 
G. 01H2 1 .39 9W'/5" Hinge ® $6.80 $5.80 

Screws are not included; the required sizes are noted 
as ® in the price lines. 

All prices are per item. Discounted price applies when 5 
(or 10) or more of the same item are purchased. 

Hand-Forged Hinges 
These hinges feature hand-cut knuckles. Sizes 
given are knuckle height by open width and will 
vary slightly as hand forged. 1 + 10+ 

H. 0 1A59.52 lYs" x80" Forged ® $8.20 $6.95 
J. 0 1A59. 5 1  l"x6W' Forged ® $5.60 $4.75 
K. 0 1A59.60 l"x7W' Forged @ $8.95 $7.60 

Antique Steel Hinges 
Traclitional in shape and aged in appearance. Sizes 
given are height by open width. 1 + 10+ 

L. 01A59.20 2"x6W' Steel @ $2.60 $2.20 
M. OIA59.30 1 !A"x7Y4" Steel ® $3.80 $3.25 
N. OIA59. 1 0  2"x3Vs" Steel @ $ 1 .30 $ 1 . 1 0  

Forged Rattail Hinges 
One of the earliest styles of hinge made, as it was 
reaclily produced with limited forging skills. Affix the 
Single leaf to the door, drive the eyebolt into the cab
inet carcase or wall, and slide the "rattail" through 
the eyebolt - lock in place with a single screw. The 
plain hinge has an overall length of 4Y4". The large 
hinge is hand finished and is 6W' tall, 3Y4" wide. 
The small hinge is 4Ys" tall, 20" wide. 1+ 5+ 

O. 0 1A59.41 Sm. Rattail Hinge ® $ 6.20 $ 5.25 
P. OIA59.42 Lg. Rattail Hinge ® $ 19.50 $ 1 6.60 

Q. O IA59.70 Plain Rattail Hinge® $ 1 5.40 $ 1 3. 1 0  

Restoration Escutcheons 
Already rusted and pitted, or tarnished and dis
tressed, these escutcheons fasten with small brads 
or screws (not included) . W' keyhole height. 

R. OIAI9.40 1 0"xW' Iron 
S. 0 1A19.35 lYs"x1 0" Iron 

1 +  10+ 
$ 1 .50 $ 1 .25 
$2.00 $ 1 .70 

Weathered Steel Cabinet Locks 
A selection of weathered steel distance-to-pin locks 
for use on drawers and doors. The case of the 
surface-mount locks projects Vs" and overhangs 
the door/drawer by Y4" (requires four #3 round
head screws). The round-end case mechanism on 
the mortise locks (Vt6"XI)/t6" tongue) makes them 
particularly suited for installation using a router or 
by sequential drilling of 1 W' dia. holes, just shy of. 
Ys" deep (requires four #4 round-head screws). 
See the chart for case dimensions. Cast steel keys 
sold separately and will fit either lock. (Discounted 
price available when 10 or more of the same lock 
are purchased.) 

WEATHERED STEEL CABINET 
LOCKS 

All sizes 
are stated Width Depth Case Dista�ce 

Depth to Pin in inches. 

T. Surface-Mount Locks 

00N29. 1 5  1 1;/16 1 3/8 "/16 5/8 

00N29.20 J lVl6 J lh "/16 13/16 

00N29.25 I 1VI6 1 "/16 "/16 1 

00N29.30 1 15/16 17/s "/16 1 3/16 

00N29.35 J l5/16 2'/s "/16 17/16 

U. Steel Mortise Locks 

00N30.1 5  23/4 1 3/8 5/8 5/8 

00N30.20 23/4 J lh 5/8 13/16 

00N30.25 23/4 J l 1/16 5/s 1 

00N30.30 23/4 17/8 5/s 13/16 

00N30.35 23/4 21/8 5/8 1 3/8 

00N30.40 23/4 25/16 5/8 IV8 

V. 00N29.90 Plain Key 
W. 00N29.95 Fancy Key 

Price 

$3. 10 
$3. 10 
$3. 10 
$3.10 
$3.95 

$2.95 
$2.95 
$2.95 

$2.95 
$4.50 

$4.50 
$ 1 .50 
$2.25 



Fine Saws 
The saws shown here 
are a sampling of 
the 5000 products 
found in our 268-
page, full-color 
woodworking tools 
catalog. 

A. Steel-Backed Dozuki 
This dozuki saw has a Japanese tooth pattern (cuts 
on the pull stroke) and cuts like the wind. It has a 
25 tpi blade that will not fail on tiny pin knots and 
will quickly cut both softwoods and hardwoods. 
Wooden handle with a steel ferrule. 22Yz" overall 
with a lOYz" (265mm) blade. Made in Korea. 
60T55.01 Steel-Backed Dozuki $ 1 8.95 

B. Folding Dozuki 
A folding saw is convenient for working on the job 
site as it easily fits into a pocket or it can be stored 
in a tool bag. Made exclusively for us, the saw has 
a 16 tpi Japanese-tooth pattern blade that provides 
a fine, smooth cut. The 2Yz" deep and 0.010" 
thick blade cuts with a thin kerf and is flexible for 
trimming out. After use, the blade folds into the 
slotted wooden handle to a compact length of just 
under 1 2". Despite the fine teeth, it will cut a 2x4 
faster than any traditional Western saw. 
60T56.01 Folding Dozuki $ 19.95 

c. Veritas® Dovetail Saw Guide System 
Hand-cut dovetails remain the mark of the skilled 
cabinetmaker. This guide and saw system lets 
amateurs achieve professional results and the 
seasoned expert to produce dovetail joints more 
quickly and with less effort. The 1 :8 dovetail guide 

To see our range of products, you can either order a catalog or browse our Web site. Our site displays 
thousands of products with informative deSCriptions, articles and instruction sheets. Page after page 
of unique, high-quality tools, hardware items and books await you. 

Hardware Catalog: is available free of charge. Ask for FWH2101 . 
Woodworking Catalog: is $5 (includes a $5 coupon) or FREE with purchase. Ask for FWW21 01 . 

To shop online or order a catalog, visit: 

" www.leevalley.com • 
\. -

or eall: 1 -800-871 -81 58 
or fax: 1 -800-51 3-7885 

(the traditional ratio for 
hardwood) clamps in 
position to hold the saw 
at the correct place and 
the correct angle for a 
perfect cut. 3/4" rare
earth magnets imbedded 
in the aluminum guide 
and covered with a layer of low-friction UHMW 
plastic keep the saw perfectly aligned as you cut. 
You just need to chop out waste from the tails and 
pins. Clamps onto material W' to 1" thick. Our 
dovetail saw has been specifically designed for use 
with our dovetail guide. The 22 tpi blade is 
2"x8Yz" long and has 0.005" of set per tooth. The 
dozuki tooth form is effective in both crosscuts and 
rip cuts. Well-made system. A 1 :6 guide (for soft
wood) is also available. 
05T03.02 Veritas®I:8 Guide and Saw $35.95 

!Lee Valley & veRltas® 
12 East River Street, Ogdensburg, N.V. 13669 

READER SERVICE O. 125 
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MoeI.' 1929 
o m p n 

Fine Quality Hand Woodworking Tools 

For a copy of OUT catalog, 
please send $1.00 (US) to: 

PO Box 4744 
Boulder, CO 80306-4744 

1-303-440-5480 
www.PeckTooLoom 
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NORTH STATE 
15" PLANERS 

• Model 315: $889 • Same features as 
the Model 310 plus: 

• Table extension 

• Model 310 Planer: S859 
• Powerful 3 hp motor • Cast iron construction • Magnetic switch 
· 1  vear warranty 
• Dust hood 
• Anti-kickback 
• Stand included 
e 2 speeds 

RAISED PANEL 
DOOR MACHINES 

UNIQUE: Mach ine all five 
components with only one 
operator 

Prices Subject to Change Emn s.bject 10 Comction 

I INCRA Miter Gauge I INCRA Router Table I INCRA Table Saw I INCRA Precision 
Measuring Systems Systems Fence Systems Fence Systems 

We Make Accuracy Easy. 
�--- .. 

Taylor Design Group, Inc. P.O. Box 8 1 0262,  Dallas, TX 75381 

Tel: (972) 4 1 8-48 1 1  Fax: (972) 243-4277 www. incra . com 
READER SERVICE NO. 1 16 

LENEAVE QUALITY-SINCE 1957 NORTHSTATE 
NORTHSTATE 
OUST COLLECTORS 

NORTHSTATE PLANERS NORTHSTATE r CABINET MOULDERS WIDE BELT SANDER 

• 21T, 5 hp: $1,395 • 24", V Speed $2.995 
· 5  hp & 7-1/2 hp * * * * * * * * * * · . 

NORTH STATE * * BANDSAWS * : • 14", 1 hp, $425 * 
* • 18", 2 hp, $795 : * • 20·, $7,495 * • 24", $2.465 · . * * * * * * * * * * 

PORTER 

SHOP JOINTER 

· lI" jointer 
• Heavy cast iron canst. 
• Z hp, singte phase 
• Dual tilt fence • Magnetic controls 
• SAl£: S795 
• 6" jointer. $395 

12" jointer: '7� bed 
· ,frjointer: 111- bed • Delte r jointer: CAU! 

� !!�f�:�E!�!��� 
CABLE 

complete line available 
330: Sander: S66 5116. Omnijig: S268 
332: Orbital Sander. S75 7116: Omni;ig: $l93 
333: Orbital Sander. $83 7334: Orbital Sander: $121 
351: Sander: $164 7335: Orb. Sander: $135 
360: Sander: $213 7519: Router: $248 
361: Sander. S203 7538' Router: $248 
362: Sander: $218 7539: Router: $278 
363: Sander. $213 7549: VS jigsaw: $134 
505: Sander $131 91 18 Plane Kit SZ28 
555. Plate Jointer: S/38 9627: Rec. Saw: $147 
630: Router: $135 97310: lam. Trim Kit $198 
690: Router: $143 9853: Cordless drill: S163 
9444: Pro Sdr Kit $124 NEW! 9352: VS Sander KitS/68 

STRAIGHT-LINE 
RIP SAWS 
* * * * * * * * * * * · . • WOODMASTER • : DRUM SANDERS : 
* * * * * * * * * * * 

HITACHI 

• Foor aoo AYe Head models 
• Variable speed 
• 2-1/4" x S" capacity models 
• S"x 9" capacity Model 
- 5" x S" capacity Models • Designed to make high 

quality moulding at the 
lowest possible cost * * * * * * * * * * * · . · . : WIWAMS & HUSSEY * * MOULDER I PLANERS : * * * * * * * * * * * SALE! 
NORTH STATE CABINET 
SHOP SHAPER 

· 2  & 3 hp/1 ph. 5 hp/3 ph • 2 speed-reversible 
· 2 spindles: 3/4", 1·1I4" 
· I/T, I" available • Router collets avaiL 
• Cast iron table 
• Spring hold down & 

miter gauge 
• Extra heavy duty 
• 1 year warranty 
• FROMS650-$I295 
• mt spindle model avail. 
• Sliding Tabl. modal avail. 

_. FREEBORN ... 

• Best buy in the industryl • Variable speed 
• Platen head 
• Dual motors • Heavy cast iron & steel 
• Plate construction 
• 25" list $9050 
· SAl£:$63OI1. 1 5 hp 
· 3T Ust$13,JOO 
• SALE: $:9100, 20 hp 
• 43"' SALE: $13.000, 25 hp 
. 15" model available 
- Phase converter avail. 

SALE PRICES 
• 2 hp, 2 bag: S295 
· 3  hp, 4 bag: $485 

EL SAWS 

& ROUTERS 

SAFElY SPEEO CUT 

CALLI 

EMGLD 
1-1/2 HP compr.ssor ....... CAU 

I SENCO Pneumatic Nailers . . . . . . Calli 
POWERAMnC I ••• MxJeI63 -AlIIT'Oills Available. Call fa Pnrro Pri::irg. 

Model 66 Saw.; Model 15 15" f1<rff 
Model 00 8" Jointer Model 54 6" Jointer 

Model 1111 111' f1<rff ModeI 64 10" Artim saw 
Model n 14" T<tJesaw Model 44 14" 8a'dsaw 

.·.CELTA 
10" Unisaws -All models Available. Call"" Promo Pricing 
J7.:BII1' Jointerw/ Slard 2Jl.2lIl 14" 8a'dsaw 
17-!Dl 16y," Drilll'less 43.J1S� 
4S-541 latt-e D-!8l10" PaJi<j Arm Saw 
«Hi!iI 1 8" 03 Scnll Saw 

••• COMPLETE LINES AVAILABLE ••• 

NoRTHSTATE 
10", 12". 14- CABINET 
SHOP SAWS 
• 3. 5,7-lfl hp motors 
• Magnetic controls 
• Cast iron top 

1lfB-> SIde Cw,lSaw CAll CI!J!'r. Ro1>aflkaw. CAll 
TR.>Pl_$187 
MI2V:3114hp,vsrouter. $228 
TSS·llO: 8 \.1" slide compo 
sawU68 

· lOW through 20- * :ha!e�c,:,.� :.�.�e * • l In hp/l phase, * SCMI / MINI MAX * • BIESEMEYER 
7 112 hp13 phase * MACHINERY * • VEGA 

• VERY HIGH QUALITY 

• Slarling .1 '995 • Saw Head Rolls on 8 Heavy * ADJUSTABLE 
* • EXCALIBUR 

Duty Seated Ball Bearings * CLAMPS : . UNIFENCE We try not to be undersold, • Cross cut capacity up to 42- : * * * * * * * * * fences available tell us our competitors' prices 
LENEAVE MACHINERY & SUPPLY COMPANY 

305 West Morehead St, Charlotte, NC 28202 800-442-2302 (704) 376-7421; FAX: 704·333· 1017 



Who said 
CI IRIST S only comes once a year? 

Not us. 

And here's a 
$3000 gift 
to prove it. 

Enter to 1Nin at afYr( 'v\twxtcraft retail store or The \AIcxxtINor1<ers Oub. To receive an entry form by mail, send a self-addressed. 
stamped e!]IIeIope !olMeath Giveaway. c/o lM:xldcraft. P.O. Box 1600. Parkersburgwv. 26101-1600 or visit WIIIIW.woodcraft.com. 
No pur� necessary. See store or 'Nebsite for complete contest rules. 

01WW02CP 
READER SERVICE O. 146 

Win this wreath of tools worth over $3Ooo! 
Remember al l  those things you asked for but didn't 

find under the tree? Well, even though the holidays 

are behind us, nobody does more than Woodcraft 

to make al l  your wishes come true. That's one ofthe 

reasons we're giving away this wreath of tools to 

one lucky winner. It's worth over $3000, and it can 

be yours absolutely free! Register to win at any 

local Woodcraft store, The Woodworkers Club� or 

online at www.woodcraft.com. 

Helping You Make Wood Work' 

J A N U A R Y / F E B R U A R Y  2 0 0 1  3 1  



Tools & M ateria ls  

M i cro-a dj u stme nts fo r r i p fe nces 

Getting a perfect tablesaw cut sometimes 
means moving the rip fence just a few thou
sandths of an inch. For most of us, though, 
the success of such a tiny adjustment has a 
lot to do with our skill at rapping the fence 
with the heel of a hand, a technique that 
has never once been mistaken for anything 
high tech. 

Now there's another way. The Micro-Rip, 
made by Tahoe Tools, lets you dial the rip 
fence to the left or right, in increments of 
0.001 in. It's designed to work with several 
fences-the Biesemeyer (commercial and 
home-shop models), Delta Unifence, Gen
eral heavy-duty T-square fence and Jet Xac
ta Fence. The consu'uction of the Micro-Rip 
is rock-solid, with \4-in.-thick welded steel 
the main component. 

It took just two screws to mount the 
Micro-Rip to the commercial Biesemeyer 
fence in the Fine l¥Ioodw01-king shop. The 
screws attach a small, steel plate to the top 
of the Biesemeyer fence. Then, the Micro
Rip slips on the front rail of the fence, and a 
long, threaded rod screws into a welded 
nut on top of the plate. 

32 F I N E  W O O D W O R K I N G  

Using the tool is pretty straightforward. 
Just slide the rip fence, along with the 
attached Micro-Rip, to the approximate po
sition on the saw. (A strip of ultra-high
molecular-weight plastic helps the Micro
Rip slide easier while protecting the tape 
scale on the rip fence.) Then turn the han
dle on the underside of the Micro-Rip to 
clamp it to the fence rail. 

Now turn the handle at the end of the 
threaded rod and read the disc-shaped dial 
to set the adjustment. No need to worry 
about backlash (clearance between the 
threads in the rod and nut that can lead to 
inaccuracy) thanks to a pair of jam nuts, 
one of them welded to the dial. Once the 
adjustment is set, lock the fence and cut. 

When you need to use the right side of 
your rip fence, the Micro-Rip can be re
moved quickly simply by unthreading the 
rod from the nut on the plate. 

The current price for the Micro-Rip is 
109.95 (shipping and handling included). 

For more information contact Tahoe Tools 
(530-525-6486; www.tahoetools.com). 

-Tom Begnal 

Ready- m ix epoxy 

I rarely use epoxy. And 
when I do, the need is 
usually for just a few, small 
dabs. So it's a nuisance to 
measure out the resin and 
hardener and then mix 
them. Those syringe-type 
applicators make things 
easier, because they dis
pense equal parts of hard
ener and resin, but mixing 
is still required. And the 
next time I need some 
epoxy, I find the end of 
the nozzle has become 

EASY M IX 
EPOXY 

permanently plugged. Or the dispenser 
has disappeared somewhere in my shop. 

That's why this new product from 
Elmer's caught my eye. It's a single-use 
packet that dispenses a small blob of 
ready-to-use epoxy. The resin and harden
er are measured and mixed as you 
squeeze them from the base of the packet 
to the top. 

It's a no-brainer to use. Place the packet 
on a hard surface. Then, with the edge of a 
pencil pressed against the base of the 
packet, slide the pencil to the top. After 
that, just tear open the tip of the packet 
and squeeze out the epoxy. 

Expect the Easy Mix epoxy packets to 
show up in your local hardware store or 
home center around Jan. 1. To find out 
more, check with your local retailer or 
contact Elmer's (888-435-6377). -TB. 

No-fuss epoxy. Elmer's new adhesive 

packets let you mix and dispense just the 

right amount of epoxy for small jobs 

around the shop. 

PhOlOS: Roland Johnson (pp. 38, 40); all Olhers: Tom Begna) 



K L I N G S P O R ' S  Sanding Catalogue 
Your complete source for world-renowned Klingspor Abrasives sanding products for over 10 years 

www.woodworkingshop.com 
Now online with you need for your 

ects . . . start to finish. 

Once. 
Hardwoods, softwoods, pressure

treated or exotics - Gori l la Glue" 

is tough enough to hold them 

al l .  Incredibly strong, nearly 

invisible glue l ines, and 1 00% 
waterproof. Just the way serious 

woodworkers demand it. 

Call 800-966-3458 for a 

dealer near you, or visit 

www.gori l laglue.com 

to find out more. 

The Toughest Glue 
on Planet Earth" 

WHY Bui ld a Gui tar? 

Rosetle detail: 
spauhcd maple 
"vilh silvcr-fingcd 
turquoise inldy 
by jeffrey Elliolt 

To satisfy: 
• Strong urge to bend wood 
• Desire to engage in fine joinery 
• Need to inlay 
• U rge to work in thousandths 
• Quest to work with the finest and most 

beautiful woods 

More reasons: 
• Min imal tools and shop space required 
• Bro<lden portfol io 
• Finished prod uct i s  port<lble 
• Finished product can make music 
• Impress your friends 

Teachers note: 
• Excite students 
• Many disciplines brought together 

For infonnation: 

�Ith iers Mercant i le International 
P.O. Box 774 • Healdsbu rg, CA 95448 
Tel. 800-477-443 7 / 707-433-1 823 
h ttp ://lm i i .com Fax 707-433-8802 

READER SERVICE NO. 187 

THE CONOVER LATHE 

hinking of moving up? Need a 
machine with greater length, 
more horsepower and greater 
rigidity? Most of our customers 

have exceeded the capacity of smaller 
machines. 

Heavy cast iron construction, precisely 
machined, produces a lathe with 1 6 "  
swing. With user supplied 2 " x 6 "  timbers, 
this lathe can be sized to fit your work
shop or project. Excellent for faceplate or 
spindle work. Guaranteed to please and 
compliment the craft of even the most 
discerning of craftsmen. 

The Conover Lathe. A long tradition of 
pride in American-made quality. 

CONOVER 
(440) 350-4545 • (800) 433-5221 

__ 4-..... ....----
www.conover-lathe.com 

P.O. Box 418 ,  Mentor, OH 44061 

READER SERVICE NO. 90 
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Auto-feed screw-gu n 
atta ch ment fo r d r i l l s 

The Rapid Fire drill attachment seemed 
like a great idea when I first saw it demon
strated at a home center. The device fits 
onto the end of a %-in. drill and turns it in
to an auto-feed screw gun. You can drive 
30 screws before reloading. 

When I got my own Rapid Fire, I found 
that it fit only one of my four 3Al-in. drills. 
Most of my drills have very little clearance 
between the shoulder of the chuck and the 
motor housing, where Rapid Fire's back
ing plate must fit. 

I was impressed with the initial perfor
mance of the tool while doing some dry
walling. It occasionally jammed but was 
easy to clear. After a while I must have got
ten a bit aggressive with the Rapid Fire be
cause it suddenly developed a wrist-jarring 
shudder. I discovered that I had bent the 
mandrel, rendering it useless for anything 
other than beating eggs. 

I suppose if you're careful, you could get 
some life out of the tool. (Keep in mind, 
the instructions warn that it is "not intend
ed for professional use.") Rapid Fire 
screws are available for drywall, subfloor 
and decking applications. 

The Rapid Fire sells under the Vermont 
American label for about $50 and is avail
able at many hardware stores. The same 
unit can also be found under the manufac
turer's own label, Quik Drive. (Quik Drive 
also makes a professional-quality auto
feed screwdriver that costs about $300.) 

-Anatole Burkin 

Fire at will. Turn your drill into an auto-feed 
screw gun. 
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Rocki e r  b a n dsaw ta b l e  

Support your local workpiece. With a surface area of 4 sq. ft., this add-on bandsaw table pro

vides you with an extra-large work surface. 

Bandsaws for the home shop offer tables 
in one size only-small. And when cutting 
curves on a large piece or resawing long 
stock, a small table provides little support. 

A lot of woodworkers simply mount a 
larger top, usually plywood, to the table. 
But screwing or clamping the new top to 
the ribbed underside of the cast-iron table 
can sometimes be a fussy job. Not only 
that, the rip fence that comes with the saw 
won't work once the larger top is added. 

RockIer has introduced a 24-in. by 24-in. 
bandsaw table that includes a rip fence, a 
single-point fence, a circle-cutting attach
ment and a slot for a miter gauge. The table 
is made of 1 �-in.-thick medium-density 
fiberboard (MDF) faced with melamine. A 
square MDF throat-plate insert fits into a 
cutout in the center of the table. 

Mounting the table to a 14-in. Delta takes 
just a few minutes. A steel bar screws to the 
underside of the Rockier table, then the 
bar is slipped into the miter-gauge slot on 
the cast-iron table. A pair of hold-down 
clamps thread into the bar to keep the top 
securely in place. 

I did notice a bit of misalignment in the 
top, where there is a long, narrow slot that 
allows the table to be installed around the 
blade. But this was an easy fix. I simply 
screwed a *-in. by 1 \-2-in. by 4-in. cleat 

across the slot on the underside of the 
table, and the surfaces lined up perfectly. 

Also, the MDF insert sat a bit below the 
top of the table. So to get everything flush, 
I added a few layers of masking tape 
around the underside of tlle insert. 

The fence slides both left and right in an 
aluminum track, and a plastic handle locks 
it in place. You can adjust the fence to 
compensate for blade drift simply by turn
ing a pair of knurled, plastic knobs. 

Like many bandsaw rip fences, the end 
flexes a little when lateral pressure is ap
plied. Usually this isn't a problem, but if 
you don't want the end to move at all, se
cure it to the table with a clamp. 

The circle-cutting attachment and op
tional resaw attachment worked okay. 
Both can be set up in a matter of minutes. 

Keep in mind that adding any table can 
reduce the resaw capacity of the saw by 
the thickness of tlle table. On tlle Delta, the 
6-in. resaw capacity shrank to 4� in. 

The table has one other wrinkle. To 
change a blade, you must remove the 
top-a nuisance if you change blades a lot. 

All things considered, Rockier's table is a 
useful addition to any bandsaw with a 
small table. It's available from RockIer 
(800-279-4441) for $ 149.99. Add $15 .99 for 
tlle resaw attachment. -TB. 



To PIN . . .  
. . .  or NOT to PIN? 

WE HAVE THE ANSWER! 
TWO-WAY MOISTURE M ETER 
. . .  PIN-TYPE OR PINLESS 
INSTANT PUSHBUTTON SELECTION 

WIDE RANGE 0% - 99% DIGITAL 

WOOD SPECIES COMPENSATION 

NEW DUAL-MODE MODEL CMT·908 

. . .  ASK FOR FREE CATALOG OF 

ALL OUR MOISTURE METERS 

END WOOD WARPING NIGHTMARES 
PIN-TYPE & PINLESS MOISTURE METERS FROM $69 

www.electroph sics.on.ca 
Electrophysics fg�j;:'\f��;��; B 

1 -800-244-9908 Canada N6A 5K2 

READER SERVICE NO. 136 

ProlopTM 
Model RT250ts 

You asked, we answered. 

All of the features of our 

award winning router table 

are now available for your 

table saw! With our exclusive 

mounting system, installation is 

clean and professional. Call or 

visit our web site for all the info 

on our line of router tables and 

Heavy Glass 
Table Tops 

;;...-��. 

• Table tops 

FACTORY 
DIRECT 

DISCOUNT 
PRICING 

• Shelves TABLE 
• Doors TOPS 
• Display BY PHONE 
• Entertainment Centers SATISFACTION 
• Tempered Glass GUARANTEED! 
WGB • SHAPES . THICKNESSES . EDGE DESIGNS Use Reader Service For FREE Calalog 

SALES 1 -800-288-6854 
READER SERVICE NO. II; 

accessories. 

m 
FREE CATALOG 

1-800-786-8902 
READER SERVICE NO. 217 

==- Econ-Abrasives 
WE MANlJIACllJllf ARHASNf: HE I 1S ANY S/7E. Am GlUT' 

ABRASIVE SHEETS: 
(9 X  11 )  

400 
SOD 
SOD 
800 

CABINET PAPER 

� 1 00lpk 
$1 8.90 $3S.S0C 

17.80 32.25 
1 6.70 30.00 
1 S.S0 27.80 

100 thru 1 soc 14.50 25.60 

FINISHING PAPER 

80A $1 1 . 15  $18.90C 
100 thru 280A 10,00 16.70 

NO LOAD PAPER 

180 thru 400A $12.25 $21.25C 'c' _ '00 SHEETS 

STEEL BAR CLAMPS 

Quick release feature, available 
in four different lengths, these 
clamps are fast adjusting with 
cast iron jaws.

. 

�� 
Stu Pnce 

2·1/2 x 6 $6.50 ••. 
2-112 x 1 2 7.00 
2·1/2 x 24 7.75 
2-1/2 x 36 9.50 

HEAVY DUTY SPRING ClAMPS 
CI.mpl com. with PVC tiPI .nd grip'. 

Size Prke � 
4" $1.75 ••. � 
S" 2.25 � 
8· 3.50 � 
OlHER PRODUCTS 

ABRASIVE BELTS 
PLEASE SPECIFY GRITS 

1X30 S .81 ea. 3X24 $ .93 ea. 
1X42 .81 3X27 .9S 
lX44 .81 4X21 3/4 1 .06 
2 112X1S .85 4X24 1 . 1 0  
3X18 .86 4X36 1 .35 
3X21 .90 SM8 3.50 
3X23 314 .93 SX89 6.24 Ofh,a sUo pt'kttd upon �quuI 

HEAVY DUTY 

VElCRO"� DISCS . ' � 
'�ii POR��= �A�f� S���ERS�:d 
Qi!. Q!i! f!!2! \Q!!. Q!i! Price 

5" 60 $ .48 ... S" 60 $ .65 ••. 
5" 80 .46 S· 80 .63 

100 100 
thru thru 

5" 320 .45 6" 320 .62 
WE STOCK 80TH 5 & 8 HOLE PATTERNS 

PSA DISC ROLLSiW"'.1 � lilicon carbkte for 0 A landefl Q.::J 
Size Q!i! Price/Roll Oi.cl Pet" Roll 

5" BO $1 S.90 125 

5" 120 1 6.35 125 

5" 1 80 32.70 250 
5" 220 32.70 250 
5" 320 32.70 250 

Size Q!.!! 
S" 
6" 
6" 
6" 
S· 

80 
120 
180 
220 
320 

� Dilel Pet" Roll 
$24.15 125 

22.30 125 
44.55 250 
44.55 250 
44.55 250 "ROU.S-F\..APWHEELS"PUMP SlEEVES-ROUTER BlTS"W OOD 

GLUe-WOOD errS"SANDING 

BlOCKS"ORAWER suoes 

"HINGES-1V SWIVELS 
Econ-Abrasives 

Z _ 
·Check or COO 
'SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
*Texas add sales tax 
·Continental US Shipping 

Charges add $5.50. CALL FOR FREE CATALOG! 

Toll-Free (800)367-41 01 
READER SERVICE 0. 221 

. . .  On Power Tools, Shop 
Equipment, Hand Tools 

And Accessories! 
.·.CELTA 1lri&l!J§]" BOSCH 
ADJUSTABLE CLAMP 

Bulldog 

SENCO" � 
Gold 

PORTERt[ABlE 
DEWALT. 

..lYTOODSTOCK� J!�RNATIONAL 
GET OUR FREE 192-PAGE CATALOG! 
To Order Call Toll Free: 
1 -800-260-2647 

ONLINE SHOPPING SIMPLIFIED AT: 

www.ai-supp/y.COM 
READER SERVICE NO. 80 

Optional sliding table 

& scoring unit 

priced separately. 

KPS lOO:.." 

FSN lOO • 
3 hp Tilting 

Spindle Shaper. 

Optional sliding 

table priced separately 

3 hp Slot 

Mortising 

Machine 

MSP l i S  

3 hp 1 2" 
Planerl Jointer. 

Optional mortise 

attachment priced 

separately. 

TECH MARK, INC. 
790 1 Industry Drive " North Little Rock,AR 72 1 1 7  

www.tech-mark.com · (50 1 )  945"9393 o r  1 "800-787-6747 

READER SERVICE NO. 43 
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Ve r itas c h i se l  p l a n e  

This hybrid plane is well made and useful. 
It's designed to accept a I-in. chisel, which 
serves as a thick, chatter-free plane iron. 
But avoid using a chisel that's large and 
bulky, because it could make the plane 
top-heavy. 

Once the chisel is mounted, you end up 
with a nice shoulder plane or rabbet plane. 
The tool can also be used to cut a l-in.
wide dado, up to a depth of 
% in. Plus, I can foresee 
using inexpen-

sive I-in. chisels here, adapting them for 
specialty tasks, such as plowing grooves 
for doing inlay work. 

I found the nose of the plane too short 
for some tasks, like hinge mortising. A sec
ond, longer-nosed version would be an 
ideal companion. 

My plane took a little tuning up before it 
could be used. The sole needed flattening. 
And the casting had to be reworked slight-

ly so that the chisel would seat properly. 
But once tuned, the plane 

worked very well, holding the 
chisel firmly in place as I 

made an assortment of cuts. 
And adjusting the chisel is 
easy. To set the depth of 
cut and lateral alignment, 

tap the end of the chisel 
handle with a small hammer. 

You can get the chisel plane from 
Veritas (800-871-8158); it costs $29.50. 

-William Tandy Young 

Transform a chisel into a plane. Once se

cured in the plane, a chisel becomes a sturdy, 

economical shoulder or rabbet plane. 

no'll 
our 7'2-

d '11 \nclude Id's . 
d \M worl and we WI 01 \\"1e wor 

or 
cra\\Smen :���� \\"1e secre�2�� page �����orK\ng \�C���Ub-
\-lave dISCO. wcrK. 1M R \11 \\nes\ 00 Icr a \'110. V 
better qua\l\Y II\ng, and 'll send $3. cur ca\aIOg. 

I 
Sa'll cuts b'1 PUmcre accurate SO\p\ICn \0. 

L woodworkers. 
leaner, for AL O(\<.B(.COITI 

g\ve. a c 
II \\"1e \\me. Best handS�.�""'.iapanVlOodVl oept 02 

cu\ In \"1a The "' .... 
THE JAPAN WOODWORKER 

1 731 Clement Ave . • Alameda, CA 94501 · 1 -800-537-7820 
READER SERVICE NO. 113 

Cabinet shop owners across the U.S. call Woodmaster's 26" 
and 38" d r u m  sanders "the best kept secret in 
woodworking. " These commercial-duty sanders fill the 
niche between slow hand methods and expensive wide belt 
sanders. And there's no sacrifice in quality. But don 't take 
our word for it . . .  call today for free information and the 
names of Woodmaster owners nearest you. This way, you 
can find out first-hand how a Woodmaster sander might be 
j ust the machine you've been looking for. 

American Turbine Inc. 
2517 E. 7'" Ave . . N St. Paul, MN 55109 

800-328-4827 EXT 5981 
Paint spraying systems, parts & accessories. 

Service the way it should be. 

AT-950 One Qt. cup gun. 
As evaluated 223 series 

,,",50 in the August 
1999 issue 

'i2d AT-3550 1 ·800·821 ·6651 ext. OS76 
Woodmaster Tools, Inc. 1 431 N. Topping Ave. Dept. DS76 

Kansas City, Missouri 64120 
www.WoodmasterTools.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 156 
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Parts for all sicmo style guns. 
Spray systems for any application. 
Call for details. 

www.american-turbine.com 
t J  

E-mail: amerturb@spacestar. net 

READER SERVICE NO. 222 



ORDER 1 -800-328-0457 MAIL ORDER HOURS M-F 7:00-5:30 C.S.T. SAT 8:00-1 :00 
DELTA MACHINERY 
Model Description ....... , ................ List Sale 
50-860 850 CFM Air Cleaner with Free 

extra tiller ............. ............... 291 239 
31·695 S" Belt/g" Disc Sander .......... 441 299 
23·710 Sharpening Center ............... 228 155 
31-460 4· BeltlOisc Sander ••.••..•••••.. 168 1 1 9  
40·540 16" varfspd SeroU Saw ......... 243 145 
1 1 -990 12" Bench Dnll Press ........... 237 184 
1 1-090 32" Radial Bench Drill Press 417 279 
22-540 12" Bench Top Planer .......... 518 259 
22-560 12-112" Planer with extra knives and 

dust hood ............................. S72 329 
36-865 Versa Feeder Stock Feeder. 337 249 
36-220 1 0· Compound Mitre Saw .... 294 169 
14-650 Hollow Chisel Mortiser with 

chisels and bits ..........••........ 380 249 
17-900 16·1/2' Floor Drill Press ....... 490 329 
17-924 Mortise Chisel Kit. .............. Sale 65 
36-250 10" Slide Compound Saw .... 696 455 
31-780 OscUlating Spindle Sander with 

Free 31 ·781 spindle set ....... 261 194 
40-650 Q3 18" Scroll Saw ................ 600 389 
36·444 10" Contractors Table Saw with 

Free mobile base ................. 852 589 
37-285 6' Jointer wI sland ................ 424 299 
31 -250 NEW 18' Drum Sander ...... Sale 789 
28-275 14" Band Saw 314 HP ....... Sale 595 
31-280 Sanding Center wI stand .... l012 789 
37-'90 6" Deluxe Jointer .................. 6'5 445 
50-850 1·1/2 HP Dust Collector . ...... 395 295 
34-1 83 Tenonlng Jig ......................... 126 89 

Tools listed below have S50.00 rebates. 
Price shown is before rebate. 

36-477 10" Platinum Edition Contractors Table 
Saw wI 30" unifence, cast iron wing. 
table board & carbide blade Sale 849 

28-263 14" Platinum Edition Sand Saw · 1 HP 
wI Carter guides ................. Sale 849 

37-195 6" Professional Jointer ......... 625 539 
33-830 '0' Radial Arm Saw ............. 851 739 
22-680 1 5" Planer with stand and Free 

mobile base ........................ Sale 1199 

DELTA INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY 

36-955 10' 3 HP Platinum Edition Umsaw with 
52" Unifence ....................... 2420 1699 

36-957 10" 3 HP Platinum Edition Unisaw with 
50" Biesemeyer fence ........ 2420 1 699 

36-960L l0" 5 HP Platinum Edition left tilt 

Unisaw with 50" Biesemeyer fence 
........................................... 2694 1 999 

43·424 3 HP Platinum Edition Wood Shaper 
with sliding shaper jig ......... 2609 1599 

3(;,955, 36·957. and 36·960L Unlsaws and 
43-424 Shsper have $100.00 rebates. 

Price shown is before rebate. 
(Call for expiration date of rebates.) 

32-325 Une Boring Machine .......... 1 600 999 
37-350A 8' Jointer - DJ20 ............... 2'55 1 499 
36-850 Four speed, 3 roller Stock Feeder 

1/4 Hp · single phase 1 15V .632 469 
36·851 Four speed, 3 roller Stock Feeder 

1 Hp · single phase 23OV .. 1010 749 
28-640 20" Woodcutting Band Saw2934 1899 
22-451 20" Planer - DC-580 ........... 4699 3995 
31-390 6" x 1 32" Edge Sander ....... 2669 2299 

We can special order lID}' 
industrial machine. 

MILWAUKEE TOOLS 
6537-22 Super SawzaJl ..................... 362 179 
6521-21 Super Sawzall wI orb ita!. ..... 375 185 
0224-1 318' Drill 4.5 amp magnum ... 240 138 
0234-6 1/2" Drill 4.5A mag 0-850 rpm255 134 
0235-6 1/2' Drill wlkeyless chuck ..... 255 1 42 
0244-1 1/2" Drill 4.5A mag 0-600 rpm255 142 
0222-1 318" Drill 3.5 amp ()'l OOO rpm221 129 
0228-6 3/8" Drill 3.5 amp 0-1000 rpm21 4  125 
0375-6 318" close quarter DrilL ....... 255 1 49 
6176-20 14" Chop Saw ..................... 340 169 
6546-6 Screwdriver 200 & 400 rpm . 150 89 
6547·6 6546-6 wlbits,1/4" chuck & cs190 1 1 5  
639()'21 7-1/4" Circular Saw w I  case 267 139 
5371-6 1/2' vI spd Hammer Drill Kit. 360 194 
6494-6 1 O� Compound Mitre Saw .... 595 329 
6266-21 Top Handle Jig Saw wI case 319 159 

FREUD CARBIDE TIPPED SAW BLADES 
5/8" Bore · Industrial Grade 

Model Description Teeth list Sale 
LU82M010 Cut-oH 10· 60 93 32 
lU84M011 Comb 1 0' 50 78 45 
LU85R010 Super Cut·off 10" 80 1 14 69 
lU85R012 Super Cut-oH 12" 96 185 99 
LM72M010 Ripping 10" 24 69 39 
LU87R010 Thin Kerf 10· 24 72 49 
lU88R010 Thin Kerl l0' 60 88 55 
LU98R010 Ultimate 10" 80 128 79 
lU91 M008 Cmpnd Mtre 8·1/2"48 89 40 
LU91 MOl 0 Compnd Mitre 10' 60 88 54 
50308 8" Carbide Dado 230 1 1 9  
50506 6 ·  Carbide Super Dado 
SD508 8· Carbide Dado 

279 '54 
344 175 

MAKITA TOOLS 
Model Description ..................... list Sale 
50900W 3·3/S" Saw Kit 9.6 volt.. ..... 213 139 
DA391D 3/S angle Drill 9.6V .. , ........ 142 95 
OA391 OW 318� angle Drill Kit 9.6V ... 216 139 

6095DWE9.6 volt Drill Kit w/2 batt .... 240 125 
6095DWLE2 6095DWE wlflashlight ... 263 135 
6095DWBlE NEW 30th Anniversary 9.6 volt 

Drill Kit with Iight ............... 250 145 
632007·4 9.6 volt Battery .................... 55 32 
632002-4 7.2 volt Battery .................... 45 29 
ML902 9.6 volt Flashtight ............ Sale 9.95 

18 VOLT MAKITA TOOLS 
6343DWAE 1/2' Drill Kit .................... 458 255 
56200WA 6-1/2' Circular Saw Kit.. ... 458 255 
DK1016 1/2" Drill & 6-112" Saw combo kit 

.......................................... 698 389 
DK1021BL 18 volt Combo Kit. Includes drill, 

6-1/2" Circ. Saw, Reclpro Saw, and 
flashlight .......................... Sale 579 

CORDLESS DRILLS 
WITH 2.0 AMP HIGH CAPACITY BATTERIES 
6213DWAE 12V 31S' Drill Kit ........... 293 169 
6233DWAE 14.4V 318" Drill Kit ........ 358 205 

9900B 3"x2' " Belt Sander wlbag .. 322 165 
9924DB 3"x24" Belt Sander wlbag .. 333 169 
Nl900B 3-114" Planerwith case ...... 268 142 
1912B 4·3IS" Planer ...................... 360 215 
N9514B 4" Disc Grinder 4.6 amp .... 106 65 
DA3000R3IS' Angle Drill ................... 328 185 
9401 4" x 24' Belt Sander wlbag416 239 
5OO7NBK7·1/4" eirc Saw wI case .... 238 125 
LS1011 10' Slide Compound Saw .. 807 429 
3612C 3 HP Plunge Router .......... 503 265 
LS1040 '0" Compound Miter Saw .. 474 249 
LS' 013 10· Dual Compound Slide 

Miter Saw ......... , ............... 1087 529 
B05010 5" Random Orbit Sander ... 121 69 
LS1220 12· Compound Miler Saw .. 678 335 
9227C 7/9' Polisher ...................... 338 195 
2-702 8·1/4· Table Saw ................ 538 305 
2703 10" Table Saw .................... 56S 319 
LS1212 12" Cmpnd Slide Miter Saw999 799 
5057KB 7- 1/4" Circ. Saw for Hard! board 

.......................................... 649 329 

SENCO AIR NAILERS 
SFN30 Finishing Nailer wI case ...... 459 249 
SLP20 Pinner w/cs 5lS -1-51S· ........ 422 189 
SKS Stapler 518 · 1·1/2" ............. 390 259 
SN65 Framing ·Futl Hd 2 - 3·1/2" .. 709 359 
SN600 Framing 2 - 3-1/2· ............. 699 339 
SFN40 Finish Nailer 1 -1 /4 · 2-1 /2 .... 569 329 

BOSTITCH AIR NAILERS 
Model Description ...................... list Sale 
N80S-1 StIck Nailer ...................... Sale 255 
RN45 Coil Root Nailer 3/4 • ,·3/4 845 339 
N60FN·2K Finishing Nailer wI case .. 557 239 
BT35-2K Brad Tacker 5/8" - 1-3/8' with case, 

oil. & brads ......................... 279 125 
MIIIFS Flooring Stapler 15 gauge.902 539 
S32SX-1 K Finish Stapler-1/2" - 1·3/8' with 

case & oil ........................... 269 135 

JORGENSEN ADJUSTABLE HANDSCREWS 
Jaw Opening Box 

hem. Length Capacity Ust Sale of 6 
to 8" 4·1/2" 20.35 12.95 69.95 
'1 10' 6" 23.30 14.50 79.95 
t2 12' 8-1/2" 26.75 16.25 92.50 
.3 14" 10' 33.85 20.25 " 4.95 

PONY CLAMP FIXTURES 
Model Description list Sale 
50 314' Black Pipe 15.45 8.50 ' . . . 
52 1/2" Black Pipe 12.65 6.95 

PANASONIC CORDLESS 

. .. 

EY6431NQKW 1/2" 15.6V drill kit with two 
3 amp-hr Ni·Mh batteries, 45 
minute charger, & case ...... 372 205 

EY6431 FQKW 1/2" 15.6V drill kit with two 
2 amp-hr Ni-Gad batteries, 30 
minute charger, & case ...... 342 

EY6407NQKW 1/"Z' 1 2V drill kit with two 
3 am�hr Ni-Mh batteries, 45 
minute charger, & case ...... 339 

EY6406FQKW 318� 12V drill kit with two 
2 amp-hr Ni-Gad batteries, 30 
minute charger. & case ...... 305 169 

EYC133 5-318' 1 5.6V Wood Cutting Saw 
and Drill Kit ........................ 650 379 

EY3790B12V Lantern .................... Sale 19.95 
EY3793B15.6V Lantern ................. Sale 19.95 

BIESEMEYER FENCES 
B-50 50" Commer. Saw ... 443 
T-SQUARE 52 52' Homeshop ......... 360 
T-SQUARE 40 40" Homeshop ......... 335 
T-SQUARE 28 2S" Homeshop ......... 325 

HITACHI TOOLS 
C8FB2 8-'/2' Slide Compound Saw1 169 449 
Cl0FS 10· Sltde Compound Saw .. 1627 579 
C15FB 1 5" Mitre Saw ................. _ 1 346 659 
EC12 2 HP. 4 gallon Compressor .561 
CR13VA NEW Recipro Saw·l 1  amp 239 

STABILA LEVELS 
25010 
24640 

� ":: :. I "' I I • I I : 
24670 
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DEWALT TOOLS 
Model Description ........................ list Sale 
DW124K 1/2' right angle Drill ........... 590 329 
DW321 K Top Handle Jigsaw Kit ....... 300 164 
DW364 7-1/4" Circ. Saw wlbrake .... 294 155 
OW378G 7·1/4" Framer's Saw .......... 210 149 
DW610 1-1/2 HP 2 handle Router .. 266 149 
OW411 K 1/4 sheet Palm Sander wI cs88 58 
OW682K Biscuit Joiner with case ..... 448 169 
DW705 12" Compound Mitre Saw ... 734 339 
DW621 2 HP Plunge Router .......... 400 199 
DW677K 3-1/4- Planer with case ...... 268 1 55 
DW272 Drywall Gun, 0-4000, 6.3 amp160 95 
DW276 Drywall Gun, 0-2500, 6.5 amp160 99 

DEWALT CORDLESS DRILLS 
DW972K-2 3/S·variable speed wI two 12V 

XR batteries ..................... 362 169 
DW990K-2 112'variable speed w/ lwo 14.4V 

XR batteries ..................... 415 199 
Above drill kits come wi charger & steel 

case I 
DW991 KS-2 DW991 K drill. DW935 trim saw, 

2 XR batteries & case .. Sale 345 

DEWALT 1 8  VOLT CORDLESS TOOLS 
DW933K Jigsaw Kit ......................... 468 275 
DW938K Raeipro Saw Kit ............... 520 269 
OW995K-2 1/2" Drill Kit w/2 batt . .... Sale 259 
OW997K-2 1/2' DrllVHammer Drill Kit454 259 
OW995KS·2 OW995K Drill, DW936 Saw 

and case ......................... 58le 399 

24 VOLT DEWALT TOOLS 
DWOO6K 1/2" DrilVHammer Drill Kit 560 299 
DWOO7K 6·1/2" Circular Saw .......... 560 299 
DWooSK Reciprocating Saw ........... 560 299 

DEWALT BENCH TOP TOOLS 
DW708 12" Slide Mitre Saw ......... Sale 599 
DW788 20· Scroll Saw ................. Sale 449 
DW733 12" Planer wI extra btadesSale 399 
DW744 1 0' Portable Table Saw ... Sale 499 

POWERMATIC MACHINES 

Model Descrlptlon ....................... llst Sale 
1660760 3 HP Model 66 Table Saw2555 2099 
1660791 5 HP Mode/ 66 Table Saw2690 2199 
1270100 3 HP Model 27 Shaper .... 2899 2299 
1791237 Hollow Chisel Mortiser ....... 887 649 
1610050 S" Model 60 Jointer .......... 2392 1 899 
1791051 6" Model 54 Jointer ............ 684 549 

We can special order aax 
Powermatic item. 

PERFDRMAX 
16-32 Plus Drum Sander .. .............. Sale 869 

We stock aI/ grits of Perlormax 

ready to wrap sandpaper. 

DAVID WHITE INSTRUMENTS 
lP6-20A Sight Level package·20x .. 329 245 
lP6-20XlA level Package ............... 409 275 
LT8-3OOP level Transit - 26x ............ 869 649 
4810-3 Ml 600 Visible Beam laser 

........................................ 58le 879 
4700-2 Auto 900 Visible Beam laser 

........................................ 581e 1049 
AlP8-22 Automatic level · 22x with 

tripod and rod .................. 58le 345 
AL8-26 Automatic Level - 26x ....... 854 299 
AlP8·26 Al8-26 with tripod & rod .Sale 359 

BOSCH 
Model Description ........................ lIst Sale 

1587AVSC Top Handle �ClIC·Jig Saw Kit 
with case and Progressor blades 

Super Sale 155 

1584VS Barrel·CUC"Jig Saw ........... 288 164 
Bosch Metal Case for above Jig Saws.... 24 
Bosch 30 blade assortment for Jig Saws 29.99 

JDS AIRTECH AIR CLEANERS 
Model Description ....................... list Sale 
750 12"x24"x2S" 1/4 hp 

200 CFM • 750 CFM ......... Sale 249 
8-12 20·x24"x44" 1/3 hp 

800 & 1200 CFM ............... Sale 479 

JET TOOLS 
JJ6CSXW 6- Jointer - closed stand and 

extra knrves ............ _ ... Sale 499 
JJ8CS 8· Jointer - closed stand ..... 

.................................... Sale1 1 89 
JWBS140S 14" Band Saw 314 HP · open 

stand ........................... Sale 495 
JWBS14CSK 14" Band Saw 1 HP - dosed 

stand with rip fence and mitre 
gauge .......................... Sale 579 

JWTS10CW2PF 10· Contractor Table Saw 
with 30" Exacta fence 1 ·1/2 HP & 
cast iron wings ............ Sale 849 

�JWTSI0CW2PF Price after rebate $799 
JTAS1 0X501 1 0· Tilting Arbor 3 HP Tabie 

Saw with 50' Exacta lence, 
lable, and legs ...... , ..... Sale1 499 

-JTASI0X501 PrIce after rebate $1399 
JDP17MF 16·1/2" Drill Press 314 HP -

16 speed with bits and mortise 
attachment .................. Sale 399 

OC·650 Dust Collector, 1 HP, 650 CFM ................. _ . .................. 319 199 
DC1100 1 -1I2 Hp, 1 1 00 CFM Dust 

Collector wI access. kit. 425 299 
'(Call for expiration date of rebates.) 

PORTER CABLE 
121 NEW Handheld Oscillating 

Spindle Sander ..................... 410 239 
9444VSVarlspd Profile Sander Kit .... 218 1 19 
690 1 -1/2 HP Router 8 amp ......... 284 '49 
6931 Plunge Router 8ase .............. 142 89 
693PK 690 and 6931 plus case ........ 381 199 
691 1 ·1/2 HP Router D-handle .... 312 168 
693 1 ·1/2 HP Plunge Router Base342 188 
697 1·1/2 HP RouterlShaper ....... 430 245 
698 Heavy Outy Shaper Tabie ..... 242 138 
352VS 3x21 vIs Belt Sander wlbag .. 340 182 
360 3"x24· Belt Sanderw/bag .... 410 225 

360VS 360 Sander wI variable spe ed439 235 
362 4-x24" Belt Sander w/ bag .... 424 229 
362VS 362 Sander wI variable speed448 245 
9125 3-114" Planer Kit w/ case ....... 258 148 
505 112 sheet Pad Sander ........... 268 149 
330 Speed Block Sander 1/4 sheet129 74 
557 Plate Jointer with tiit fence. Includes 

2" & 4' blades for use with standard 
& lace frame plates ............... 400 205 

5563 Face frame plates for 557 ........... 7.99 
5554 1000 assorted biscuits ........ Sale 29 
7529 2 HP variable speed Plunge 

Router ................................... 415 209 
97529 Above router with guide, dust 

collection, and case .............. 480 239 
7519 3-1/4 HP Router 2 Handle .... 502 275 

7518 3-1/4 HP 5 speed Aouter ...... 550 295 
7539 3-114 HP vlsp Plunge Router 570 309 
7310 5.6 amp laminate Trimmer ... '82 104 
97310 laminate Trimmer Kit comp .. 318 194 
97311 laminate Trimmer Kit with 

underscribe base .................. 390 209 
7335 5" Random Orbit Sander ....... 260 109 
97355 7335 wI case & dust pick,up.280 139 
7336 6" Random Orbit Sander ....... 265 1 1 4  
97366 7336 wI case & dust pick·up. 290 '45 
332 Palm Grip Rndm Orb Sanderl10 62 
333 above sander with dust bag .. 120 68 
333VS Random Orbit Sander - variable 

speed .................................... 145 88 

334 333 Sander with PSA pad ..... 120 68 
335 Palmgrip Random Orbit Sander with 

dual flip pad .......................... 150 88 
...----...,.---------...., 1 310 Production lam. Trimmer ...... 260 154 

Cordless Special 347K 7·1/4" 'Framers' Circ Saw with 385�
h
�

r
�

r
�����: w�::a��:es, 

plastic case ........................... 232 '24 1...._"":''':''::':':'=;':':=-'''':':':':'''':':'::''-_-' 1 743K 7-1/4- -Framers" Circ Saw with 

1295DH 5" Random Orb Palm Sndr . 155 89 
12740VS 3"x21 "  v/spd Belt Sander. 326 169 
1278VSK1·1/2"x12" Belt Sander ...... 242 129 
12750VS 3"x24' vIs Belt Sndr .......... 410 219 
1276DVS 4·x24" vIs Belt Sndr .......... 443 229 
1 1 94VSRK 1/2" vI spd Drill wI case .. 256 159 
1613EVS 2HP vIs Plunge Router ..... 374 199 
3315K 12V T·handle Drill Kit ......... 298 159 
3615K 1 4.4V Drill Kit ...................... 340 174 
31070VS 5" Random Orbit Sander .. lS1 98 
37250VS 5" Random Orbit Sander . 272 145 
37270VS 6' Random Orbit Sander . 283 149 
3915 10· Slide Compound Saw ... 960 499 
391 2 12· Compound Mitre Saw ... 595 319 
1 1 224VSR 7/8" SDS Rotary Drill ...... 434 229 
1703AEVS 5" Grinder · 8.5 amp ....... 264 145 
1347AK 4--1/2" Grinder with case .... 159 92 
1638K Drywall Cut-out Unit ........... 181 105 
1617 , ·3/4 HP Router - 2 handle. 307 159 
161 7EVS 2 HP Router with variable 

speed, 2 handle .................. 349 1 84 
1 -314 HP Router '0" handle 332 179 
. :  I 

. • " 0 . .. 

• 

209 
1 1 5  

case - left hand version ......... 232 124 
9737 Tiger Recipro Saw ................ 319 159 
9543 Top Handle Jig Saw .............. 300 165 

Porter Cable Pneumatic Nailers 
BN125ABrad Nailer -18 gauge, 

5/8"- 1·1/4· ........................... 160 89 
BN200ABrad Nailer -IS gao 3/4"-2" ... 230 109 
FN250AFinish Nailer -16 gao 3/4"-2·1/2" 

.............................................. 328 165 
DA250ANailer ·15 gao 1-1/4·-2-112· ... 396 204 
FC350 Framing Nailer - clipped head502 255 
FR350 Framing Nailer - round head. 502 255 
RN175 Rooting Coil Nailer ................ 505 259 

Porter Cable Compressors 
CF2400 2 HP, 4 gal. Side Stack ........ 586 329 
CF2600 2 HP, 6 gal. Pancake ........... 380 2'9 

New Porter Cable 
Cordless Products 

9866 12 volt Drill Kit .................... Sale 145 
9876 14.4 volt Drill Kit ................. Sale 175 
9884 19.2 volt Drill Kit ................. Sale 269 
9845 19.2 volt Circular saw KIt.. .. Sale 275 
9884CS19.2V Drill ! Saw combo Kit Sale 369 

. . . 
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G ifki ns  d oveta i l  j i g  

The Gifkins dovetail jig is a simple, accurate jig 
designed for making through-dovetails 
with a router table. 

This Australian-made jig 
was accurate right out of 
the box. On my first try, it 
took about 30 minutes to cut 
nice-fitting dovetails on all 
four corners of a test box. 

The main body is made of a 
laminated, high-density fiber/ 
resin material with a T-slot in the 
top. An interchangeable, phenolic tem
plate mounts to the base. Sacrificial backer boards, screwed 
to each side of the body, prevent tearout on the back side of 
the cuts. Cuts are made with special bearing-guided router bits 
(supplied) that follow the edge of the template. Dovetail cuts are 
made with a dovetail bit. A straight bit cuts the pins. 

A double-sided stop rides in the T-slot, with one side of the stop 
on each side of the jig. The T-slot allows the stop to be accurate
ly positioned anywhere along the length of the jig. And because 
the stop has two sides, the workpiece ends up in exactly the same 
position when it's moved from one side of the jig to the other. 

Removing or adding shims behind the sacrificial backer board 

Parts of the whole. The basic Gifkins package includes the jig with 

backer boards, an adjustable stop, a phenolic template (choose from 

four options), a straight router bit, a dovetail router bit, extra shims and 

an instruction manual. The jig is shown mounted to the template that's 

used with thin (?2 in. or less) stock. The thicker template and bigger bits 

(right) are used when working with thicker stock. 

Free load of accessories 
With a savings of up to $292, it's time to load up with free accessories! 

When you buy a Powermatic 66 Tablesaw, a 64A Contractor Saw or the 6" Jointer, 

you ' l l  receive the accessory package absolutely free! 

66 TABLESAW: 
• 28' x 36' extension ta ble 
• adjusta ble steel support legs 
• dado insert 
• motor cover 
$292 accessory package 

FREE! 

Offer effective September 1 ,  2000 through March 31 , 2001 , 
800-248-0144 • Website: www.powermatic.com 
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64A CONTRACTOR SAW: 
$67 40-tooth carbide blade 

FREE! 

The power to shape your ideas � 
JET, Performax and Powermatic - A Family Of Brands 

READER SERVICE NO. 196 



The Best Place To Buy Tools 
On The Web! 

READER SERVICE NO. 61 

The 
Lion Miter 
Trimmer ... 
Order a 

Limited - 1:!.aZUOl'Z J 

Cuts any angle: 45 to 90o-perfectly! 
Cuts any wood: hard or soft. 

-USED BY CRAFfSMEN SINCE 1900-
"Made In New England" 

POOTATUCK CORP. 
Windsor, VT 05089 
674-5984 

Call for your FREE Video Brochure 
' · 800·752·0725 

..... �� ..... IJU oodJ eckers Inc. 
www.woodpeck.com 

See the affordable 
Lamello Classic C2 
Swiss Siscuit Joiner 
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on the straight cutter (pins) side of the jig will correct an ill-fitting 
joint. The stop does not have to be moved to change shims, allow
ing quick adjustment of the jig. 

Four different templates are available. The AlO and A20 are used 
with �-in.-shank bits and can cut dovetails in material up to about 
\.2 in. ( 13mm) thick. The AlO spaces the pins of the dovetails at 
1116 in. (20mm); the A20 spaces them at 1 �2 in. (28mm). The other 
two templates (the BlO and B20) are used with \.2-in.-shank bits and 
can cut material up to 7,{j in. (22mm) thick. You get a pin spacing of 
1 \.2  in. (38mm) with the B lO, and 1 2%2 in. (48mm) with the B20. 

I'd say the biggest drawback of the jig is the lack of adjustment of 
pin spacing. To get evenly spaced half pins, you must change the 
dimensions of the box to accommodate the spacing on the tem
plate being used. The template dictates the maximum width of 
stock: 9 in. for the AlO; 12 in. for the A20; and 12� in. for the BlO 
and B20 templates. 

The basic unit includes the jig and stop, one template, the special 
dovetail and straight router bits, extra shims and an instruction 
manual. It sells for $249 delivered and is available from The Japan 
Woodworker (800-537-7820; www.japanwoodworker.com). 

-RolandJohnson 

The latest jig for through-dovetails. Teamed with a router table, the 

Gifkins dovetail jig is easy to set up and use. 

Tom Begnal is an associate editor; Anatole Burkin is the managing 
editor; William Tandy Young is a woodworker and author from 
Stow, Mass.; RolandJohnson runs a woodworking business in Sauk 
Rapids, Minn. 
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OWN THE COMPLETE HOME SHOP 
Do the work 01 10 tools 
with one compact, 
affordable machine 

• Work on wood
and melal, or plaslic 
• Easy and fun 10 use 
• Buill 10 lasl a 
lifetime 
1 0  tools in 1 

SUPER CALL TODAY! 
SHOP�' 1 ·800·345·6342 

�. Iffil Sm"lthy IltplfWWS POBol l517 or write: lIJ • Ann Arbor, MI4810&·1517 

Visit us at www.smithv.com 
READER SERVICE NO. 57 

READER SERVICE NO. 12 

I�WOO..:lD"'i-·1 � \!!1Qe'" 
IIAn excel lent dovetailer capable of 

producing the finest jointsll• 
Andy Standing, The Woodworker, (UK) 

IIFor me the Wood Rat would pay 
for itself used solely for tenoningll 

Paul Richardson, The Router, (UK) 

www.woodrat .com 
. s !l l e s@wo o d rat.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 15 

�mm0uc;om 
A D0W@@00 

Manufacturer & Distributor of 
318" SOUD HARDWOOD FLOORI .... G 

Pre-sanded and ready to finish. Available in 
RED OAK, WHITE OAK, ASH, HICKORY, HARD 

MAPLE, CHERRY, WAL .... UT 
Choice of 4 widths and 3 grades 

Unlimited choke of mouldings 
Most orders shipped within 24 hrs 

LAUNSTEIN HARDWOODS 
384 S. Every Road, 

Mason, Michigan 48854 
PHONE FAX 

517-676-1 1 33 517-676-6379 
ht ://www.vmall.MtIlaunstf!inl 

READER SERVICE NO. 6 
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MADE IN THE USA Forrest Saw Blades 
Ilyou Can Count On Us for QualitYI Perlormanlel and uejrlellraaID'" 

"When we established Forrest 
Manufacturing over 55 years ago, 
we committed our company to 
providing the very best products 
and services possible. 

'Since then, demanding craftsmen 
have come to rely on us for the 
finest quality blades and dados. 
They also count on us for the best 
in-factory sharpening available 
anywhere. 

Jim Forrest, President "Forrest saw blades eliminate or 

$ 84 
$ 84 
$ 59 

5 3/8" x 40T x 1 0mm (5/64" K)** � $ 80 $ 76 
14"x4DTx1 " ,  14"x30Tx1 " ,  12"x30Tx1 ",  9"x4DT, 9"x30T, 8"x30T(3/32"K), 
6"x40T(3/32"K) also available. Call for prices. 

, ,' I 

The 1 0"x40T earned the Editor's Choice for the best performance regardless 
� American Woodworker April 1998, pp 68-69, 
'For Sears & Makita " For DeWalt Cordless Portables 

6" set 
8" set 
10" set 
12" set 

l:tMIFi·miiiJJ.ijl3t.iii·[·ii.I'1itt .• 
For solid hard and so" woods only. (No plys, no melamines!) 8"O, with positive 
hook 24 tooth blades & 2 tooth chippers and shims, cuts 1/8" to 13/16" wide. 

Sale Price 1 0% Off First Set 15% Off Second Set 
8" set � $196 $185 

Two Easy Ways to Order 
Call toll-free Visit our internet store 

I !:I'I,n�ll" IOR';h,f'ldia� i i Rid iii 
(In NJ , 973-473-5236) OR, stores.yahoo.com/forrestman 
Fax 973-471 -3333 iii' . I =1�, • Se habla espanol 

' , . � iIIiiIiIIj 
Western Canada: Call Sharp Tech, Inc. """'IIJII .... 877-228-0908 • Fax 403-225-3767 :"'l 
Other Canadian sales: Call CMR - Ron 
Collier • Fax 517·684-0402 

reduce splintering, scratching, and tearouts. We make them of 
high corrosion-resistant C-4 carbide to provide the longest pos
sible life between sharpenings. We also hand-straighten them 
for perfect flatness and an astonishing +/- .001 " runout that 
gives you peak performance. And Forrest blades feature excep
tional perimeter concentricity and super fine tooth grind to 
ensure the highest quality edges. 

"Our exclusive guarantee is another reason to have complete confi
dence in the products we offer! Purchase any Forrest blade or 
dado and use it for up to 30 days. If you are not completely sat
isfied for any reason, return it for a full refund. There's never 
any risk to you. You have my word on it!r � 

1 0" x 80 T (1/8" or 3/32" Kerf) 
1 2" x 80 T x 1" (1/8" Kerf) 114"x1DDTx1", 14"x8OTx1", 16"x1DDTx1 ", 8", 7 1/4",others avail. Call for prices. 

Your Blade Sharpening Specialists 
Don't take a chance with micro-chipped edges or other costly problemsl 
Instead, let our skilled technicians provide the fast, reliable in-factory 
sharpening that can preserve the life and performance of all types of car
bide blades. Forrest Manufacturing represents the industry standard for 
fine quality sharpening. We process most orders in 3 to 5 days! (Please 
include return UPS of $6 + $1 for each additional blade. 

DON'T SEE WHAT YOU NEED? 
We cany so many blades that H's Impossible to list tham all. So if you don't 
see the type or size you're looking for, just call the knowledgeable folks in our 
Sales Department. They'll assist you in finding what you need. You can 
count on It. 

FOI <RESI Forrest Manufacturing 
Company 
457 River Road 
Clifton, NJ 07014 fit£( S,,\,,\NG

�" Orders over $215 
ot\lef ofdefS. 

please add: 

saw blade -
$6 • oado -

$8 • stillenef -
$2 *3 coupons at $5 each, use 1 coupon per blade. © 2000 Forrest Manufacturing Company. Inc. 
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When Mistakes Happen 

Stubborn Joints cause many problems during dry-fitting or final glue-up. Work

ing from opposite sides a little at a time, use a bench vise to pull apart tight joints. 
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H ow to f ix d i n gs ,  c ra c ks ,  

s p l its a n d m o re 

with o ut sta rti n g  ove r 

B Y  J E F F  M I L L E R  

A fter reading article after article filled with pic
tures of flawless work, you might get the im
pression that experienced woodworkers never 

make mistakes. I can assure you that isn't true. Pros 
simply know how to salvage their goofs. What makes 
me an authority? Well . . .  lots of mistakes, of course. 

Sure, I get angry with myself (or at others) when 
things go wrong. But in a perverse sort of way, I've 
come to enjoy the challenge of salvaging woodwork
ing disasters. I now have an arsenal of repair tricks at 
my disposal. 

It's important to realize that you can't salvage every
thing. There are times when you have no other choice 
but to throw in the towel and start over. But that hap
pens much less than you might think, whether the de
fects are manmade or natural. 

Mental attitude goes a long way toward saving a pro
ject that suddenly heads off in the wrong direction. 
The level of anxiety is always highest the instant you 
discover the problem. But self-flagellation doesn't ac
complish very much. Step back and take a few deep 
breaths. Do whatever it takes to stop obsessing. Grab a 
cup of coffee or walk around the shop. Then figure out 
what went wrong. 

It's a good idea to come up with several options to 
solve a problem. Anything involving a large hammer 
doesn't count. Then prioritize the options-from the 
quick and easy to the dreaded scrap it and start over. 
Don't rush into anything-with one exception. If 
you're in the middle of a glue-up and notice a major 
problem, now is the best time to pull apart the piece; 
before the glue sets. Otherwise, give yourself a little 
time to think before rushing into a fix. D 

Jeff Miller owns a custom furniture shop, writes and teaches 

furniture making in Chicago. 

Photos: Anatole BUfkin 



F I X I N G S T R U C T U R A L C R A C K S  

Overly tight joints may crack when fit together. 

After disassembly, pare the tenon for a looser fit. 

Cracks may develop during dry-fitting 
and disassembly of parts. They are most 
often the results of Joints that are too 
tight. Or they may be caused by hidden, 
internal stresses In  lumber. In  either 

case, the fix is the same. Get glue deep 
Into the crack, then clamp It. 

Getting glue Into a fine crack may be 
the most difficult part of the job. My fa
vorite glue applicator is a piece of the 
wrapper taken from a candy bar or bag 
of snack food. The thin wrapper won't 
easily tear or get soggy and Is readily 
available. Spread glue on a strip of the 
wrapper and work It deep Into the crack. 

Get glue deep into the crack for a good 

repair. A piece from a snack-food package 
or candy wrapper can be used to force glue 

into a crack. 

C O V E R I N G D E E P S C R AT C H E S  

Don't give up on a piece, even if the damage 

seems severe. Shopmade veneer can be used to 

cover up cosmetic damage. 

Scratches or gouges may be too deep to remove by sanding. If the part Isn't too 
large, such as a table leg, you may be able to veneer an entire face to cover up a de
fect. (Veneering Just one side of something larger, such as a panel, may cause it to 
warp.) For a veneer patch, choose stock that matches the original In grain and color. 
Use your bandsaw to cut an oversized piece of veneer. After gluing the patch, plane 
or sand It smooth, then chamfer or ease the edges to protect the veneer and to help 
disguise the seam. 

Align the grain of the ve- Glue the patch in place. Plane the patch flush with 

neer. Trace the shape using Use cauls to protect the stock the stock. Last, ease the 
the part to be fixed, and cut it from the jaws of the clamps. corners to protect the veneer 

slightly oversized. and help blend it in. 
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Dents seem to ap
pear out of 
nowhere. Most are 
easy to repair, espe
cially If the wood 
fibers have only 
been compressed 
and not severed. 

You can sometimes swell compressed 
wood fibers simply by placing a drop of wa
ter right on the dent. 

More often, you'll also need some 
heat to help swell the fibers. A clothes Iron 
turned to a high setting works well. Place 
a drop of water on the dent, then touch the 
tip of the hot Iron to the water. As the wa
ter turns to steam and rises, the wood 
fibers swell. The process may h.ave to be 
repeated a few times. Severed fibers may 
call for additional work-either filling or 
patching In addition to steaming. 

S T EA M I N G O U T D E N T S 

Place a drop of water on the dent. Don't 

flood the area. Repeat as necessary. 

Touch only the tip of 

the iron to the spot. 

The steam swells the 

wood fibers and returns 

them to the surface. 
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Despite careful preparation, when the 
clamps come off after a glue-up, nasty sur

prises occasionally surface. Among the 
most common problems are out-of·square 
drawers and carcases. 

If a drawer or case looks more like a 

parallelogram than a rectangle, the bot
tom (for a drawer) or back (for a case) can 
be used to bring It square. First, measure 
the diagonals, then place a clamp corner 
to corner on the longer diagonal (see the 
photo above). Pull the box until the diago
nals are equal and Install and glue or 
screw In the drawer bottom or back panel. 
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Many types of commercial fillers are available for repairing small defects. Most of them, 

however, look Just like fillers once they've been applied. For a more natural look, apply a 
drop of cyanoacrylate glue directly to a defect, and then sand Immediately with 220-grlt 
or 320-grlt sandpaper. You might have to repeat the process after about 20 minutes to fill 
In a larger defect. This Is a little sneaky. The repair Is not at all Invisible; It usually looks 
more like a natural blemish, such as a pin knot or a minerai deposit. 

Cracks may be the result 

of natural defects. A 

screw driven too deeply 

may also cause them. 

Place a few drops of 

cyanoacrylate glue on 

the crack. Then sand over 

the area with fine (220-

grit) paper. Repeat as 

needed. 



� ______ _____ P L_U_G_G_I_N_G_K_N_O_T_S __________ �I I � __ R_E_P_L A_C_I_N_G_E_D_G_E_S
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Although It's best to avoid stock with knots, there are 
times when you're down to your last board foot of lumber. 
All that's keeping you from completing a project Is a 
dime-sized knot. A defect that large can't be filled, but it 
can be removed and plugged with another piece of wood. 

Look through your pile of offcuts and find a piece containing 
a pin knot. The grain around knots usually swirls and 
curves, features that help disguise the repair. Use a tapered 

plug cutter to remove the pin knot (the patch) and then set the patch Into place, 
orienting the grain for the best appearance. 

was bored out from scrap stock using a 

tapered plug cutter. 

Work away at the patch. Plane 

cautiously over the knot to avoid 

tearout. Switch to a scraper when 

the patch is nearly flush. 

Finish off with sandpaper. 

Sometimes a dab of dye, slightly 

darker than the surrounding 

wood, is needed to blend in the 
patch. 

When a piece of wood breaks off an edge, 
and the piece gets lost, you can stili sal
vage a part as long as you have some 

matching wood. It's not enough to use the 
same species. You must find a piece that 
has similar grain and color. If you can cut 
and replace wood along the grain lines, 
the patch will be practically invisible. 

your choosing: a chisel, plane or sander. 
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Stack and Saw Lumber 
M D F  top, % i n .  th ick 
by 32 i n .  deep by 
97 i n .  wide 

Hardwood fences, 2 i n .  thick by 
2% i n .  h igh, have a gap to a l low 
for removal of the chopsaw and 
screw holes to match the origi na l 
factory fence. 

Back, % i n .  
th i ck by 2% i n .  

Chopsaw tray 
sl ides out so that 
the saw can be 
taken to a job site. 

wide by 23% in. long, 
goes under the M D F  top, 
so it is % i n .  na rrower 
than the tray sides. 

The depth of the tray 
must bring the deck of 
the chopsaw level with 
the surface of the bench. 

Hardwood runners are 1% i n .  
th ick by 3% i n .  wide by  20% i n .  
long. The l i p  runs on the top of 
the two cleats. 

A B E N C H  FOR  A C H OPSAW 
This bench i s  built for its strength and uti l ity rather than for 

its looks. Hardwood is used for the posts, the main structural 

arms, the fence and the drawer runners. Plywood (% in. thick) 

is used for the remainder of the carcase, and %-in.-thick MDF 

for the top.  Construction is mainly dadoes and pocket screws. 
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T 
34 i n .  

1 

Cleats, % i n .  
thick by 31,4 i n .  
w ide by  20% i n .  long 

18% i n .  

f- 32 i n .-?> 
18% i n .  

23% i n .  

A l l  plywood ribs 
a re % in. thick 
and 9% in. wide. 

R ight ma in support arm, 
2 i n .  th ick by 9% i n .  wide 
by 31 i n .  long, not 
inc lud ing tenons 

Photo, Anatole BUfkin; drawings, Bob La Pointe 



on the Same Rack 
Posts. 211" in .  
th ick by 3 i n .  wide 
by 87 in. long 

� 

� 
� /� "'" 

o S toring lumber effectively is a chal
lenge in any shop, but it's especially 
challenging in a small shop. When I 

designed my current lumber rack, the effi
cient use of space was a priority. I wanted 
my lumber to be accessible and close to 
the chopsaw, where I cut it to rough length. 
Gradually, I developed the notion of a 
combination crosscutting table and lumber 
rack. While I was at it, I decided to make 
the chopsaw easily removable so that I 
could take it to installations. 

The rack's framework consists of two 
hardwood posts and a series of can
tilevered arms that hold the lumber and 
support the crosscutting table. The posts 
are lag-bolted to the stud wall. I chose bolts 

Ca nti l eve red a rms 

a n d a b u i lt- i n 

c h o psaw ta b l e  

p rov i d e  p l e nty 

of sto rage ,  

easy a ccess a n d 

effi c i e nt c rosscutt i n g  

i n  a s m a l l  space 

long enough to give me 3 in. of threads in 
the studs, and I mounted the posts 6 ft. 
apart to correspond with the wall studs. 

The anTIS, also hardwood, are tenoned 
into the posts and secured with glue and 
draw-bored pegs. I chose to taper the 
arms so that I could have the strength of 
a large tenon mounted into the posts 
but more room for lumber on the out

side. For ease of assembly, I glued the 
arms into the posts before bolting the 

posts to the wall. 
The arms that support the crosscutting 

table are almost twice the width of the oth
ers and are not tapered. I modified the join-

B Y  C H R I S G O C H N O U R  

ery for these arms, stacking two tenons for 
each arm rather than making a very wide 
one. This improves the joint because less 
material is removed from the post, which 
minimizes the risk of splitting. It also 
avoids wood-movement problems that can 
occur with wide tenons. 

The arms for the chopsaw table have a 
series of dadoes cut on the inside faces to 
accept plywood ribs that support the table
top. I made the top of the table out of 
medium-density fiberboard (MDF), be
cause it is very flat and a good utility work 
surface. I also built a hardwood fence with 
stops for repetitive cutoff work. 

The chopsaw is mounted on a small tray 
that slides into place and is secured with 

two screws. With this setup, I can remove 
the two bolts and take the saw with me. 

In the shop, my fence replaces the factory 
fence. But when I take the saw on the road, 
I remount the factory fence. 

My drill press is just a few feet away from 
the table, so I installed a drawer at one end 
to hold drill bits and drill-press accessories. 

My rack is just inside the large door I use 
for bringing lumber into the shop. I simply 
back in my truck and unload lumber right 
onto the rack. Let the work begin. D 

Chris Gochnour is a furniture maker in Salt Lake 

City. Utah. 
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SIX R EASONS 

FOR T U R N I N G  G R EEN WOOD 

1. Fresh logs 

are often free 

2. There's a wide 

selection of species 

3. Large blanks are 

easy to come by 

4. It cuts fast with 

little dust 

5. It's easy to 

turn thin walls 

and unconven

tional shapes 

6. Final shape 

changes during 

drying 

Turning Bowls 
from Green 

Wood 
T h e  m ate ri a l  is  a j oy to wo rk ,  

a n d  c h e c k i n g  can be p reve nted 

B Y  H O W A R D  L E W I N 

I 've heard it too many times, even from 
expert wood turners: Don't bother 
with green wood. Sure, it's wonderful 

to turn, but the bowls always crack. Well, 
they're wrong. It is possible to turn and dry 
green bowls successfully, and you won't 
need any polyethylene glycol (PEG), com
plicated procedures or other hocus-pocus 
to do it. There are just a few techniques to 
be mastered and a couple of tricks to be 
learned. Soon your success rate will make 
green wood fun and worthwhile. 

The lure of turning green wood has al
ways been strong. I can think of at least six 
good reasons why you should try it. First, 
freshly downed logs are often free. This 

lets you experiment and grow as a ulmer 
without worrying about cost. I live in Los 
Angeles, where tree trimmers have to pay 
to dump their loads. I let them dump wood 
at my studio. They grind up the 
small branches and sell that 
as mulch. I keep the logs, 
freshly cut and delivered 
free. Even if you can't 
swing a deal like mine, 
you can probably meet 
your local u'ee trimmer on 
site and take some logs 
away. Less work for him. 

Second, the selection of green 
wood is almost unlimited. Wherever 

you live, a variety of species is available to 
turners who keep their eyes and ears open. 
Third, you're not limited in size to what's in 
the lumberyard. Ask your local lumber 
salesman for a 12-in. by 12-in. by 12-in. wal
nut bowl blank. You'll get a blank look. 

Fourth, turning green wood is more 
pleasant. New wood is softer, making the 
cutting easier and faster. Tools stay cooler, 
keeping them sharper longer. Green wood 
produces less dust and creates larger shav
ings, which are easier to pick up. Green 
bowls can be wet-sanded, which creates 
no dust at all. And green wood is easier to 
cut with chainsaws and bandsaws. Shall I 
go on? 

A fifth reason to turn green stock is that it 
allows total freedom. Because the wood is 
soft and cuts easily, bowls and vessels can 
be shaped with very thin walls. End-grain 



vessel shapes become not only possible 
but also easy. One of my favorite shapes 
includes the bark and the center of the log, 
with heartwood bull's-eyes on the sides. 
These forms are very difficult to achieve 
with dry wood. Also, when the wood dries, 
the pith sometimes bulges out in an inter
esting way. And that's the sixth benefit: The 
fim,] shape of the vessel is often undeter
mined. Once the piece has been set aside 
to dry, mystical changes take place. I have 
had bowls almost close and others twist 
like a pretzel, all without cracking. And 
there are tricks for manipulating the final 
shape in strange ways. 

Getting started 
Now you know why you should try green 
wood, but you need to understand how. It 
starts with a chainsaw; I recommend hav
ing two. Use a gas-powered one for felling 
and cutting up trees, and get an electric 
one for use in your shop. There's no ex
haust, and it's easier on your ears (and your 
neighbors') on a leisurely Sunday morning. 

Watch out for nails in wood that was in a 
yard or near a road, and cut logs about 6 in. 
longer than you need, to allow for check
ing. Most beginners run into trouble cut-

ting the log down the middle. This 
is an important cut in preparing 
green wood for turning, because 
many bowl forms are made from log 
halves or quarters. Also, it lets you get 
at the center of the log if you plan to 
remove the middle 2 in. or 3 in., which 
contains the pith and the densest heart
wood. This pith heartwood, as I call it, is 
the area most likely to split, so its removal 
will help prevent checking if a blank must 
be stored for a while. 

When cutting a log lengthwise, the 
temptation is to set it on end and cut 
down. This is slow going because 
you are cutting into end grain the en-
tire length of the log. Lay down the log 
and cut parallel to its length. You'l l  get 
longer shavings and a faster cut. To prevent 
dangerous kickback, never tilt the chain
saw bar forward while its tip is engaged in 
the wood. Clear the long shavings often so 
they don't bind the chain. And be sure to 
prop the log so that it won't roll. When 
you're almost through the log, roll it over 
or set it on end to finish the cut. 

Don't cut the wood into blanks until you 
need them. Work from one end of the log, 
and keep the ends of the log sealed with 

wax or paint. Don't expect a log to stay 
check-free for more than a few months, de
pending on local heat and humidity. 

Use a bandsaw to cut log halves into 
blanks. Don't overload your machine. If 
you can afford it, you'll need a bandsaw 
that can cut about 12 in. high with a 20-in. 
throat and a 2-hp motor. Most of what you 
turn will fit into this dimensional range. 
Use a skip-tooth blade with about three or 
four teeth per inch. A hook-tooth blade 

LOCAT I N G  BOWL  B L A N KS W I T H I N  T H E  LOG  

Heartwood 

Bark, camb i um 

Drawings: Michael Gellatly 

Design ing green-wood vessels starts 
with seeing the potential b lank  
locations i n  each log. For th i s  a rticle 
three types of bowls were turned from 
a length of ficus. Bowls 1 and 2 are 
face-grain  vessels. However, Bowl l's 
u pper edge is oriented toward the 
center of the log, with some of the pith 
captu red i n  the rim ,  whi le Bowl 2 is a 
natura l-edged vessel , with its r im 
defi ned by the outside of the log. Bowl 
3 is an end-grain vessel . For stab i l ity, 
it is located away from the pith 
heartwood, the 2-i n .  or 3-i n .  core 
of heartwood that is the densest 
area of the log and the most prone to 
moving and checking du ri ng d ry ing. 
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C H A I N S AW R E L EA S E S  B L A N K S F R O M  L O G S 
The first step in turning a green 
bowl Is chalnsawing. A 16-in.  bar 
is big enough for most work yet 

easy to handle. The author uses a 
gas·powered chainsaw outdoors 

and an electric one inside. As 
always when chainsawing, 
beware of kickback when the tip 
of the bar Is buried In the wood. 

CROSSCUTTING 

The first slice gets rid of 

sma" checks at the end of 

the log. Any cracks must be 

eliminated, or they will grow 

later during drying. 

The next crosscut establishes 

the length of the blank. Be 

sure to raise the log off the 

ground slightly to protect the 

saw teeth, and wedge it to pre

vent rolling. 

CUTTING LENGTHWISE 

l.ay the log on its side. Placing 

the log on its end to make the 

cut (inset) means you'll be cut

ting into end grain the entire 

way. The sawdust will be fine, 

and the going slow. Cutting the 

log on its side will be much 

easier. Clear the long shavings 

often by lifting the saw out of 

the cut. When the saw's tip is 

buried in the wood, never tilt the 

bar forward or dangerous kick

back will result. 
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KICKBACK ZONE� 
Do not engage 
this section 

----;;:.. 

Use a marker to plan your bowl-blank locations. 

This ficus log will yield two face-grain bowls, one with 

the pith heartwood near its rim, and the other with nat

ural (bark) edges. Ficus, known commonly as a narrow 

tree used for interior decoration, grows quite large in 

warm climates. 

will not shed wet sawdust well. I use an old 
tablesaw blade to mark an outline on the 
blank. Then I cut away as much of the un
necessary wood as possible. 

Choosing blanks-A word here on locat
ing bowl blanks in the log. With face-grain 
bowls, there is going to be some distortion 
during the drying process no matter what 
you do. However, the farther away from 
the pith heartwood, the less a face-grain 
bowl will move. With end-grain bowls and 
vase forms, there's very little movement, 
especially in wood away from the center. 

Personally, I like to include the pith heart
wood in the bowl. The subsequent move

ment adds mystery to the final piece. I 
often mount the pith-heartwood side on 
the faceplate and turn natural-edged bowls 
so that the heartwood and its color are in 
the bottom and wall of the bowl. 

Seal the end grain of green turning 
blanks and keep them out of the sun. But 
don't put them in plastic bags. They will 
begin to rot, and you'll never get that odor 
out of the wood. If you want spalting, set 
one end of the log on soil and wait a few 
months. Leave it there too long, and you'll 
get complete dry rot. 

Mounting techniques-Three- and four
jaw chucks and expansion chucks tend to 
crush green wood. A screw chuck (simply 
a heavy wood screw protruding from a flat 

plate) is a viable alternative, but the bottom 
of the blank must be very flat to snug up 
against the plate. Also, green wood pro

vides weaker threads than dry wood for 
this type of chuck. However, a bit of 
cyanoacrylate glue in the screw hole will 
add some holding power. 

The best and safest mounting device is 
the faceplate. For most bowls, a 3-in. plate 
is sufficient. There should be at least six 
screw holes, large enough for #10 screws. I 
use I -in. or I \!.i-in. drywall screws with 
coarse threads for most bowls; they work 
great. Generally, use longer screws for end 
grain, because the threads don't grab as 
well there. And it's a good idea to flatten 
the blank's mounting surface. 

A few general tips on turning bowls: A 

variable-speed lathe is great because it lets 
you gradually adjust the speed right up to 
the point before the lathe begins to vibrate. 
Adjust the speed and the tool rest often, 
keeping the leverage point as close to the 
work as possible. An excellent safety pre-

Phmos: Asa Christiana 



caution is to keep the lathe's drive belts 
loose enough that they will slip when the 
gouge gets caught in the work. This has 
prevented many disasters in my shop. 

Turning the outside-Slide the tailstock 
and live center up against the blank for 
added holding power while roughing and 
shaping the outside of the bowl. Use long, 
hefty bowl gouges as opposed to scrapers, 
which will cause tearout. Examine the 
wood carefully for any checks or cracking. 
All checks must be completely turned out, 
or they will grow later. 

When cutting on the inside or outside, 
choose the direction of your cut carefully. 
Avoid cutting against the grain, which will 
cause tearout and grab the tool. 

Thin,  even wall is the key 
Once the outside of the bowl has been 
shaped, slide the tailstock away and begin 
the hollowing process. Turn the bowl to a 
uniform wall thickness of \4 in. to � in.
thinnest for harder woods, which move 
more. To gauge wall thickness as you 
work, check the light passing through the 
wall of the bowl and listen to the tool res-

B A N D S AW I N G T H E B L A N K S 
After chainsawlng the log, the bandsaw is your next stop. Remove as much waste as 

possible while keeping the blank somewhat balanced. A large bandsaw and a massive 
lathe are nice to have, but smaller equipment Just means smaller vessels. 

Bowl 1 comes from the 

larger face-graln blank. 

First, a flat is cut for 

mounting the faceplate. 

Then the author uses a 

sawblade to trace the out

line of the bowl onto the 

blank, and the waste ;s 

cut away. 

The sawblade also 

serves as a template for 

Bowl 2, a natural .. dged, 

face-graln vessel. Again a 
marker transfers the bowl 

shape to the bark, and the 

waste is cut away. 

onate on the wood. The uniform thickness 
of the wall and bottom is one of the keys to 
success with green wood. As the bowl 
dries, it will do so evenly. Another key ele
ment is the thin wall. With most of the mass 
gone, the wood can relieve stress by mov
ing freely rather than cracking. Whatever 
the thickness, however, it must be consis
tent throughout the vessel. 

Once you begin hollowing, speed is of 
the essence. The bowl will start changing 
shape as it gets thinner and begins to shed 
water. There is no time for a coffee break at 

The blank for Bowl 3, an 

end..graln vessel, Is cut 

from another chunk of 

ficus. Trim away as much 
waste as possible. 

this stage. With practice you will be able to 
turn a 12-in. bowl in 30 minutes. Start by 
plunging about 1 in. to 1 � in. into the cen
ter of the bowl and moving outward to the 
wall until \4 in. is left. Repeat this process, 
leaving \4 in. at the wall each time. 

This method leaves strength and rigidity 
at the base of the thin wall you are cutting. 

Do not hollow out the bowl and then uy to 
retrace your steps and thin out the wall. It 
will be too soft and flexible for cutting. 

There is an important difference in tech
nique for hollowing end-grain and face-
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T U R N I N G T H E B O W L S : FA C E G R A I N  V S .  E N D G R A I N  
Today's long, heavy, deep-fluted bowl gouges slice easily through 
green wood, with thick shavings streaming off the blank. The 
shearing action leaves bark edges intact and works well on inter

rupted cuts, such as when the blank is being roughed. A note of 

Rough the outside with 

the tailstock and re

volving center jammed 

into the workpiece for 

added support. 1. Use a 

faceplate to mount green 

wood on the lathe. Other 

mounting devices won't 

grab the soft, wet fibers 
as well. When turning, be 

careful to direct the cut 

with the grain, not 

against it; otherwise, the 

fibers will tear out and 
may catch the tool. 2. For 

the outside of face-grain 

bowls, as is the case 
here, the cuts are 

pushed from the center 

and bottom toward the 

outside and top of the 

bowl (here left to right). 

3. For hollowing, the tai/

stock is pulled out of the 
way. After a small plung

ing cut is made at the 

center, each successive 

cut begins at the outside 
edge of the last cut and 

moves in toward the cen

ter. 4. Leave � in. of 

wood at the wall, then 

begin the next series of 

cuts at the center again 

and work out to the wall, 

and so on. 
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FACE GRAIN 

caution for green wood: Work your way out to the thin wall  and 
then leave that edge alone as you move deeper into the bowl. Re
turning to a thin edge turned previously is dangerous because it 
already will have started to dry and move. 

END GRAIN 

Cuts are made in the 

opposite direction for 

end·grain vessels. 

1. Outside roughing cuts 

move from the rim of the 

vessel toward the bot

tom, here from right to 

left. 2. Then the tai/stock 

is pulled away, the tool 

rest is reoriented, and 

hollowing cuts are 

plunged in at the center 

and pulled back toward 

the wall. 3. When � in. 

of wood is left at the 

wall, the next cut begins 

at the center again, and 

so on. 4. With today's 

sharper, longer gouges, 

scrapers are not needed 

for the final cut on any 

surfaces. A planing cut, 

made with the tool's 

bevel riding along the 

surface just cut and act

ing as a lever point, 

leaves an even surface 

for sanding. 



grain bowls. For an end-grain bowl, after 
plunging into the center, pull the cut to
ward you and away from the center. This 
way, the fibers you are cutting are support
ed by the fibers behind them, and you are 
not cutting directly into the grain. For a 
face-grain bowl, do the opposite. After 
plunging into the center, start at the outside 
of the plunged hole and cut away from 
yourself, toward the center of the bowl. 

When nearing the bottom of the bowl, 
leave only the overall bowl thickness (usu
ally \4 in.) between the inside surface and 
the tips of the screws used to mount the 
bowl. Later, when hollowing the bottom of 
the bowl, go just far enough to turn out the 
screw holes, and the bottom thickness will 
be right. 

After turning the bowl , allow the surface 
to air-dry before sanding. Leaving the bowl 
on the faceplate for a day is usually suffi
cient, depending on conditions, but a few 
hours might do in hot, dry weather. If you 
power-sand, as I do, put the lathe on a 
slow speed and don't apply too much 
pressure in one area. Any heat buildup will 
cause the bowl to crack. Wet-sanding is 
also fine, especially if you don't have time 
to air-dry the bowl's surface. 

I like to leave a foot on the bottom of my 
vessels. To finish this type of bowl, jam- or 
reverse-turn the screw holes out of the bot
tom and hollow out the foot, continuing 
the uniform wall thickness into the foot as 
shown at right. For a round bottom, you 
just turn off the bowl with a parting tool. 
Don't power-sand the bottom; it is prone 
to cracking and should be left until the 
bowl is completely dry. 

The trick to drying 
Place the wet bowl into three brown su
permarket bags, one in ide the other, and 
wrap each tightly. If your area of the coun
try is drier or more humid, three bags may 
be too many or too few. I've found Los An
geles to be a three-bag town (there's a joke 
there somewhere). Do not use plastic bags. 
Check the bags periodically. When the 
bags are bone-illy, the bowl is dry. That's it. 
The bags slow the drying process, allow
ing moisture to leave the bowl slowly. This 
process can take anywhere from one or 
two days to three weeks, depending on lo
cation, season and wall thickness. If you 
have chosen your bowl blanks for move
ment, as I often do, mysterious events take 
place inside these brown bags. 

F I N I S H I N G U P 
The bowl is sanded while still on the faceplate, then the faceplate is removed, and the 
bowl is reversed and mounted on a jam chuck for turning the foot. Controlled drying 
comes next-then a final light sanding before finishing. 

R EVERSE·TU RNING 

A jam chuck is screwed on for revers

ing the mounting position and turning 
the foot of the bowl. A hardwood block 

with a rubber foot attached makes an 

effective jam chuck. Turn the foot until 

the screw holes disappear. At that 

point, the bottom of the bowl and 

the sides of the foot should be the 

same thickness as the wall. This 

uniform thickness will allow the 

bowl to relieve stresses as it dries, 

preventing cracks. 

Another drying technique is to nuke the 
bowl in a microwave oven. However, a mi
crowave can't vent moisture well, so you 
will have to make many trips to the oven, 
giving the bowl one-minute bursts on the 
high setting, and taking it out each time to 
let off steam. I can accomplish the same 
thing with paper bags without any of the 
effort. The upside to microwave heating, 
though, is that you can bend the hot, thin 
walls toward each other, for exam-
ple, like a pitcher. You will have 
fun explaining how you 
turned the bowl this way. 

Here's the bottom line 
Cut your blank out of a 
green log, the wetter the 
better. Turn the whole bowl 
in one session, keeping the 
wall thin and uniform. Sand 
lightly. Allow d1e bowl to dry 
in paper bags, sand lightly 

SAN DI NG 

Give the bowl about a day to air-dry 

before sanding it. If you choose 

power-sanding, don't linger too long 

in one area or the bowl will heat up 

and crack in that spot. 

again, if necessary, and apply a finish. 
That's it. The u'ue test is to go out to your 
shop and u'y it. The wood is free, and the 
design possibilities are endless. D 

Howard Lewin is woodworker and woodworking 

teacher in Los Angeles. 
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Challlfers 

Where a nd why to use beve led edges, 
and how to cut them with hand too ls 

B Y  G A R R E T T  H A C K 

T ime is hard on furniture. The wear and tear, bumps and 
bruises that add character to some furniture can just as eas
ily leave it disfigured, depending on the degree of damage. 

How gracefully a piece of furniture ages has to do with many as
pects of the design, not least of which is how you deal with the 
edges. If you leave edges sharp, in time they'll be rounded over 
and chipped away, probably not as you intended. Cut a chamfer
a bevel across the edge, however small-and the edge will be 
more apt to keep its shape. Also, chamfers generate interesting 
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shadow lines that can create a sense of depth or lightness, and they 

offer one more surface to decorate and add detail to your work. 
Look at almost any style of furniture closely, from curvilinear Art 
ouveau to rectilinear Craftsman, and you'll see different sizes of 

chamfers. Shakers used them on the edges of lipped drawers, as a 
simple molding (alone or in opposing pairs) or to outline a curved 
table leg. Federal and Chippendale furniture sometimes have 
chamfers on the outside corners of chests of drawers to reduce 
their visual mass. 

Photos, this page (bonom left, tOP left, tOP right) John S. Sheldon 



The block plane is fast and reliable. Shown 

here shaping the top edge of a small table, this 

tool is lightweight and easy to adjust. By holding 

one finger under the body of the plane, you can 
control the angle of the cut for a consistent bevel. 

Chamfers are botl1 practical and decorative. 
By cutting a chamfer, you create a new edge 
mat reflects light differently tl1an either of me 

two surfaces it joins. It catches your eye by 
highlighting the shape of a curve or by subtly 
altering a sense of scale. I've used chamfers to 
make large pans, such as square tapered legs, 
appear more slender. A chamfer cut along 
each corner of the leg gives it a slimmer look. 
Similarly, a chamfer can outline a shape and 
draw attention to it. A shadow line can also 

have the opposite effect, such as the feeling 
of greater depth on a shallow molding, much 
the same way the field in a raised panel can 
appear more raised than it really is. 

Cut wide chamfers along the outside edges 

of a chest of drawers to make me case appear 
more slender, and you've created a place for 
some decorative detail. Scratch in some reeds 
or flutes, or add an inlay or two. Carve an end 
to your chamfer with a neat flourish such as a 
lamb's tongue or a curved stop. Chamfers are 
small surfaces to let go witl1 your creativity. 

Cut chamfers with your choice of tools 
Unless you are cutting large chamfers or one 
to some exacting specifications-such as 
those on a tapered pencil post-you don't have to be all that metic
ulous about cutting chamfers symmeu'ically or consistently. Your 
eye might notice some variation in the width of a chamfer but not 
slight changes in the bevel angle along its length. In fact, some 
slight irregularity makes a chamfer more visually appealing. 

I cut most of my chamfers freehand witl1 a block plane, guiding 
it witl1 my hands and body. A block plane will cut a clean chamfer 
around a convex curve; but for a really bold curve or a concave 
one, a flat- or round-soled spokeshave is a better choice. Stanley 
once made a small chamfering shave (No. 65) with adjustable 
guides to help cut consistent or wide chamfers around curves. But 
for large chamfers and clear-cut accuracy, the Stanley o.  72 
chamfering plane is the ideal tool. It can also be fitted wim a 
beading attachment to cut moldings or inlay grooves wimin a 
wide chamfer. For stopped chamfers and decorative flourishes, 
a chisel, small files and a scraper will suffice. 

Block planes-Typically, I use a block plane to cut chamfers 
around me edges of a tabletop, either straight or curved (see me 
photo above). Chamfers are often cut at a consistent 450 bevel, es-

Photos, except where noted: William Duckworth 

pecially when breaking a square corner, but mat's not a rule writ
ten in stone. One advantage of working wim hand tools is tl1at you 
can fine-tune the chamfer angle and depth as you progress. When 
it looks right, stop. When you start to cut a chamfer, tl1e first few 
passes let you get a feel for what it will look like and how me grain 
of me wood is behaving. You may need to change tl1e cutting di

rection along an edge to prevent tearout and get a perfectly 
smoom and polished chamfer. 

When working freehand with a plane, you must clamp me work
piece in place, so that you can use both hands to make 

steady and consistent planing strokes. One hand 
holds me plane in position, me other guides it from 

underneath, and both are somewhat locked in 
position by me upper body and arms. 

Changing the bevel angle is then just a 
matter of repositioning hands and 

body. For more accuracy, scribe 
light pencil lines along the edge 
and top surface to define me cut. 

I f !  have lots of chamfers to make, I'll 
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Spokeshaves are good for concave curves. Lightweight enough to 

use with one hand, this Stanley No. 54 has an adjustable mouth to help 

control the depth of the cut. 

sometimes use two block planes-one set for rapid wood removal, 
and the other for a light, polishing cut. 

Spokeshaves-I turn to a spokeshave when I have to cut a cham
fer on a tight or concave curve (see the photo above). A flat-soled 
spokeshave works fine most of the time, unless the curve is too 
tight, in which case a shave with a curved sole works better. The 
technique is the same as using a block plane, except that the two 
long spokeshave handles can be an advantage for keeping the tool 
steady and at a consistent bevel. The challenge-especially with a 
curved edge-is to keep the tool cutting smoothly for the final cut. 

Getting the feel for the task comes with 
practice, learning how to rotate the 

shave into or out of 
the cut. 

I rarely use the 
Stanley No. 65 chamfer

ing shave, but it can cut 
precise chamfers along 

curves because it has two guides 
that ride along both sides of the cor-
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ner, the width between them determining the width of the cham
fer. (Kunz makes a similar shave sold by Woodcraft.) Being able to 
shift the guides is a nice feature because you can use fresh areas of 
the cutting edge, not just the center. This tool still requires a bit of 
operator control, but with the guides in place, it gives you cham
fers at a consistent width and a liTle 450 bevel. 

Chamfering planeS-When furniture makers worked entirely by 
hand, plane makers responded by devising many specialty tools, 
such as chamfer planes, to do the work more easily or accurately. 
Stanley produced the No. 72 (see the photo below) with an un
usual, angled sole that rides securely along any square edge. (You 
can still occasionally find this tool at flea markets and auctions.) 
The cutting iron and small flat sole at the front of the plane adjust 

up and down to cut any width of chamfer 
and act as a depth stop. Some wooden 
chamfer planes are still available; ei
ther used English versions or 
modern ]apanese planes. 

The beauty of these planes is 
the ease with which they will cut 
a consistent bevel along a 
straight edge. I recently used the 
No. 72 to run some large chamfers along 
the stretchers and posts of a long trestle table, 
where uniformity was an important aspect of the 
design. As with the chamfering shave, the tool rocks 
around when getting started and is firmly guided by the sole only 
when you get close to the final cutting deptl1. Over the years I've 
found that I can work nearly as accurately with a block plane, or 

This old tool cuts with the accuracy of a router bit. The Stanley No. 

72 chamfer plane was designed for cutting chamfers. The original also 

came with an attachment that fits on the front of the plane and accepts 

specialized cutters for dressing up the chamfer with beads or coves. 



for longer chamfers, a o. 4 bench plane, without all the set-up 
fuss that d1e 0. 72 demands. 

Bullnose rabbet and chisel planes-If you have a frame-and
panel door, a chamfer cut along the inside of the stiles and rails 
makes a simple yet elegant u'ansition from frame to panel. Cham
fering all of the inside edges of a drawer makes it more user
friendly and helps it slide more smoothly upon the runners. With 
doors and drawers the chamfers are best cut after assembly, but 
doing so makes it more difficult to work cleanly into the corners. 

This task is made easier by the right tool. 
The Stanley No. 90 bullnose plane is a good choice for 

cutting inside chamfers (see the photos below). The 
mouth designed to cut rabbets and the small 
sole ahead of the iron are especially useful for 
working in tight spots. Also, the entire top at 
the front of the plane can be removed to 
convert the tool into a chisel plane. I start in
side chamfers with a few quick cuts, roughly 

defining d1e miter and scoring the long-grain 
fibers of one side to prevent any tearout later. I then cut the cham
fer as close to the corner as I can and pare away the small amount 

Use the Stanley No. 90 
bullnose plane for cutting 

Inside chamfers. Start in

side chamfers with a few 

quick cuts, then cut close to 

the corner. Pare away the re

maining wood by using the 

tool as a chisel plane. 

of wood remaining by using d1e tool as a chisel plane. It's impor
tant to make only light cuts and to keep the pressure toward the 

back of d1e plane to prevent the iron from digging in too much. 

Decorative details add charm to chamfers 
You can cut chamfers all the way along an edge and miter them to
gether at corners, but there are times when it' neater to stop d1e 
chamfer. Take, for example, the chamfered corner of a cabinet 

Drawings: Erika Marks 

carcase that has moldings along d1e base and under an overhang
ing top. If you cut a bold chamfer all the way along the corner 
of the cabinet, that would make it run right under the top molding 
and behind the mitered corners of d1e base molding. The result 

would be an unattractive gap behind the mitered moldings. A 
stopped chamfer will prevent this problem. A stopped chamfer 

STO PPED C H A M F E R S  

) 
A p la in stopped 
chamfer is 
usual ly made 
with a clean 
chop of a ch isel . 

J 
A cu rved stopped 
chamfer is made 
with a spokeshave 
or carved with a 
kn ife. 

J 
A lamb's tongue is 
ca rved with a 
ch isel and shaped 
with rasps and 
scrapers. 

is also appropriate when you want to preserve an unchamfered 
area on a bedpost where it has been mortised for a rail. Luckily, 
d1ere are several ways to end chamfers that are wonderful details 
in themselves (see dle drawings above). 

The easiest way to end a chamfer is with a square chop, but a 
more elegant way is to make a 
gradual sloping cut. You can 
curve this slope on both con
cave and convex shapes, or a 
combination of the two-as in 
one of my favorites, called a 
lamb's tongue (see the photo at 
right). Before cutting the cham
fer, carefully lay out where the 
stops are and make a few trial 
cuts to see what shape fits. 
Wasting some of the wood at 
the stop before cutting the 
chamfer is not a bad idea. De
pending upon d1e shape of the 
stop, you can cut it with a 
spokeshave, chisel or small 

files, but be careful not to over
do it. 

Shaping a lamb's tongue. After 
marking the location on the work

piece, this fancy stop detail is 

carved entirely by hand, using 

chisel, rasp and scraper, 

Wid1in wide chamfers on higher-style work, it's not uncommon 
to see chamfers taken one more step to molded details or an inlaid 
line. If you can find one, the Stanley No. 72 has a beading attach
ment to hold scratch cutters for just this sort of work. You could 
also make your own basic wooden one. Whed1er you encl up cut
ting some highly decorated chamfers or simple ones with a few 
quick strokes of a plane, time will treat those chamfered edges 
more kindly. D 

Garrett Hack is the author of The Handplane Book and Classic Handtools 

(The Taunton Press, 1997 and 1999, respectively). 
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Nail Guns for Cabinetry_ 
A gu i d e  to us i n g  fi n is h  n a i l e rs ,  b ra d  n a i l e rs ,  

p i n n a i l e rs a n d sta p l e rs 

B Y  R O L A N D  J O H N S O N  

Nails enjoy a long histo
ry in woodworking. 
Although many of to

day's craftsmen, unlike their Pil
grim counterparts, avoid nails in 
fine furniture, these fasteners 
still have a place in cabinetry. 
But you won't see a lot of ham
mers swinging in cabinet shops. 
Today's woodworker has at his 
disposal all types of pneumatic 
guns for driving finish nails, 
brads and staples. These tools 
al low you to work faster, suffer 
less fatigue, al ign parts more 
accurately and won't mar a 
workpiece the way an errant 
hammer blow might. 

The range of choices in pneu
matics is great. But for cabinet 
work, there are only four cate
gories of guns worth consider
ing: finish nailers, brad nailers, 
pin nailers and staple guns. 
Each type of gun is best suited 
for specific tasks. Don't expect 
one to do everything. 

Finish nailers 
A finish nailer is the largest gun 
a woodworker would need. 
Most weigh around S ibs. and 
can shoot nails up to 2\-2 in. 
long. Many finish nailers on the 
market have an angled nail car
riage, which makes it easier to 
install molding in tight quarters 
and to do overhead work, such 
as installing crown molding. A 
finish nailer can cost from un
der $300 to well over $400. 

The nails for this type of gun 
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F I N I S H  N A I L E R  

Used for cabi net 
carcase construct ion, 
face-frame 
attachment, door 
jambs, casi ng, 
baseboards, p l i nth 
and corner b locks, 
large crown 
mold i ngs, j igs and 
fixtures. Guns come 
i n  15-gauge and 16-
gauge models and 
fire nai ls from 1'!. in .  
to 21,.2 in .  long. 

BRAD N A I LER 

Typ ica l uses 
inc lude cabi net 
mold ing 
construction and 
attachment, 
casing at the jamb 
edge, cab inet 
backs, beaded 
wainscot as wel l  
as j igs and 
fixtures. F i res 
brads from % in .  
to 2 i n .  long. 
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Photos, except where noted: Mark Schofield; this spread (cabinet and guns): Michael Pekovich 

P I N  N A I L E R  

Used for attach ing de l icate mold ing 
and stop mold ing for glass. They a re 
a lso useful for ho ld ing tr im in place 
wh i le glue d ries where c lamp ing wou ld 
be awkward. The 
I ightest type of 
na i ler fires 23-
gauge headless 
pins rangi ng 
i n  length from 
'I., i n .  to 1 i n .  

Uses inc lude attaching cab inet 
backs made of plywood th in 
enough that a brad m ight b low 
right through and for smal l  j igs 
and fixtures. Staples range i n  
length from 7A1 i n .  to  1'1., i n .  
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Make sure your hands are 
out of the path of a driven 
nail. I shot a nail into the 
side of my hand while 
holding a piece of wood 
that wasn't as thick as the 
nail was long, and I can 
still remember the pain.  
Always make sure you are 
aware of the length of nail 
loaded in the gun. If the 
nose of the gun has to be 
held at an oblique angle to 
nail some molding, the 
path of a nail may follow 
the grain and go off its in
tended course. Pulling the . 
nails through usually caus

es further damage. It's 
best to cut the nail with 
nippers, recess the nail 
with a nai lset and fil l 
the hole. 

Treat a nail gun as you 
would any gun. Ear protec
tion and eye protection 
are important. Nail guns 
emit a loud exhaust report 
each time the gun is fired, 
especially the large finish 
guns. Be aware of where 
the exhaust port is on 
the gun, because the ex
haust can blow sawdust 
or other debris with con
siderable force. 

A nail can glance off 
the workpiece if the nail 
gun is held at too severe 
an angle or can ricochet 
off a hidden piece of metal 
such as a screw head. 
Always be aware of any
one around you when fir
ing the gun, and make 
sure they are not in the 
path of the nail if it were 

to go slightly astray. Never 
disable the safety. 
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are typically 1 5  or 16 gauge, 
roughly the diameter of hard
ened finish nails. Many of the 
15- and 16-gauge nails have a 
polymer coating that lubricates 
the nail as it is driven and bonds 
it to the wood when it cools. 
This feature is great for holding 
parts together, such as cabinet 
carcases, but makes the nail al
most impossible to pull out if 
you make a mistake. For exteri
or applications, nails are also 
made in aluminum or stainless 
steel to avoid rusting. 

Brad nailers 
A brad nailer is smaller and 
lighter than a finish nailer and 
shoots IS-gauge brads from 
;,8 in. to 2 in. long. A brad nailer 
is ideal for small moldings, in
stalling cabinet backs or other 
applications where a small
diameter, small-headed nail is 
needed. A brad nailer is in the 
$ 100 to $200 price range. 

One thing to note about brad 
nailers is that some guns have a 
wider nose than others (see the 
right photo above). Wide-nosed 
guns may make it difficult to 
place nails in tight quarters. 

Pin nailers 
A pin nailer is roughly the same 
size as a brad nailer, but it drives 
headless 23-gauge pins, ranging 
in length from V! in. to 1 in. Use 
a pin nailer for delicate molding 
applications, such as stop mold
ing for glass, or in situations 
where filling the nail holes 
would be a chore or the mold
ings would be split by counter
sinking a brad head. A pin nailer 
is also useful for holding trim in 
place while glue dries where 
clamping would be awkward. 
Pin nailers range in price from 
$75 to more than $125. 

Staple guns 
A staple gun is my choice for at
taching cabinet backs made of 
plywood, where a brad might 
blow right through. Staples also 
help keep splitting to a mini-

Different noses. Although both 

are brad nailers, the model on the 

left has a smaller nose than that 

on the right, which makes preci

sion nailing easier. 

mum when fastening near the 
end of a board. 

The average woodworker can 
get by with a gun that handles 
Vi-in. crown staples, from 7,8 in. 
to 1 V! in. long. There are staple 
guns that can handle 1,2-in. 
crown staples, but these guns 
are more suitable for upholstery 
work. You can buy a staple gun 
for around $ 100. 

Air supply 
Pneumatic nailers are not big 
consumers of compressed air. A 
small air compressor will sup
ply all the air needs of any fin
ish, brad or pin nailer or of any 
staple gun. An inexpensive 
method of getting into pneu
matic nailing is to get a portable 
air tank, which can be filled at a 
local service station. I have a 
6-gal. model fitted with a regu
lator and coupler that I use for 
small projects. A tank this size 
has more than enough capacity 
to complete a small cabinet like 
the one shown on p. 59. 

Maintenance of a pneumatic 
nail gun is easy. Many guns do 
not require lubrication. For a 
gun that does need lubrication, 
simply trickle a few drops of oil 
into the air inlet of the tool each 
day before it is used. Do not use 
too much oil ,  because the ex
cess could be sprayed onto the 
workpiece and cause finishing 

problems. 0 

Roland Johnson is a woodworker 

who lives near St. Cloud, Minn. 
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A Light Settee 
in Cherry 

Stra ight l i n es s i m p l ify the d es i gn , 

a n d a wove n seat a d ds cha ra cte r 

B Y  M A T T H E W T E A G U E  

Photo, this page: Tom Begnal 

I can't draw well, but it's never kept me from trying-on news
papers, leases, whatever happens to be in front of me. And 

when I needed a coffee table, I was drawing them every
where. One design began on a Post-it note while I was on the 

phone-which may explain, in retrospect, its odd transformation. 
When one table leg turned out a little canted, I drew another line 
off the back, making it a chair. Then when I tried to turn the chair
like doodle into a perspective draw
ing, the lines were too long-yet 
further proof that I can't draw. But 
when I looked back down, my cof
fee table had turned into a vaguely 
elegant settee. I drew little cross
hatched lines across the seat and 
was rather pleased. 

I spent a bit more time on later 

� 
.:;-::: 

:':ci':::: 
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L EG T EM P LATE S E RV ES  AS A STO RY ST I C K  
All mortises can be marked 

d irectly from a story stick, 

which is s imply the rear-leg 

template marked with 

mortise locations and notes 

on construction. Should you 

ever want to bui ld  the bench 

again,  the layout information 

is in one handy place. 

10/16 i n .  � 

33 i n .  

l% in .-+ ,::;:"-:4-
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One board, four legs. Nesting the 

two rear legs allows you to cut all of 

the legs from one 10-in.-wide 8/4 

board. The legs are bandsawn to 

shape after layout. 

A B E N C H  FOR  TWO 

A perfect match. Clamp the two 

rear legs side by side, then hand

plane them smooth. Do not plane 

an angle into the flat surfaces 

where the seat rails join the legs. 

Fair the transition curve. The 

curve at the back of the leg is 
smoothed with a spokeshave. Any 

slight tearout can be cleaned up 

with a card scraper. 

This design uses mortise-and-tenon joi nery throughout, with sq uare wa lnut pegs to 

accent the l ight cherry. Seat rails are rounded over to accommodate a woven seat. 
Tops of rear legs a re 
chamfered % i n .  

I nsides of  rear legs 
taper to 1%6 i n .  at 
top and bottom.  

Seat-rai l tenons, 
'h in . th ick by 2 i n .  
w ide by  1 i n .  deep, 
with m itered ends 

Spacing between 
slats is 2% i n . ,  
except at  ends. 

Crest and lower back 
rai ls, % in . thick by 
2% in. wide 

Side seat rai ls , 1% i n .  
th ick by  21h i n .  wide 
by 13% in . long, not 
inc lud ing tenons 

) Front and rear seat 
ra i ls, 1% i n .  th ick by 
2'h i n .  wide 

Front legs a re 
chamfered 
%6 i n .  

Center seat ra i l ,  % i n .  
th ick by  1'h i n .  wide, 
centered on ra i ls 

Wal n ut pegs, 
%6 i n .  square 

Front legs, 1%6 i n .  
square by  16 i n .  long, 
taper to 1%6 in. on 
the i nside faces. 

Drawings: Bob La Pointe 



Mark out the legs. Tick marks on 

the front of the legs indicate which 
faces will be tapered after the 

mortises are cut. 

A story stick saves time. Layout 

is simplified by marking out all 
mortises directly off the rear-leg 

template. 

drawings: I designed a stretcher system, tried two dozen shapes 
for the back and various seat tre�ltments, but in the end I kept re
turning to the Post-it note sketch of my coffee table. I liked its light
ness and the simplicity of its straight lines. I bumped up the size of 
the seat rails to avoid using stretchers and to give the undercar
riage a more delicate look. And I chose to use a woven seat for its 
light appearance. 

My settee appears rooted in the Shaker and Arts and Crafts tradi
tions, but the woven seat and walnut accents lend the piece a con
temporary look, which suits my tastes. It's a small, low bench, 
perfect for an entryway or along a short wall. 

Building this settee 

For comfort. the side 
seat ra i Is a re sl ightly 
lower in back. 

Cut the mortises for both legs 

at the same time. Use a router 

and edge guide, and clamp the 

legs together to provide a larger 

bearing surface for the baseplate . 

Square up the mortises. When 

cutting mortises with a router, you 

either have to chisel the mortises 

square or round over the tenons. 

against the other. The offcuts will provide enough stock to mill the 
front legs. 

Rough out the profiles of the rear legs on the bandsaw, then 
clean up the front surfaces with a handplane. Because the fronts 
of the two rear legs are the reference surfaces for locating the mor
tises, they must line up perfectly. Clamping the two legs togetl1er 
while handplaning is an easy way to ensure matching legs. 

After the flats of the legs have been handplaned, shape the curve 
at the back of the legs using a spokeshave. Take light cuts and 
work with the grain, and as soon as tl1e wood begins to tear out, 
try shaving from the other direction. Light tearout can be cleaned 

up with a card scraper. 

T 
calls for only about 15  
bd. ft.  of  wood-8/4 for 
the legs, 5/4 for the seat 
rails and 4/4 for the 
back. I chose cherry 
because it is easily 
worked with hand 

\ T ����� T 18 i n .  

33 i n .  

1 

Before laying out the 
mortises, check the 
grain direction of the 
legs and mark which 
surfaces will get ta
pered later-you don't 
want the tapers to fight 
against the grain. Also, 
label the tops of the 
legs as front, rear, left 
and right. � 

tools and because its 
light color lends the 
unimposing look that I 
wanted the piece to 
have. But the design 
would work just as well 
using other woods. 

f- 19% i n .--;.j �I<--- 41'A. i n .  ------0>1>1 Before tapering either 
the front or rear legs, 
mark out and cut the 

S I D E  V I EW 

Shape and mortise the legs 
I always make templates for the rear legs of chairs and benches. I 
mark out all of the mortises and write down construction notes on 
the template itself. This way, if I ever want to make the piece again, 
I have a reliable story stick. For this piece, I made a template for 
the rear legs by bandsawing the profile out of plywood and clean
ing it up with files, planes and a spokeshave. 

To make both the front and rear legs of this piece, you need 
only a single 8/4 board about 40 in. long and 10 in. wide. Mill the 
stock down to 1% in. and then lay out the rear legs, one nested 

Photos, except where noted: Michael Pekovich 

FRONT V I EW 

mortises for the seat 
rails as well as those for the crest and lower rails on the back. This 
way you can rout to a flat-bottomed mortise, even though the 
shoulders on the back-rail tenons will be angled later to match tl1e 
taper of tl1e legs. The mortises for the seat rails are 2 in. wide and 
112 in. from the outside of the legs. The mortises for the back are 
2 in. wide and 5;\6 in. from tl1e front of the leg. 

I cut the seat-rail mOl1ises using a Y.!-in. straight bit and an edge 

guide mounted on my plunge router. Clamping two legs togetl1er 
provides a wider flat surface for the router to bear against as you 
cut. Be sure to stop tl1e router exactly at tl1e mortise line. Work the 
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router back and forth in the mortise, dropping down only about 
\fl in. with each pass, until the mortise is a hair over 1 in. deep. The 
mortises for the back are cut using the same method, but with a 
%-in. straight bit and slightly deeper. I square up the ends of the 

mortise with a chisel, but you can just as easily round over the cor
ners of the tenon. 

Tapering the legs-Though the settee has a rectangular seat, ta
pering the inside of the legs makes it appear as though the back 
flares outward. The back legs taper from full width � in. above and 
below the seat-rail mortises to 15;16 in. at the top and bottom. Leav
ing a flat surface where the seat rail joins the leg allows you to use 
simple, right-angle joinery. 

Place the handplaned surfaces on the bandsaw table and cut the 
tapers on the inside of the legs. While at the 
bandsaw, go ahead and taper the front legs. 
The bandsawn surfaces are smoothed with a 
handplane. To ease jOinery, be sure you 
don't change the angles of the flat areas 
where the seat rails join the legs. 

Cut and tenon the seat rails 

assembled back. With the rear 

seat rail clamped in place, make 
sure the assembly is square, then 

clamp the crest and lower back 

rails into place. The tenon shoul

ders, which are angled slightly to 

match the leg tapers, can be 

marked directly off the leg. 

depth of the mortise, then trimmed the tenons at 450 on the ends. 
Mitered tenons provide more glue surface. 

A center rail reinforces the woven seat. Locate the center of 
the front and rear seat rails and cut mortises Y2 in. deep by Y2 in. 
wide by 1 in. long to accept the center rail. The rail, made of �-in. 
stock, is positioned Y2 in. below the height of the seat rails. If the 
seat ever sags with age, it will sag into a handsome two-seater with 
clearly delineated bucket seats-a look I've wanted to emulate 
since seeing it on an old English Arts and Crafts settee. 

All of the edges of the seat rails have to be rounded, because the 
reed lengths will break if you try to bend them around the sharp 
corners. Round the edges of the rails using a Y2-in.-radius 
roundover bit at the router table. 

Join the back to the legs 
Once the seat rails have been tenoned, dry
fit the back and clamp it up to make sure 
dlat the joints close up and that dle assembly 
goes together squarely. Then lay out the 
crest and lower back rails and clamp them 
into place on the legs. Working from the 
clamped-up back, mark out the angled 
shoulders of the tenons. 

Tenon the back rails slightly short of full  
depdl, then backsaw to dle line at d1e shoul
ders. A little cleanup with a chisel and shoul
der plane helps d1e joint close up tighdy. 

Because this piece has no stretcher system, 
the seat rails must be meaty, and the joinery 
tight. Mill the seat rails to 1 \fl in. thick and 
cut them 2Y2 in. wide. After the rails have 
been cut to length, tenon them. I used a hor
izontal router table similar to (and inspired 
by) Ernie Conover's setup on pp. 68-69, but 
you can cut the tenons using a handsaw, 
bandsaw, tablesaw or whatever method 
you're accustomed to. I cut tenons to the full 

Cutting angled shoulders. After the bulk of 

the tenon has been cut on the router table, 

backsaw to the angled shoulder line. Quick 

work with a chisel trims away the excess. 

The crest and lower back rails are mor
tised to accept the back slats. To lay out 
these �-in.-wide by 1 Y2-in.-long mortises, 
find the centers of the two back rails, dlen 
clamp the two pieces together with their 
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centers aligned. Use a square to mark out both sets of mortises at 
once. Cut the mortises about 1 in. deep. 

To get a quartersawn look on the back slats, I resawed them from 
8/4 stock I had left over from the legs. Aftel' tenoning the slats, hit 
the surfaces with a handplane and dry-fit them to the back rails. 

Glue up one section at a time 
To make sure there won't be any surprises during the glue-up, dry

fit the entire piece. With clamps in place, check to see that all of 
the joints close up, and fix any trouble spots. 

After a successful dry-fitting, start gluing the back slats into the 
crest and lower back rails. You'll need only a few clamps to pull 
the joints closed. Glue the back and rear seat rail to the rear legs 
and set dle assembly aside. Then glue the long front seat rail to the 
front legs. 

Once the front and back assemblies have dried, make sure that 
the side rails still fit easily into place (excess glue can dry in the 
bottoms of dle mortises). Brush glue onto dle ends of dle tenons 
and into dle mortises, and don't forget the center seat rail as you 
join the front to the back. Clamp up dle assembly and let it dry. 

When the glue has cured, glue and screw thick corner blocks in
to place. Though dle corner blocks are set about \2 in. below the 
top of the seat rails, it's a good idea to round over dleir edges. This 
way, should the seat ever sag, the reeding won't rub against sharp 
edges, possibly cutting into it. 

Add decorative pegs and apply a quick finish 
After the corner blocks have been glued and screwed into place, I 
pegged the structurally important tenons using square walnut 
pegs, which accentuate this design nicely. Use a brad-point bit to 
drill tJ6-in.-dia. holes through the legs and into the tenons, then 
square up the front dlird of dle hole using a chisel. 

To make dle pegs, rip a scrap of walnut just shy of tJ6 in. deep on 
adjacent sides, leaving a sliver of wood to hold the strip in place. 
Then cut the tJ6-in.-square strips away from dle stock and cut them 
to 2-in. lengths. Round over dle end and lower half of each peg 
widl a small carving knife. Put a drop of glue on the ends of the 
whittled pegs, and use a metal hammer to tap them into place. 
Stop hammering when the peg bottoms out (you'll hear a differ
ence in tone), or you risk splitting the leg. Cut off the ends of the 
pegs with a small saw, dlen use a chisel or low-angle block plane 
to trim them flush to the legs. 

I've tried countless combinations of varnish and oil on cherry, 
and all of them seem to work fine, though recendy I've been using 
Minwax Antique Oil Finish. A mix of varnish and oil ,  this finish 
goes on quickly and easily and seems foolproof to me. Wipe on 
the first coat with a rag, give it 10 minutes to dry, then buff it off 
with a dry rag before the surface gums up. After the first coat dries, 
sand it widl 400-grit paper, apply a second coat using 600-grit pa
per instead of a rag, then buff the coat dry. The finish is buttery soft 
but still pretty dull after two coats, so wipe on another coat widl a 
rag, give it 10 minutes, dlen buff dle surfaces dty. As you add coats 
in the same manner, dle finish begins to build-the more coats, dle 
glossier the finish. 

Weave the reed seat 
Perhaps it's because I remember gathering oak splints with my 
grandfadler, who wove baskets on slow Sunday afternoons, but 

Photos. Lhis page and facing page (boLlom): Tom Begnal 

this cherry settee. Driven through the tenons, 

the pegs also ensure that the joints stay tight. 

Squaring a drilled 

hole. Begin by drilling 

through the leg and 

tenon with a bit just 

smaller than the width 

of the peg. Make sure 

you don't drill through 

the other side of the leg. 

Use a 7B-in. chisel to 

square up the first third 

of the hole. 

Making peg stock. Rip 

adjacent sides on a 
small strip of walnut

�6 in. wide and just un

der �6 in. deep. Leave a 

sliver of wood at the 

corner to keep the strip 

from shooting out of 

the tablesaw. The sliver 

also makes it easier to 

pull away the square 
peg material from 

the stock. 

Whittling pegs. With 

the pegs cut into 2-in. 

lengths, round over the 

first third with a small 

knife. Rounding the 

ends of the pegs pre
vents them from split

ting the legs. 

Driving it home. After 

applying a small 

amount of glue to both 
the peg and the hole, 

tap the peg in place 

with a hammer. Keep 

the peg aligned and 
stop hammering when 

the peg bottoms out 

(you 'll hear a change in 

tone); otherwise, you 

risk splitting the leg. 
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WOVEN  S EAT F I N I S H ES T H E S ETTE E  

Right-side up. By bending the reed to a 

tight curve, one side will fray while the oth

er won 't. Orient the frayed side so that it 

can't be seen. 

Securing the reed. Begin by tacking a length 

of reed to the seat rail at the rear left corner of 

the seat. 

Beginning the warp. The first length of reed 
goes under the front seat rail and over the 

back and continues in this way to the end of 
the seat. 

H E R R I N G B O N E  WEAVE  
Woven of %-i n. reeds, th is 

herri ngbone pattern makes a n  

attractive a n d  comfortable seat. 

Though the weave may appear 

complicated at first glance, it is 

nothing more than a repeating 

pattern weave of over three, 

u nder th ree. After the first six 

rows, the pattern repeats itself to 

the front of the seat. To ensure 

that the seat stays tight, the 

same pattern is repeated on the 

bottom of the seat. 

The fi rst and last weavers are f i l l- in strips. Instead of 
wrapping a round the seat ra i ls , 6 i n .  to 8 i n .  of extra length 
is s imply tucked inside the seat-the tightness of the weave 
wi l l  hold the fi l l- in stri ps in p lace. Before weaving the last 
rows, add another fi l l- in str ip between the front legs. 
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1. The first row, a 
f i l l  in strip, sk ips 
two warps 

3. Over three warps 

4. Over two warps 

+- 7. Repeat the 
pattern from the 
f i l l- in str ip . 

I've always loved the look of woven seats; they're inviting, com
fortable and clearly handmade. 

Because the seat is rectangular, the weaving for the settee is pret
ty straightforward. But weaving is slow work, so wear comfOltable 
shoes and be ready to stand for a while. For this seat I used 5,S-in.
wide reeds (the material is actually the inner core of the climbing 
rattan vine), but oak or ash splints can be woven the same way. 
Reeds, and splints for that matter, are bought by the coil. I used 
about four coils of reeds to weave the seat for this settee. You 
should buy more reeds than necessary because, especially on a 
long seat like this, you'll want to use only the longest lengths so 
that you won't have to join the lengths of reed too often. You can 
buy reeds at many hobby and craft stores and through Connecticut 
Cane & Reed Co. (860-646-6586). 

Before weaving, the reeds are first soaked in warm water (those 
who know suggest 140°F, but I 've never put a thermometer to 
mine) for 45 minutes or so. After soaking, stalt with a long length 
of reed and orient it so that the correct side will be facing out on 
the weave. By bending the reed to a tight curve, you'll notice that 
short fibers fray loose on one side but not on the other. The side 
where the fibers break loose should go to the inside of the seat. 
Begin by using a #3 or so upholsterer's tack to secure the reed 
to the seat rail at the left rear side of the bench, then begin wrap

ping the warp (the reeds that run front to back). Start by going un
der the front rail and then over the back rail and continue in this 
fashion, keeping the weave tight. 

When you reach the end of the length of reed, you'll have to join 
that piece to another. Make sure all joining is done on the bottom 
of the seat. There are numerous ways to join reeds, but the method 
I've used successfully is to notch the end of both lengths and tie 
them together with string or copper wire. The other method I use 
is simply to staple the two reeds together. Many weavers balk at 
this method, but when pressed they admit to using it almost every 
day. No matter how you join the reeds, once the seat is woven, 
they can't go anywhere. If you do use staples, you can even re
move those left visible after the weaving is complete. 



Ending the warp. When you reach the side 

rail, pull the reed underneath the seat and 

use a #3 upholsterer's tack to secure it to the 
seat rail. 

Weaving begins underneath the seat at the 

rear left corner. Instead of tacking the reed in

to place, simply fold under the first 6 in. or 8 in. 

Weaving a herringbone pattern. As you con

tinue weaving the pattern into the seat, the 

weave gets tighter. You'll need to guide the last 
few rows using a dull knife. 

Continue weaving tightly across to tl1e right end 
of the bench. When the warp is complete, work 
an upholsterer's hammer into tl1e warp and tack 
the end of the reed to the seat rail, which should 
keep the warp tight. As you work, remember that 
reed shrinks sl ightly in length as it dries, so use a 
spray bottle of water to keep the seat damp. 

Before you start the weft, or main weave, add a 
fill-in strip at the back of this bench on the top on
ly. A fill-in strip runs between the two rear legs 
but is not attached to the bottom of the seat. Drop 
a length of reed into the warp, and fold it over, 
leaving about 6 in. inside the seat. Go under two, 
over three, as shown in the drawing on the facing 
page. Simply continue the pattern as you weave 
the strip into the warp. At the end, stuff about 6 in. 
of the strip inside the seat. The fully woven seat 
will be so tight tl1at there will be no risk of the fill
in sU'ip going anywhere. 

The weavers (the lengtl1s of reed tl1at run left to 
right) create a three-over, three-under herring
bone pattern. Start by mcking a weaver under the 
bottom left corner, weave it through the warp, go
ing over tl1ree, under three all tl1e way across, and 
then carry it over the side rail. The first weaver on 
the top of the seat Crow 2 in the drawing on the 
facing page) goes under the first reed in the warp, 
tl1en over the next three. Continue the three-over, 
three-under pattern aU tl1e way to tl1e right seat rail, where the reed 
continues around the seat rail and under the seat. 

Flip over tl1e settee and weave the bottom in the same pattern: 
But begin by going over two, under tl1ree, over three, under tl1fee, 
until you reach tl1e left seat rail. Wrap the weaver around tl1e seat 
rail and continue witl1 your second row across the top. But when 
you start the second weaver (row 3) across the top, begin by go
ing under two and over three, then continue the three-over, three-
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under pattern to the end of the rail. The pattern 
continues this way throughout the seat. 

When adding weavers along the bottom of the 
seat, it is no longer necessary to join them. Simply 
overlap the old weaver and the new weaver for 
about 6 in. and continue weaving. The tightness 
of the weave will keep the seat from coming 
loose. The more weavers you add, the tighter 
the weave gets. Everything should proceed 
smoothly until you reach the last third of the seat. 
At this point, it becomes increasingly difficult to 
fit the weavers through the warp. To help make 
the weaving easier on the last few rows, cut 
the leading end of the weaver into an arrow, and 
use a dull table knife to help open up the warp 
and guide the weaver through. I've also used 
locking pliers, hemostats and needle-nosed pliers 
to grasp the end of the weaver and work it 
through the warp. 

Once you reach the front of the seat, you can 
add a fill-in strip, as you did at the back, or leave it 
as it is. All that's left is to pull staples, trim string 
and burn off any frayed strands of reed. Woven 
seats are typically u'eated with a few coats of lin
seed oil, cut two-thirds with thinner or mrpentine, 
and recoated every year or so. For convenience, I 
used the same Minwax finish I used elsewhere on 
the settee. 

TI1e settee is as simple to make as the feeble drawing I first made, 
but I like its character-especially the l ighmess of the piece and the 
walnut accents. I think the verticality of the reeds across the wide 
seat rails works well with the vertical slats in the back. I've built a 
couple of these pieces now. But I still don't have a coffee table-so 
I guess it's back to the drawing board. 0 

Matthew Teague is an associate editor. 
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Horizontal Router Table 
Th is easy-to-bu i l d ta b l e  

c uts te n o ns fast a n d a cc u rate ly 

B Y  E R N I E C O N O V E R  

B eing a traditionalist, I fa
vor using mortise-and
tenon joints in all frame 

construction. For years I have cut 
tenons on the tablesaw with a 
tenoning jig, and I still favor this 
method for large tenons. For ¥I-in. 
stock, I became convinced that it 
would be child's play to build a 
simple table that would effectively 
cut tenons in almost all situations. 
This table, designed and made 
with the help of my friend Dave 
Hout, can be built in about two 
hours, works better than commer
cial tables of a similar ilk and is 
small enough to be stored out of 
sight when not needed. 

I made the table of medium
density fiberboard (MDF), but 
good-quality veneer-core ply
wood would work, too. Simple 
biscuit joints hold the table to
gether. I used �-in. material for 
the bottom and ides and a dou
ble thickness for the top. The 
same material can be used if you 
wish to construct a miter gauge. The swing arm was made of \-2-in. 
veneer-core plywood, as were the front and back ends, and the 
adjusting screw block can be made from any hardwood. While it is 
tempting to cover the table with plastic lam.inate, a couple coat of 
white shellac will give plenty of wear resistance. 

Any 1 \-2-hp router that handles \-2-in. bits will work in the table. 

The router does not have to be super-adjustable. Because the ma
jority of tenons cut by my machine are 3,4 in. long, the 

router-bit depth is seldom changed. The adjustment 
that controls tenon thickness is tweaked fre

quently, but it's done using the screw 
in the screw block, not the 
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router itself. In short, when it 
comes to routers, an old 

clunker will do. 
The table is easy to use. A 

�-in. tenon is correct for 3,4-in. 
stock, yielding approximately a 
�-in. shoulder, depending on tile 
stock thickness. In most situations 
the shoulder dimension can be 
carried all the way around the 
tenon. This works splendidly be
cause four quick cuts yield a per
fect tenon. With a narrow rail (1 in. 
or less), a smaller shoulder at the 
top and bottom is desirable. In tlus 
case, you can either move out tile 
\oS-in. spacer below the adjusting 
screw to reduce the shoulders by 
the same amount or place a \oS-in.
thick shim under the rail while 
cutting. For a haunched tenon, a 
spacer block of the same thick
ness as the groove in tile adjoin
ing post is interposed between 
the stock and the swing arm be
fore starting the cut where the 
haunch is desired. 

A backer board to help avoid 
tearout is seldom necessary if you 
use tile sequence of cuts shown in 
the photo on the facing page. 

The first breakout is to tile back side of tile rail, and the remaining 
three breakouts are inconsequential. I u e a \-2-in. solid-carbide 
spiral-fluted (two flute upcut with 1 � in. of flute) router bit. The 
upcut design pulls the stock against the swing arm, which is ju t 
where it should be. Resharpened bits are fine for use in this table 
because tile exact diameter of me bit is inconsequential. 

By plunging the bit through the swing arm after mounting the 
router, you get a zero-clearance opening that prevents small 
tenons from dropping into a void around the cutter. Most shavings 
end up under the table, but to ensure tlUs you may have to widen 
this opelung below the surface. By closing the open ends of the 
box wi til \-2-in. plywood, a shop vacuum or dust collector can be 
connected to the table to minimize dust. Once finished, you will 
find the table so useful tllat it will not gather dust! 0 

Ernie Conover runs Conover Workshops in Parkman, Ohio. 

PhOtos: Mark Schofield; drawing: Vince Babak 



S I M PL E  TO  B U I L D  EASY TO  USE  
This horizontal router table is made of %-i n.-thick MDF and ¥.!-i n.-thick 

plywood joi ned with biscuits. Almost any type of non-plu nging router 

is suitable. and depth and height adjustments are easily made. 

SAFETY NOTE: When working with most table-mounted routers. stock 

is fed from right to left. But because the router for this table is 

mounted horizontal ly. stock m ust be fed from left to right. as in  the 

photo on the facing page. 

Plywood swing 
arm, 'h in. thick 
by 8 in. h igh by 
16 in. long 

Router base is 
screwed from 
the other side. 

Plywood dust-co l lection end (covers. 'h in . thick by 5% i n .  
h igh by 16 in .  long 

�--.... :, 

Adjusti ng screw block, 
1", in. thick by 1% in. wide 
by 2¥.! in. long, made of 
oak with a 23/4-i n .  b lunted 
d rywal l  screw 

Oak spacer, 
% i n .  th ick. is 
screwed to 
block. 

Sides ,  % in. th ick by 5 i n .  
h igh by 16 in .  long, a re 
joi ned to top and bottom 
with biscu its. 

ACCURAT E  R E S U LTS 

Depth adjustment. 

The depth of the cut is 

controlled using the 

adjustment gauge on 

the router. 

Tabletop. % i n .  thick by 16 i n .  square 

M iter groove. % i n .  wide by 3", in .  
deep. i s  5% in .  from swing arm. 

Base, % in .  
thick by 19 in . 
wide by 16 in . 
long 

() 

Height adjustment. Fine-tune 
the height of the router bit by 

turning the screw in the screw 

block. When correct, tighten 

the wing nuts on the swing arm. 

Subtop, 3/4 in .  
th i ck by 14¥.! in .  
w ide by 16 in .  
long 

() 

tJ 

By turning the wood i n  a clockwise motion away from you, the breakout is confined to the in it ia l  cut. Fol low the 

sequence i n  the photos below to maintain consistent height and depth though all four  cuts. 



Glazing with 
Polyurethane 

I like the look of a glazed finish. It gives wood a color and 
depth that's hard to match. So I developed a simple glazing 
method using polyurethane varnish. By using polyurethane 

varnish, I am able to create a durable, hard finish that has excellent 
resistance to heat, moisture and solvents. And it can be wiped on 
with little fuss, a nice advantage for anyone without spray equip
ment. I use a mineral-spirits-based clear, satin, gel-polyurethane 
varnish. Bartley (800-787-2800) makes one called "gel varnish" that 
works well. 

In addition to great depth, there are several other good reasons 
for choosing a glazed finish to color wood. It's a great way to dark-

G L AZ I N G F R O M S TA R T  T O  F I N I S H  

Th i s  n e a r ly 

foo l p roof m ethod 

offe rs d u ra b i l ity 

a n d fu l l  contro l 

ove r the co l o r  

a n d d e pth of f i n is h  

B Y  M .  D A V I D B E C T O N  

en light-colored areas of sapwood in a board. Then, too, you can 
darken or lighten an entire project to suit your taste. Also, blotchy 
areas can be blended out. And finally, glazing allows you to tame 
any wild grain, and it's just about foolproof. 

With this method there aren't a lot of hard-and-fast mles, so each 
step can be customized as needed to get the finish color and depth 
you want. Usually a sealer coat, typically thinned shellac, is ap
plied to the bare wood. Then, depending upon the color you're 
looking for, a coat of stain may be added. The glazing coats follow: 
usually one to three of them, but there can be more. These colored 
coats are sometimes the same color, but the colors in each coat are 

Adding layers of 

polyurethane 

glaze to a cherry 

porringer table, 

the a uthor 

transformed the 

u nfin ished piece 

(left) i nto a table 

with deep, rich, 

warm colors (far 

right). 

Sand. To achieve a smooth, 

glazed finish, hardwoods, like 

this cherry, should be sanded 

through 180 grit. 

Apply shellac. To control blotch

ing when the color coats are ap

plied, a wash coat of thinned 

shellac is added first. 

Add stain. The author 

wanted a yellow tint, 

so he added a coat of 

golden oak stain. 
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typically changed as needed to achieve the final color. As a last 
step, a clear topcoat is added to help protect the glaze. 

Coloring the polyurethane 
To add color to a gel-polyurethane finish, mix in]apan colors, uni
versal tints or even artist's oil colors. Most oil-based paints also 
work. But to avoid drying problems, don't mix more than one part 
coloring agent to eight parts gel-polyurethane. 

Another good option, and one I used for the porringer table 
shown here, is to mix in one of the gel-stain products made by 
Bartley. Bartley's gel products can be mixed in any proportion. 
As you might expect, matching the glaze to your desired color is 

a matter of trial and error. It's best to work with small amounts 
while trying to nail down the color. Also, jot down notes on the 
proportions of gel and color that were used so that you'll be able 
to achieve the same color again. 

One more point here. It would be prudent to do all of the finish
ing steps first on a test board. That way you'll be able to look at the 
test board and see whether the final result is what you want. 

If you're unhappy with the look of a glaze coat as it is being ap
plied (and before it dries), simply wet a paper towel or rag with 
mineral spirits and wipe off the entire coat. Then, Witll the slate 
clean, make adjustments in the .color and try again. And tlle coat 
underneath won't be affected. Sometimes it can take several ad
justments until you get the color you want. 

Surface preparation is critical 
If I've learned one thing in 20 years of finishing, it's that the quali
ty of the sanding process on bare wood can make or break the 
quality of the final product. Heavy mill marks can be removed with 
80-grit sandpaper. For lighter mill marks, use 100-grit paper fol
lowed by 120 grit. Depending on the hardness of the wood and 
how rich a finish you want, you might use an even finer grit, say 
180 or higher. 

Once tlle sanding has been completed, brush on a washcoat of 
shellac to all the surfaces. The shellac prevents the stain from 
splotching and streaking. 

Dewaxed shellac works very well, but white or amber shellac 
may also be used. Keep in mind that each coat of shellac adds 
some color, usually a very light amber. 

For hardwoods, like the cherry used in the porringer table, use 
one part 3-lb.-cut shellac and one part denatured alcohol to get a 
1 Y.!-lb. cut. For softwoods, the mix should be thinner; one part 
3-lb.-cut shellac and tllree parts alcohol. As you apply the shellac, 

First glaze coat. A poly

urethane gel provides the first 

coat of glaze. The author used 

Bartley's golden oak gel stain. 

Second glaze coat. For an aged 

and weathered look, a 50-50 

mix of two polyurethane ge/s
walnut and clear-is applied. 

P R E PA R I N G T H E S U R FA C E 

The topcoat. A clear topcoat 

adds depth to the finish. Plus the 

topcoat provides some extra 

abrasion protection. 

The first step is 

to sand thor· 

oughly. Don't rush 
the sanding 

process. A little 

extra time here 

pays dividends 

later. 

Brush on shel· 

lac. A washcoat of 

thinned shellac 

added before the 

stain helps control 

blotching. 

Apply the stain. 

To help achieve 

the result you 

want, the wood
coloring process 

starts with a coat 

of oil-based stain; 

golden oak was 

used for the por

ringer table. 
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A P P LY I N G T H E G L AZ E 

A cloth pad helps control the appli

cation of the glaze coats. The pad is 
made from a couple of rectangular

shaped pieces of an old cotton T-shirt. 

Wrap one piece around a folded piece 
to create a soft pad that will fit com

fortably in your hand. 

The first coat of glaze. A brush is 

used to apply the first glaze coat, a gel 

stain. The cloth pad allows the author 

to remove just the right amount of 

glaze from the surface to get the 

desired result. 

try to avoid overlapping the brush strokes. That way, you won't 
spread too much shellac in one area. 

After the shellac washcoat dries, cut down any nibs-crystallized 
dust and raised grain that dry in the finish-with 220-grit sand

paper. Silicon-carbide paper, used dry, is my usual weapon here. 
By taking a little extra time to get a nice, even washcoat, the sub
sequent coats of finish will go on easier and more consistently. 

Stain  the surface, if needed 
At tllis point, start the coloring process by applying a light to medi
um shade of stain. Because I wanted the porringer table to have a 
yellow tint, I used a single coat of Minwax golden oak stain. Had I 
been looking for a brown tint, I would have used Minwax provin
cial stain. But don't feel locked in by what I do. You can use any 
color of oil-based stain mat gets you toward the final desired col
or. However, if a stain isn't going to help you achieve me color you 
want, simply skip tl1is step. 

Apply me stain wim a brush, tllen wipe off me excess wim a soft 
rag. When working on a flat surface, like a tabletop, flood the 
wood wim stain. Then use me brush to work in tlle liquid before 
removing the excess with the rag. You can remove either a little or 
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a lot of the stain. For better control, it's best to apply me stain to 
one section at a time. Start with the least conspicuous area and 
men move to tlle most conspicuous. 

One final point on stains-give them plenty of drying time, es
pecially alkyd stains, which need 24 to 48 hours to dry complete
ly. Rush this step, and you're simply begging for adherence 
problems with the polyurethane coats that will follow. 

Apply the glaze coats 
Once the shellac and stain coats have been completed, you're 
ready to start the glazing steps. The glaze is simply brushed on, 
men wiped off with a clom pad. Using a pad to wipe off me glaze 
helps control the application better tllan a brush can. 

The pad is made from a couple pieces of an old cotton T-shirt. 
One piece is cut into a rectangle, men a smaller piece is folded and 
placed inside the rectangle. When the rectangle is wrapped 
around tlle inner piece, me result is a nice, soft pad-much like a 
French polishing pad-mat fits comfortably in your hand. 

First coat-The first coat of glaze is me foundation for all of me 
remaining coats. Subsequent coats simply build on me first coat. 

Photos, except where noted: Tom Begnal 



The secret to the glazing steps is to go slowly and work only one 
area at a time. Brush on the glaze kind of thick and then, depend
ing on the desired look, either wipe off just about all of it or leave 
most of it on. And don't try to get to the final color in one coat. Sev
eral lightly colored coats look better than one dark coat. 

For the cherry porringer table, I used a single coat of Bartley's 
golden oak gel stain, wiping off the stain lightly with the pad. But 
you can choose any color oil-based gel stain you want. Or you can 

add color to a clear gel. 

Sanding-After tllis and all subsequent coats of glaze have fully 

dried, you need to do a little light sanding to smooth out the tiny 
nibs left in the dried finish. This sanding step also helps level out 
any uneven brush strokes. 

Sanding between coats has an added benefit of leaving a better 
surface for the next coat to grab. Unlike lacquer, polyurethane 
does not melt into the coat below it, so tlle sanding scratches cre
ate a foothold for the new coat. 

I find that 400- to 1,000-grit wet sandpaper dipped in soapy wa
ter does a nice job. But it's important to sand with a light touch. 
The first coat is thinner than paper, so it won't take much sanding 
to cut through it. 

Be sure to remove all of the sanding dust completely before you 
add the next coat of glaze. If you don't, the new glaze coat will trap 
the dust particles on tlle surface. A good going-over with a vacuum 
will remove most of the dust. Then wipe it down with a tack rag to 
pick up tlle rest. 

Second coat-Once the first coat has been sanded, it's time to ap
ply color to the gel. But before starting, you'll need to make an
other cloth pad, because there's more brushing and wiping to do. 

I wanted the porringer table to appear aged and weathered. The 
idea was to have the finish look almost dirty from many years of 
service. And to do that I needed a dark color, one that was almost 
black. So I added Bartley's walnut stain, mixing one part stain to 
one part Bartley's clear gel. This mixture tends to be thick, though, 
so I usually add thinner until the blend becomes about the consis
tency of cake batter. 

If the wood surface has a fairly consistent color throughout, you 
can simply brush on the glaze and wipe it off as needed. Try to 
avoid putting it on so heavy that you end up with raised brush 
marks. It should flow smoothly and lie flat on the surface. 

If the glaze is globbing up the surface with streaky color, you're 
probably putting on too much. Try applying a lighter coat. To 
make the rag glide just right, it's sometimes helpful to thin the 
glaze with mineral spirits or Penetrol. But keep in mind that thin
ning the polyurethane mixture is also going to dilute the binding 
qualities. That means it won't adhere as well to the previous coat. 
So don't add more than one part glaze to one part thinner. 

If there are light and dark areas you'd like to even out, use the 
glaze to darken the light areas. Then decide how much glaze, if 
any, you need to add to the dark zones. 

If you don't like the color you're seeing as it's applied, just wipe 
it off with a paper towel or rag, wetted with mineral spirits. Then 
adjust tlle color and try again. 

Let each coat dry thoroughly. If you don't, and you need to wipe 
off the next coat, you are probably going to remove both coats in
stead of just one. In most areas of the country, a glaze coat will dry 

Mix the second coat. The author wanted a "dirty" color, like that found 

on many antiques, so he mixed walnut gel stain and clear gel

polyurethane finish. Japan colors, universal tints, artist's oils and oil

based paints are other good options for coloring polyurethane gels. 

-------...... --. Brush on the 

second coat. A 

heavy coat of 

glaze is applied 

with a brUSh, then 

it's partially wiped 

off with the cloth 
pad. Less is wiped 

off in areas that 

need to be dark
ened. 

You can't go 

wrong here. If the 
color of a glaze 

coat isn't what you 

wanted, simply 

wipe it off before 

it dries, remix the 

colors and try 

again. 
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A D D I N G T H E C L EA R T O P C O AT 

Mix the topcoat. Once all of the glaze coats have been 

added, a topcoat is prepared using clear gel

polyurethane that has been thinned with mineral spirits 

or Penetrol. The mixture should have the consistency of 
30-weight motor oil. 

Wipe on a topcoat. The topcoat· brings out all of the 

color and depth in the layers of glaze. 

overnight, but in Georgia, where it can get pretty humid, I gener
ally wait a little longer. 

Additional glaze coats-The long drying time between each 
of the coats has one advantage. It gives you plenty of time to study 
the evolving color and depth of the finish and decide whether the 
color of the next glaze coat needs to be darkened, lightened or 
perhaps changed entirely. 

In most cases, you'll be able to get the color and depth you need 
with just the first coat of glaze, plus 
two or three additional coats. For the 
porringer table, I added two coats on 
top of the first coat. 

A clear topcoat for depth 
A clear topcoat will give the layers of 
colored finish some additional depth. 
Plus the topcoat offers a little more 
scratch protection. 

For small projects, I like to use Deft's 
polyurethane finish. It comes in a 
spray can for easy application and has 
a thin consistency, so it doesn't look 
quite so thick after it has dried. 

On projects that are too big to be 
easily finished with a spray can, I ap

ply clear, gel-polyurethane thinned 
slightly with Penetrol. First I sand the 
surface thoroughly with 1,500-grit pa
per dipped in soapy water. Then I rub 

on the gel with a clean cloth pad. 
I usually don't apply a topcoat to all 

of the surfaces of a project. Instead, it's 
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applied only to large, horizontal surfaces that tend to catch your 
eye quickly and stand out. So, on the porringer table, only the 
tabletop got the topcoat. 

Buffing adds a rich luster 
I could stop at this point and be more than satisfied with the re
sults. But I prefer to include another step: buffing the finish. And 
like the topcoat, I use this step only on tabletops and similar hori
zontal surfaces. All that's needed here is some buffing paste. I like 

a product made by 3M called Finesse
It (ebony). If not available locally, you 
can order it by mail through Wood 
Finishing Supply (800-451-0678). This 
product is best used with an electric 
buffer and a wool polishing pad, but it 
can also be applied by hand with a 
cloth pad. 

Work on a small section at a time. 
Start by applying a dab of the com
pound to the tabletop, then buff it out 
with the electric polisher or cloth pad. 
For the final step, use a soft rag to 
wipe off any of the compound re
maining on the surface. It's a great 
way to polish the surface and to bring 
out all the color and depth of your 

glazed finish. 0 

M. David Becton has been building and 

finishing furniture for 20 years. He lives in 

Americus, Ga., where he operates a 

custom-furniture business 

(www. bectonltd.com). 



A Breeding Ground 
for Furniture Makers 
N ew H a m ps h i re's m od e rn maste rs 

h ave c rafted a m e nto ri n g  syste m ,  

a m a rket i n g  a p p roa c h  

a n d a b l osso m i n g a esth et ic  

that m ay l a n d  them 

i n  the h isto ry boo ks 

B Y  A S A  C H R I S T I A N A  

T hree years ago, after a furniture
making apprenticeship in North 
Carolina, Thomas McLaughlin was 

ready to return to his native New England. 
The obvious location was Massachusetts, 
where he grew up and where his chil
dren's grandparents were waiting, but a 
chance meeting with a New Hampshire 
craftsman changed his plans. 

c 
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0 

o 

0 0 

0 

During a summer vacation in the White 
Mountains, he ran across the shop of David 
Lamb, an established furniture maker in 
Canterbury, .H. Over the next few sum
mers the two became friends and began 
sharing portfolios. McLaughlin was aston
ished by the level of Lamb's work. He also 
was intrigued by the abundance of studio 
furniture makers in the state and the three
tiered guild system at work there, aru-acting 
people to custom woodworking, helping 
them turn professional and then support
ing them afterward. 

f l . _ c o"'/� o� 

He heard about the Guild of New Hamp
shire Woodworkers, formed in 1993, which 
has an inclusive, educational mission and 
an extensive video library of members' 
techniques and projects. Then Lamb told 
him about the more exclusive League of 

ew Hampshire Craftsmen, the nation's 
oldest state craft organization, which has a 
well-attended annual juried fair, perma
nent gallery and network of seven retail 

Drawing: Kirk CaldweU 
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Some of the country's best 

studio furniture shops "dot" 

the Granite State. 
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shops. What piqued McLaughlin's interest 
most, though, was a brand-new, third orga
nization, launched by the state's master fur
niture makers, Lamb among them. 

The new group was called the New 
Hampshire Furniture Masters Association 
and was tile brainchild of local stockbroker 
Antilony Hartigan (see otes & Comment, 
FWW #138, p. 24). Hartigan devised an in

novative metilod for marketing studio fur
niture outside the small state. In a nutshell ,  
the group finds local patrons to commis
sion pieces tilat are put up for auction at an 
annual, well-publicized event. If and when 
a piece sells at auction (each has a mini
mum selling price), tile artist simply makes 
a duplicate for the patron. If the piece 
doesn't sell, the patron gets the original. 

The keys to success for tile new venture 
were educating affluent local citizens 

The Guild of New Hamp

shire Woodworkers has 

an inclusive, education

al mission. Some of the 
group's 300 members at

tended a recent seminar 

at the workshop of David 

Lamb, in Canterbury. In

side, Loran Smith, the 
group's current chairman, 

gave a demonstration on 

molding techniques. Like 

many in the Furniture 

Masters group, Smith and 

Lamb remain active in the 

Guild, helping others 
reach their potential. 
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"We have a friendly com petition, tryi ng 
to outdo each other."- Loran Smith, New Durham 

Making a name for New Hampshire. The state's top furni

ture makers banded together in 1994, forming the New Hamp

shire Furniture Masters Association to market their work to 

buyers beyond the region. Gathered in Canterbury, N.H., at the 

group's recent annual meeting are, from left along the curved 

back row, Thomas McLaughlin, Howard Hatch, Ted Blachly, 

Terry Moore, Garrett Hack, Jon Brooks, Jon Siegel, Jere 

Osgood, Jeffrey Cooper and Jo Stone; and in the right fore

ground, from left, are Loran Smith, Wayne Marcoux, Bill 

Thomas, Omar Clairmont and David Lamb. 

about the tradition of fine furniture making 
in the state and the concept of patronage, 
and publicizing the auction to potential 
buyers in Connecticut, ew York and be
yond. The first exhibit and auction was 
held in 1996, and the new approach was an 
instant success. 

Last September the group held its fifth 
annual exhibit and auction at the posh 
Mount Washington Hotel and Resort. The 
event offered the work of 30 furniture mak
ers and, as a new twist, welcomed seven 
guest artists from outside ew Hampshire, 
including Silas Kopf, Kristina Madsen and 
Hank Gilpin. 

Lamb assured McLaughlin that he had the 
right stuff for the Masters Association, and 
McLaughlin was convinced he could "hit 
the ground running" in New Hampshire. 

In the end, his relocation decision was 

easy. He set up shop in Canterbury in 1997, 
making 18th-century reproductions. "It has 
worked out well," he said. 

McLaughlin regularly has pieces in the 
Masters Association auction and the 
League's annual fair. He is an active mem
ber of both groups and of the Guild and 
teaches furniture-making classes at Canter
bury Shaker Village. 

A three-tiered system 
The creation of the ew Hampshire Furni
ture Masters Association completed the 
state's furniture-making hierarchy, said 
Terry Moore, a founding member of the 
Masters Association and the Guild. Wood
workers typically start in tile Guild, work to 
get juried into the League and then work 
toward the Masters Association, he ex
plained. The Masters group represents the 
highest level of craftsmanship, supporting 
the state's top furniture makers and giving 
up-and-coming woodworkers something 
to strive for. 

Moore pointed to the recent career of Lo
ran Smith as "the common progression." 
Smith had been making high-end kitchens 
when he began to attend Guild meetings. 
This is tile usual first step, Moore said, be
cause the Guild is basically educational, 
and members can just sit back and absorb. 
The Guild has annual shows, but they are 
not formally juried. 

The Masters members began to notice 
Smith's furniture at the Guild shows. "It 
was obvious that this guy had what it 
takes," Moore recalled. After three or four 
years, Smith exhibited a serpentine chest of 
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drawers with inlay, and Masters members 
said, "This guy is ready." Smith was juried 
into the League shows and invited into the 
Masters Association. 

Smith's furniture-making career hit a high 
point recently when he sold a Federal side
board to U.S. Sen. Judd Gregg and was in
vited by Gregg's wife for a VIP tour of the 
White House. 

The League and the Masters Association 
are similar in that each has a juried show 
and demands more tl1an one piece from a 
woodworker, but the Masters' jury process 
is tougher, and its deadlines, from propos
al to delivery, are tighter. "The Masters sep
arates the men from the boys," Moore said. 
Members are expected to propose at least 
two new pieces each Feb. 1 and deliver tlle 
finished work by June 1 for the catalog 
photo session. They must also know how 
to price their work. The deadlines push 
members to grow each year and. to gener
ate new designs. "They force us to think 
about what we are doing and how we do 
it," Moore said. 

Both the League and the Masters Associ
ation help aspiring furniture makers realize 
their goal of getting out of commercial jobs 
and into studio work. ' 'I 'm a product of the 
system," Moore said. "I was building 
kitchen cabinets when I stumbled onto Liv

ing with Crafts." Living with Crafts is a 20-
year-old exhibit that presents furniture in a 
series of room vignettes at the League of 
New Hampshire Craftsmen's Fair, which is 
held each year at the Mount Sunapee Re
sort in Newbury. 

The New Hampshire definition 
of fine furniture 
At the heart of the League and the Masters 
groups are their three-person juries. Cur
rently, Moore and Jere Osgood serve on 
both juries, exerting a unified force on stu
dio furniture making in the state. The juries 
are strict but supportive. Applicants who 
fall short on tl1eir first try are deferred, not 
failed, and are given specific pointers for 
future success. According to Moore, de
ferred woodworkers often are invited to 

bring pieces to a jury member's shop for 
informal mentoring. 

Pieces are graded on a one-to-five scale 
for originality or for execution of a tradi
tional design, for artistic decisions such as 
clarity of intent and integration of ele
ments, for command of the medium, for at
tention to details and for functionality. In 

THE HOTHOUSE EFFECT: NEW 

HAMPSH I R E'S CROSS·POLLI NATION 

The founding members of the New 

Hampshire Furniture Masters Associ· 
ation created an environment in 
which the states' best could inspire 
each other to new heights. Members' 
influence on each other is evident in 
this year's auction catalog. The hot
house effect is strong but subtle, al
ways stopping short of imitation and 
allowing a wide range of design 
voices to coexist. 

Contrasting edge detail marks the group's work. Sub

tle varieties of this motif have spread from the work of 
founding members Terry Moore (demilune commode in fid

dleback mahogany with ebony detail) to newer members like 

Wayne Marcoux (sofa-hall table in cherry with bloodwood detail). 

Two tables by David Lamb, another founding member, employ 

contrasting edge beading. His center table has crotch and mottled 

mahogany veneers and raised beading in cocobolo; his demilune 

table is made of mahogany with stone top, feet and apron detail. 
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" I 'm inspired to push my usual work to a h igher level.  It's 

not easy when you're a lone in you r  shop 

to go that extra m i le."-Thomas McLaughlin, Canterbury 

Willing to 'earn. After 

Gerald Fitzgerald's 

work was accepted in

to the League of New 

Hampshire Crafts

men 's Fair, the jury had 

one further suggestion 

for him: to play down 

the use of contrasting 

wood in his Arts and 

Crafts-inspired tables. 

concrete terms, the juries expect pieces to 
be completely finished, including backs, 
bottoms and insides. There can be no glue 
drips, tearout or rough surfaces left any
where. Joinery must be mechanically 
sound and tightly fitted. 

"Then, pay as much attention to the finish 
as you did to the joinery," Moore tells po
tential exhibitors. They must prepare sur
faces well; apply the finish carefully with 
no runs, drips or overspray; and "finish the 
finish" with wet sanding, steel wool or oth
er fine abrasives. A coat of wax is usually 
recommended. 

Pieces must be refined beyond the level 
of a project plan in a woodworking maga
zine. Sometimes a prospective member is a 
good craftsman but hasn't found his or her 
design voice yet. On the other hand, a 
straight reproduction of a Shaker table 
might score low on originality but could 
still make the grade because it is well done 
and "fulfills its intent" as a reproduction. 
"We try to judge pieces for what they are," 
Moore said. 

Reacting to constructive criticism

Gerald Fitzgerald of Middleton, .H., made 
it into the League's Living with Crafts ex-
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hibit on his second try. His first attempt was 
a set of contemporary Arts and Crafts-style 
tables with half of the components made of 
bird's-eye maple and the other half of 
black walnut. The jury deferred him based 
on the overall execution of the pieces. 
They pointed to metal fasteners used to at
tach the tabletops, corners left too sharp, 
light machine marks detected when they 
held each surface in a raking light and tlle 
quality of the topcoat, Fitzgerald recalled. 
For his next attempt, he attached the table
tops with wood buttons, put a YJ6-in. 
roundover on all edges as the jury suggest
ed, did more scraping and sanding of each 
surface and switched from a brushed-on to 
a wiping varnish. Fitzgerald's work was ju
ried in, but Moore added a final piece of 
advice, saying that the use of contrasting 
wood was too extreme. Although Fitzger
ald thought that was "a matter of opinion," 
he limited the use of contrast in the new ta
bles he crafted for the show, making them 
of cherry with walnut used only for 
wedges in the through-tenons. 

Fitzgerald puts great value on the access 
he gets to the state's best makers. For ex
ample, Osgood recently took time to look 
over some boxes Fitzgerald built and then 
encouraged him to make his own hard
ware from brass and leather. 

The jury sees two reactions to criticism 
and deferment. Some, like Fitzgerald, re-

The right stuff. Loran 

Smith first caught the at

tention of the New Hamp

shire Furniture Masters 

Association with a 

serpentine-front chest of 

drawers in the Federal 

style. Now an Association 

member, Smith recently 

sold this Federal side
board-of mahogany, with 

crotch veneer, makore 

banding and maple string

ing-to U.S. Sen. Judd 

Gregg of New Hampshire. 

main "humble and teachable," Moore said. 
Others just get angry and defensive, saying 
basically, "I 've been selling them this way 
for years." 

Moore's reply to the disgruntled appli
cant is, "That's fine. Maybe you don't need 
our help. But if you want to sell them 
through us, you'll have to make some ad
justments." 

He told me about one woodworker ac
tive in Guild who entered a Queen Anne 
chair for consideration by the League. The 
cabriole legs were well done, but they 
were not highly polished, and there were 
gaps in the joinery where the legs met the 
crest rail. Overall ,  there simply was not 
enough attention paid to detail. 

The jury pointed out these things, sug
gesting that the man clean up the shoul
ders of his tenons. The furniture maker 
chose to ignore the advice and brought 
back the same chair when he reapplied, 
protesting, "This is the way a country 
craftsman would have built the chair 100 
years ago." 

The jury countered by sticking business 
cards in all of the joints and failing the chair 
again. The League's "Guidelines for 
Wood," sent to prospective exhibitors, calls 
for all pieces, including reproductions, to 
"be the best quality by today 's standards." 

"There can be no laziness evident or inat
tention to detail," Moore said. "Why relax 



your tandard after putting 40 to 50 hours 
of work into a chair)" 

Inspired by each other 
Even the most established Masters Associa

tion members benefit from the yearly pres
sure to develop new pieces and the 
interaction with other members. If not for 
these factors, Moore said he would not 
have attempted or completed his harlequin 
de k, which involved veneering a harle

quin pattern of diamonds over bulging 
panels (the piece is featured on the back 
cover of this issue). "We have a friendly 
competition, trying to outdo each other," 
Smith said. 

"Every exhibit inspires me to take more 
risks, to break away," Mclaughlin said. "I'm 
also inspired to push my usual work to a 
higher level. It's not easy when you're 
alone in your shop to go that extra mile." 
Being around craftsmen like Moore, Lamb 
and Osgood, McLaughlin has learned "the 
di position of 'no compromise' that you 
have to maintain to do great work." 

A "New Hampshire school" emerges

Moore believes that the influence the Mas
ters Association members have on each 
other is creating a New Hampshire aesthet
ic that will someday be recognized in his
tory books. "It's the hothouse effect," he 
said, describing the fertile environment 
that allows design motifs to move through 
the group. The cross-pollination is evident 
in this year's Masters auction catalog. For 
example, Moore and Lamb tend to use a 
contrasting edge detail, such as that on 
their demilune commode and center table, 
respectively. But they have noticed subtle 
variations spreading through the group. "In 
100 years people will say, 'That's typical 

ew Hampshire detailing,'" Moore said. 
If the group's work is begim1ing to gel in

to a distinct school of design, the reason 

are manifold. Aside from influence on the 
group of the dominant jurors and mentors, 
there is the simple fact that so many mem
bers work or have worked together. Mas
ter Association member Ted Blachly, for 
example, worked with Moore in 1992 and 
has a sis ted Osgood since 1993. 

The Osgood effect-Osgood's influence 
is strong on the group, from his meticulous 
approach to his well-known design ele

ment . The latter also can be seen in this 
year' catalog. Subtly reminiscent of Os-

The influence of Jere 

Osgood is pervasive. 

Osgood exhibited these 

curly maple library steps 

this year, but his charac

teristic tapered bent 

laminations showed up 

in the legs of Wayne 

Marcoux's Sideboard, 

made of curly maple 

with contrasting blood

wood detail around the 

edges of dyed panels. 

Marcoux's piece was on 

the cover of this year's 
auction catalog. Also, 

Ted Blachly's cheval

glass mirror, in rose
wood with brass detail, 

has a leg-meets-Ieg ele

ment, at the frame's piv-

ot point, that reflects a 
favorite Osgood motif. 

good's work are the tapered bent lamina
tions in the legs of Wayne Marcoux's side
board, the leg-meets-leg motif at tl1e top 
of the stand on Blachly's cheval-glass 
mirror and the saber-shaped legs on 
Moore's harlequin desk. Moore said he 
is "flattered" that Osgood remains so in
volved in the League and the Masters 
groups. "He's one of the best we have 
today in the world, and financially, he 
doesn't need to be here." 

McLaughlin said Masters Association 
members share a desire to " preserve and 
protect this art form, fine woodworking." 

To that end, the group's next goal is to 
open a furniture-making school, according 
to current chairman Howard Hatch. The 
project is in its conceptual stage, and the 
group is scouting locations for the facility. 
Hatch said the school will cater to all levels, 
not just to professional . 

The state's furniture makers are not only 
bullish on their future, but they also are 
taking steps to guarantee it. "In tl1e upcom
ing decade," Moore said, " ew Hampshire 
is the place to be for furniture makers." 0 

Asa Christiana is an associate editor. 
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B u i lt- i n ba n d saw ga u ges 

a re n oto r i o usly i n a cc u rate .  

H e re's a n  i n expens ive too l  

that e l i m i n ates gu esswo rk 

B Y  J O H N  W H I T E  

A bandsaw blade that's not properly tensioned is going to 
cause problems no matter how well the rest of the saw is 
tuned up. And if you're doing an especially tough job, 

like resawing a wide board or ripping thick hardwood stock, the 
problems are going to be even worse. In many shops, however, 
the only way to measure blade tension is to use the gauge built in
to the back of the bandsaw. Yet these gauges are notoriously inac
curate. That usually results in a blade that is undertensioned. 

A blade under too little tension leads to all sorts of grief. It can 
bow backwards and sideways, causing the blade to cut slowly. It 
easily wanders from a cut line. And when resawing, the cut often 
takes on an unwelcomed barrel shape. 

But too much tension on a blade creates its own set of 
headaches. It can overstress the wheels and bearings of the band
saw, and sometimes the frame, too. 

That's where this unassuming little tool comes in handy. Used 
with an ordinary automotive feeler gauge, it allows you to set the 
correct tension on your steel blade quickly. And it works with any 
bandsaw or blade. 

Making the gauge 
There's nothing fussy about making the tool. A fine-grain hard
wood is best here because you want the ends to have hard, flat 
surfaces. Maple, birch and beech are all good choices. 

Start by cutting the hardwood to a %-in.-thick by �-in.-wide by 
5%-in.-long strip. Then, in one end of this strip, drill a %2-in.-dia. 
hole for the alignment pin, making the hole 2 in. deep. A T-shaped 
fixture I made came in handy here, allowing me to clamp the strip 
so that it is perpendicular to the table. 

Next, using a fine-toothed crosscut blade on the tablesaw, care
fully cut a �-in.-Iong block from the drilled end of the sU·ip. Before 
cutting this short block, make index marks on both sides of the cut 
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line. These marks enable you to line up the two pieces in their 
original orientation when the gauge is assembled. Polish the cut 
face of the short block by running it across very fine sandpaper 
laid on a flat surface. Do not round the face. For accuracy, it must 
be absolutely flat. 

Next, drill a Y.!-in.-deep, %2-in.-dia. hole for the measuring pin in 
the end of the long block, next to the hole for the alignment pin. 
Make the measuring pin by cutting a 6d finish nail \g in. long. It's a 
good idea to round the working end of the pin slightly, shaping it 
with a file and then polishing it with a fine stone or emery paper. 
Then tap the pin into its hole, making sure you don't accidentally 
use the alignment-pin hole. 

Now cut the alignment pin. Once again use a 6d finish nail, but 

this time cut it 1 � in. long. This pin should fit tightly in the short 
block but slide in the hole in the long block. The simplest way to 
achieve this is to place the pin in a drill chuck with about 3;.\ in. ex
posed and then slightly reduce the pin diameter with a fine file as 
it spins. The mild steel in the nail will cut quickly, so check your fit 
frequently and stop as soon as you have a sliding fit. The gauge 
will be more accurate if there is no excess play. Smooth the ends 
of the pin and tap its larger-diameter end into the short block, 
making sure the index marks are facing each other. 

That's all there is to making the gauge. But before it can be used, 
you need to know just how much tension to apply to the blade. 
And as I learned, the answer to that question depends on the kind 
of bands awing you're doing. 

How much tension? 
For tough jobs like resawing or cutting thick stock, blade makers 
suggest a maximum blade tension of 15,000 lbs. per square inch 
(psi) when using a consumer-grade bandsaw (such as the 14-in. 
Delta or its cousins). Use the same tension regardless of whether 
the blade is carbon steel, bimetal or carbide-tipped. 

Keep in mind that you don't have to use such high tensions for 
all work. On a consumer-grade saw, you'll extend the life of the 
blade, tires and bearings if you lower the tension to about 8,000 
psi when cutting thin stock and softwoods. 

Any tension beyond 15,000 psi could cause problems with the 
structure of a consumer-grade saw. But for some of the heavy-

B A N D S AW T E N S I O N  G A U G E  
Not much bigger than a pen, this tension gauge can be made 

for pennies with a small  piece of hardwood and two fi n ish nai ls. 
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Drill the alignment-pin hole. Cut a hard
wood strip to size, then drill a hole in the 

end for the alignment pin. A T-shaped fix

ture keeps the strip square to the table. 

Mark and cut. After adding a pair of index marks, 
the tablesaw is used to cut off the short-block por

tion of the tool. 

File down the alignment pin. If the align

ment pin (a 6d nail) is to slip smoothly into a 
mating hole, it must be filed down a bit as it 

spins in the drill press. 
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Relax the blade tension. Then clamp the 

short block of the gauge to the side of the 

blade, just behind the teeth. 

Leave room for the feeler gauge. Clamp 

the long block to the blade so that a O. OOS-in. 

feeler gauge fits between the block and the 

measuring pin. 

Add tension to the blade. Once a O.OOB-in. 
feeler gauge slips between the short block 

and the measuring pin, back off a bit. 

duty, industrial-quality bandsaws, the blade can be tensioned up 
to 30,000 psi if it 's going to be used for resawing. 

It's interesting how "psi" translates into the number of pounds of 
tension applied to the blade and the wheel. A �-in.-wide by 0.025-
in.-thick blade requires a pull of about 188 1bs. to achieve a tension 
of 15,000 psi. And because both the cutting and returning halves 
of the blade are under tenSion, the bandsaw's tensioning spring 
must push up the top wheel with twice this force, a total of 375 1bs. 

The suggested tension, measured in psi, remains the same no 
matter what size blade you're using. So, for example, because the 
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%-in.-wide blade has a smaller cross-sectional area than the �-in.
wide blade, you need only about 140 lbs. of pull (280 lbs. on the 
top wheel) to produce 15,000 psi of tension. 

But knowing how much to tension the blade is only half the sto
ry. You also have to be able to tell how much tension is actually 
being applied, which is where this gauge comes in. 

The gauge is easy to use 
The best way to determine blade tension is to measure the amount 
the blade stretches as it's pulled taut. As you might expect, steel 
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doesn't stretch easily. In fact, a 5-in. length of blade stretches only 
0.001 in (that's one thousandth of an inch) for every 6,000 psi of 
tension that's applied. 

Based on this principle, several companies make a tension me
ter with a dial indicator that reads the amount of blade stretch. 
However, at $ 130 to $320, these instruments don't come cheap. 

That's the beauty of the gauge I designed. It measures stretch, 
just as the expensive version does, but you won't have to stretch 
your budget to get one. To check the accuracy of my gauge, I set it 
up in tandem with a top-of-the-line tension meter. The measure
ments on my gauge were within 10% to 15% of the readings on the 
tension meter. 

And using the gauge is as simple as making it. First install a blade 
on your bandsaw, then tension it lightly and adjust the tracking 
and guides while moving the blade by hand. When the blade is 
running properly, power up the saw and let it run for a minute or 
two to warm up the blade and tires, then cut the power and un
plug the saw. 

Next, back off the tension until there is just enough pull on the 
blade to prevent it from going slack and slipping off the tires. Usu
ally this is going to be a little below the tension mark for a \.{;-in.
wide blade on the machine's built-in scale. 

Raise the upper blade guide OUt of the way and lightly clamp 
the gauge to the side of the blade just behind the teetl1 (see photo 
1 on the facing page). The measuring pin should be toward the 
back of the blade. Loosen the upper clamp and pinch a 0.005-in. 
feeler gauge between the measuring pin and the long block (see 
photo 2 on the facing page). Leave the tool in place, and tighten 
both clamps. 

Now recheck the gap with the feeler gauge. It may change slight
ly from the torque of the clamps, but it isn't important that it be ex
actly 0.005 in. A starting gap of 0.004 in. or 0.006 in. will work just 
as well. 

To tension the blade, begin by choosing a feeler gauge that 
equals the width of the starting gap, plus an additional 0.001 in. for 
each 6,000 psi of tension you want to apply to the blade. For ex
ample, if your starting gap is 0.005 in. and you want 15,000 psi of 
tension, start with a O.008-in. feeler gauge (see photo 3 on the fac
ing page). This is going to give you 18,000 psi of tension, but don't 
worry; it's going to be adjusted lower almost immediately. 

With the 0.008-in. feeler gauge in hand, increase the blade ten
sion while using the gauge to check the gap under the pin. When 
you reach 18,000 lbs., the feeler gauge is going to fit just under the 

pin. Once there, you can back off a little on the saw's tension ad
justment to end up in the range of 15,000 psi. 

Now you can mark your saw's tensioning scale at the pointer, 
noting the width of the blade. The recalibrated scale will allow you 
to tension the same-width blade quickly in the future witl10ut us
ing the gauge every time. To guard against the spring becoming 
weaker, it's a good idea to use the tension gauge and feeler gauges 
to recheck the scale occasionally. 

With a little practice, this little bandsaw tool will allow you to set 
the blade tension in less than five minutes. And with tension set 

just right, you can look forward to getting better performance from 
your bandsaw. D 

When he's not writing about woodworking, John White helps keep the Fine 

Woodworking shop in tip-top shape. 

A spring with spunk 
If you tighten the tension gauge on any small, consumer-grade 
bandsaw, such as the 14-in.  Delta, there's a good chance you 
won't come close to reaching the 15,000 psi of tension that's 
recommended for resawing on these lighter-weight machines. 
With a If.z-In .-wide blade, you're l ikely to find that running the 
saw's Indicator off the end of the tensioning scale, beyond the 

%-In.-wide blade setting, increases the gap by only 0.001 in. 
(6,000 psi) or perhaps not at all. 

If you continue to crank down on the tensioning knob, the 
gap (and the tension) is going to finally and suddenly increase 

but only because you've crushed the coils of the spring until 
they're touching. However, running the saw with the spring col
lapsed will damage the saw. That's because the spring also 
serves an important secondary function as a shock absorber. 

If your saw can't reach 15,000 psi of tension, it's because 
the springs on these smaller machines go soft quickly, and a fa
tigued spring exerts far less force than it was originally de
signed to apply, no matter how far it is compressed. 

The answer is to buy a new spring. Iturra Design in Jack
sonville, Fla. (888-722-7078), makes one from a better grade 
of steel, and there's more of it, so it lasts longer. Plus it is 
stiffer, so you can add more tension. For $14.95 the Iturra 
spring is a good investment. 

By the way, you can extend the useful life of any spring (and 
blade) if you remove most of the tension when the saw isn't be
ing used. This is especially important with the Iturra spring. Just 
be sure to remember to re-tension the blade before turning on 
the saw. 
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Current Work provides design inspiration by showcasing the work of our readers. Send photos and 

entry forms to Current Work, Fine Woodworking, 63 S. Main St., Newtown, CT 06470. For more de

tails and an entry form, visit our web site: www.finewoodworking.com. 

Eric Espinosa 

-

Courtland P. Smith Jr. 

Espinosa designed this coffee table 

(28 in. deep by 48 in. long by 17?!! i n .  

ta l l )  so  that i t  would be strong enough for 

two small chi ldren to stand or play on,  

without sacrificing its appearance. Bui lt 

Jacob Marks 

A relative newcomer to furniture making, Marks' 

two din ing chairs are his first. He said bui lding 

them posed a formidable engineering chal lenge 

and that the process "spurred my maturation as a 

furniture maker on levels I could never have antici

pated." The chairs (16 in. deep by 17 in. wide by 

57 in. tall) are made of rift-sawn white oak. 

using primari ly a single 48-in.

wide slab of bubinga and ac

cented with ebony, the table 

can be shipped in  parts and 

easily assembled. Photo by 

Katherine Bird 

I nspired by a photograph of a tazza in John H .  

Evans' book Ornamental Turning (Astragal 

Press, 1993), Smith made this cherry pedestal 

bowl (11 in. dia. by 13% in. ta l l )  using a con

ventional lathe and a Legacy ornamental mi l l .  
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t Barton M. Bauers Sr. 

Made of Brazil ian  mahogany with cedar as a secondary wood, this night

stand and chest (11 in . deep by 20% in .  wide by 30% in .  tal l)  is an origi

nal design. A woodworker for more than 60 years, Bauers 

once took jobs on commission,  but now he bui lds on ly 

what challenges h im,  and then he usual ly gives the piece 

away. This piece was a gift for h is wife. 

John W. McAlister Jr. 

McAlister saw the original version of this table i n  the Heyward

Washington House in Charleston, S.C. He tracked down a book 

that contained measured drawings of the origina l ,  made by 

Thomas Elfe, a prominent 18th-century Charleston furniture 

maker. Though the original  is made of mahogany, McAlister's 

version (24% in .  deep by 28 in .  ta l l )  is made of wal nut and 

measures 23 in .  wide with the leaves down and 41% in.  wide 

with the leaves up. 

David B. Conley 

This Hepplewhite sideboard is a re

production (slightly altered) of a 

piece that a ppears in Albert Sack's 

The New Fine Points of Furniture, 

Early American (Crown, 1993). Con

ley bui lt this sideboard (26% in.  

deep by 72 in .  wide by 40 in .  tall) 

using Pennsylvan ia  cherry, with in

lays of maple, ebony and East Ind i

an rosewood. The f in ish is a 

hand-rubbed mix of l inseed o i l  and 

m ineral spirits. 
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Lewis A. Prescott 

Both Prescott, an amateur woodworker who lives in Rhode 

Island, and his son, who l ives in  California,  were quite 

taken by a desk they saw advertised in an antiques maga

zine. Just over two months later, and unbeknownst to his 

son, Prescott had completed the desk as a gift (26 in. 

wide by 33 in .  long by 29 in. high) and shipped it across 

the country. The desk is made of mahogany and fin ished 

with lacquer. 

Kurt Andersen 

Made of maple and bird's-eye 

maple, this corner table was built 

for a friend's meditation room. An

derson, who l ives and works in San 

Francisco, designed this piece to be 

unobtrusive and delicate. Finished 

with water-based polyurethane, the 

table, 19 in. deep by 28 in. wide by 

32 in .  tall, is now used to hold can

dies, i ncense and flowers. 

James M. Keiffer 

t Alan Charney 

Charney said his goal was to bui ld a 

working spinning wheel rather than 

one that simply looks l i ke a spinning 

wheel. Referred to as a "walking" 

spinning wheel, the 44-in.-d ia.  wheel 

walks back and forth as you spin 

the wool on the needle. Made entire

ly of walnut, the wheel's construction 

involved steam-bending, riving, 

hand-chiseling screw threads and 

turn ing parts for the spinning-wheel 

subassembly. 

A year ago, Keiffer bought Jim Tolpin's The t 
Toolbox Book (The Taunton Press, 1995) and 

began designing one of his own. Keiffer's 
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version (17 in . deep by 30� in .  wide 

by 22 in .  tal l )  is made of maple 

with mahogany drawer fronts and 

pine interiors. Loaded up with tools, 

it weighs more than 300 Ibs. 



Thomas W. Dumke 

This tall Shaker chest, otherwise known as Dr. White's • 
Chest, was made using the drawings i n  Thos. Moser's • 
How to Build Shaker Furniture (Sterling, 1980). The 

chest (19 in .  deep by 43 in .  wide by 72 in .  tal l)  is made 

of cherry with poplar as a secondary wood. The f in ish is 

hand-rubbed tung oil. 

Rory Sadler 

t James Madorma 

A mechanical engineer by trade, 

Madorma's woodworking ski l ls 

are self-taught. H is version of a 

Philadelphia highboy (21';2 in .  

deep by 42 in .  wide by 79 in .  

ta l l )  is  made of  cherry and was 

designed to challenge his skills. 

Anil ine dye and gel stain even 

the wood's tones a nd give it an 

aged appearance, as do the 

antiqued brass pul ls. 

Sadler got the idea for this table-his second project as a 

student at North Bennet Street School-after studying a 

marble mosaic floor at the Getty M useum. The table (36 in .  

dia.  by 29 in .  ta l l )  is made of walnut, walnut bur l  a nd quar

tered veneer, hol ly stringing, a nd a tul ipwood/holly/ebony 

banding. Photo by Lance Patterson 

-

Tips for photographing your furniture 
1. Use 35mm color print (negative) film of moderate speed 

(ISO 200400). 

2. Clean and dust the furniture. 

3. No matter how you light the furniture, it will appear more 

three-dimensional if each plane has a different bright

ness. Take care, however, to avoid excessively bright 

highlights or dark shadows. 

4. To be sure the photos will be free of distortion, avoid the 

use of wide-angle lenses, and photograph with the cam

era positioned even with the center of the furniture both 

vertically and horizontally. 

5. Photograph the furniture from several angles. Include 

some head-on shots, as well as some shots that show 

both the front and side of a piece. 

6. Keep the background simple. A cluttered or otherwise 

distracting background may draw the viewer's attention 

away from the subject. 
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I n d ex to Iss ues 140 th ro ugh 146 

A 
Abrasives: 

diamond paste, 140:59 
extra-fme, source for, J 40:36 
wax for, 140:47 

Acrytic, substitute for, cheap, 141 :22 
AJder (AlII US spp.), knotty, for cabinetry, 

142:82 
Altschuler, Stuan M.: 

on gilding, 141 : 1 10·14 
on waxes, 140:4().51 

Angles, right, angle plates for, 140:24 
Aprons, furninlre, beaded, 142:79, 85 
Arcs: 

drawing, tool for, 145:42 
templates for, 143:36 

Arno, Jon: 
on basswood, 141 :64-66 
on certified lumber, 146:65, 67 
on sweet gUIll, 142:56-59 

Arts and Crafts style: 
cabinet in, small wall, 140:52-55 
finish for, 14 I: 126 
fll.rnirure in, 146:63 

Ash (Frtlxinus spp.), color of, and light, 
142:4; 

B 
Baldcypress (Taxodillm dislichum), for exte

rior use, 143:80 
Bandmills, advantages of, 143:98 
Bandsaws: 

blades for, 140:87·91 
heat-resistant, 1 4 1 :  102 
lead of, 143:46, 146:32 
universal, 142: 10 

center·finder jig for, 140: 18 
circle-cu[(ing jig for, 140:22 
cutoff box for, 146:28 
dovetails on, angle block for, 14 I :22 
dust-collection for, 141 :84 
green·wood planks with, 143:98, 102 
guides for, bearing vs. block, 141 :  102, 

142:8 
laminates on, resawing, 145:59 
ntilting on, carriage for, 146:34 
resawing on, 

fences for, 143:46 
jig for, 143: 102 
tune·up for, 143:4546 

tables for, auxiliary, 146:30-32 
taper jig for, 146:36 
tenons with, 142:62-63 
veneer with, 143:4449, 144:66-67 
See also Fences. Miter gauges. 

Basswood (Tllia spp.), qualities of, 1 4 1  :64-66 
Beaders, power, 142:85 
Beading: 

for doors, 142:75, 76 
for drawer, 142:54, 5;, 143: 100 

Beads: 
curved, for aprons, 142:79, 85 
with skew chisel, 14;:84-87 

Becksvoon, Christian: 
on dovetails, 146: 106 
on drawers, 141 :;().;7 
on drawer stides, 143:74-77 
on plank doors, 145:78-83 

Beds: 
Art 'ouveau openwork, 141:90 
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four-poster, 
building, 140:76-82 
lacewood·mahogany, 146:8; 

headboards for, frame-and·paneJ, 140:76, 
80-81 

lights in, atop posts, 140:82 
Murphy, web sile on, 141 :26 
posts for, "inlaid" chamfered, 140:7()'79 
rails for, 140:79-80 
testers for, 140:81-82 

Benches: 
laminated, 146: 1 19 
Lutyens garden, 143:78-85 

Benchstones: 
diamond, discussed, 1 4 t :  12 
oil, 

diamond paste with, 140:;9-60 
flattening, 140:39 
method for, 140:;8-60 

sandpaper·glass, 140:60-61 
water-, 

flattening, 140:58 
method for, 140:57 
paint thinner for, 144:22 
revolving, 140:56 

Binzen, Jonathan, profiles Paul Roman, 
146:4()';1 

Birch (Betllla spp.), color of, and light, 
142:45 

Bird, Lonnie: 
on bandsaw blades, 140:8().91 
on cabriole legs, 144:44-49 

Bits: 
romer, 

bearings for, 143:89 
dovetail, 143:89 
for plunge cuts, 141 : 1 2  
stop collars for, 143:89 
straight vs. spiral, 140:62-65 
up-cut vs. down-cut, 140:64 

sharpener for, reviewed, 142:32 
spade, improving, 145: 18 
stops for, tape, 146:32 

Blackburn, Gral1am, on design, 146:56-63 
Blackwood acacia (Acacia meltmo.l.J,lon), 

working, 140:77 
Bleaches, for COlor-fastness, 142:45 
Boardman, Allan, profiles Sam Maloof, 

146:52-;5 
Boggs, Brian, on Maloof chairs, 146:55 
Bolts, flush, 142:77 
Bookcases, low, with pipestone inlay, 142:92 
Bowls: 

ebony, 146:91 
otive tranSlucent, 146:93 
"Radish Salad," 143:26, 146: 1 16 
sgrafitto, 146:94 
spalted maple, 146:91 
on stand, 146:92 
on slilts, 146:93 
wany-cdged, 143:93 

Boxes: 
clamps for, 141 :49 
glue masking for, 141 :48 
hinges for, barbed, 140:83-85 
jewelry, 

maple·bubinga-wenge, 14;:94 
tansu-inspired, 142:92 

mitered, 
gluing up, 141 :49 
no-measure method for, 143: 16 

nailed Bible, 146:57 

This a lphabetical i ndex covers a l l  the issues of Fine Woodworking 

published d uring 2000 (FWW #140 through #146). Starting in 1988, 

Fine Woodworking has p u b l ished a n n u a l  indexes in the J a n u a ry/ 

February issues, starting with FWW #74. The Taunton Press also sells a 

cumulative index covering issues #1 through #120 for $ 12.95. The 

format of each i n dex reference is issue n u m ber: page n u m bers. A 
hyphen between page n u m bers means the discussion is contin uous; 

commas between page n u m bers indicate an intermittent discussion. 

This index, l ike all previous indexes to Fine Woodworking, was prepared 

by Harriet Hodges, chair maker. 

penCil, 143:90 
Box joints. See Finger joints. 
Brass, antiquing, 144:70 
Breadboard ends, for trestle tables, 141 :77, 

80-81 
Breed, Allan: 

on coffin planes, 142: 106-10 
on Newpon secretaries, 144:84-88, 130 

Bridle jOints, mitered, 140:54-55 
Brown, Steve, on compound-angle tenons, 

143: 108-12 
Buchanan, CurtiS, on seat carving, 144: 1 14-20 
Bureaus: 

after Chippendale, 144:95 
carved, freehand intaglio, 146: 1 18 
cherry, 143:93 
cherry-bacote, with inlaid clock, 143:91 
cherry-maple·purpleheart, 141 :90 
cupboard·, 146:62 
oak, ammonia-fumed, 143:92 
See also Commodes. 

Burkin, Anatole; 
on dust collectors, 141 :82·87 
on eammff.rJdioS, 142:4M8 

Burls, causes of, 141 : 104-6 
BUSiness, managing, 146: 13M2 
Butcher-block constnlction, warping With, 

142: 100-2 
Butterfly keys, in Arts and Crdfis style desk, 

146:63 
Buxton, Jamie, on dovetail templates, 143:8()' 

89 

c 
Cabinets: 

display, 
chcrry-pine-oak, 146: 101 
Krenovian, 143:92 

entertainment-cenler, "'post-modern," 
142:90 

me, disguised, 141 :89 
fu:, watercolored, 146: 1 16 
jarrah·pear-tortoiseshell·bone, 145:95 
mahogany, on stand, 146:81 
with marquetry-inlay doors, 144:96 
mUSic, 146: 103 
parqueted, boldly, 143:49 
with projecting nail, 146:10, 12, 51, 1 14 
Renaissance revival, 146:61 
17th-century, valuables, 143:124 
small wall, 140:52·55 
spice, 14;:9;, 146: 1 18 
on stand, 

with marquetry princess, 142:91 
teak·maple-wenge, 146:102 

standing, 141 :90 
stereo, cherry, 145:94 
three·tiered oak-Iacewood, 146:85 
for tools, 141 :51, ;2, ;; 
veneered, stamped-carved, 143:49 
wall·hung, 146:38, 108-13 
wenge·tulipwood-ebony, 144:94 

CAD, Squiggle program for, reviewed, 140:40 
Calipers: 

digital, using, 144:62-63 
for lathe duplicates, 142:68-71 

Calisto, TImmas J.,  on round table, 145:;6-63 
Candlesticks, Osolnik, 146:92 
CartS, for lumber, collapSible, 145:93 
Carving: 

of bands awn veneer, 143:49 

basswood for, 141 :64-66 
bench for, swivel-lilt, 140:34 
bicycle, 144:96 
of cabriole legs, 144:4849 
of ducks in pond, 144:94 
freehand intagliO, 146: 1 18 
leaming, 144:86, 146:68-70 
of moldings, 143:;3·;6 
of Newport shell, 144:87-88 
of shoes and gloves, 14;:96 
1670, 146:57 

Cast iron, maintenance of, 145: 108 
Catches, types of, 142:7()'77 
Caulk, guns for, as clamps, 145:20 
Center finders, making, 140:18, 146:30 
Chairs: 

after Greene-and-Greene, 146; 1 19 
:um, volutes on, 146:58 
Arts and Crafts style, 144:95 

web-site plans for, 141 :26 
back splats for, cyma·curved, 145: 1 10·12 
Brewster, 146:57 
Chippendale, 143:61, 62, 91, 146:58 
ConOid, 146: 1 14 
desk, 1 46: 120 

"wivel, 142:91 
dining, walnut·pear, 146:102 
Eastlake, 146:61 
Federal, 143:60 
joinery for, compound-angle, 143:60-65, 

108-12, 14;:10 
klismos-type, 146:60 
Krenov-inspired, 146: 101 
laminated plywood, 145:28 
leather arm, asymmetrical, 146:84 
legs of, evening, 143: 14-16 
Iyre·back side, 146:60 
Mission srvle, 146:63 
Morris reproduction, 146: 121  
Queen Anne, book on,  145: 1 1 2  
rocking, 

Appalachian slat back, 146: I I; 
Maloof, 146:53, ;5 

Scandinavian side, 146:83 
Shaker ladderback side, 146:62 
splats of, 146:;8-60 
steam·bent, 146: 1 16 
Wegner classic, 146: 1 18 
Windsor, 146: 121  

business of, 146: 13M2 
comb-baCk, 141 :88 
Moser, 146: 1 1 7  
seat carving for, 144:114-18 
wood choices for, 145:100-2 

Chamfers, for bedposts, 140:7()'79 
Cherry (Pr"""s spp.): 

aging finish for, 140: 130 
sun-bleached, 142:44 

Chests: 
blanket, coopered, 142:90 
oak 1660, 146:57 
red cedar, 143:92 

Chippendale: 
bureaus after, 144:9; 
style of, 146:58 

Chisels: 
bevel, tested, 140: 10, 12 
handJes for, 140:132, 141 : 10, 142:18 
honing, on diamond plates, 141 :  12 
presharpened, 1 4 1 :  10 
sharpening, Frid's way, 146:82 
See also Skews. Steel. 



Circles 

Circles, jigs for, router-base, 144:40 
Circular saws: 

blades for, 143:71 
cutting guides for, 143:71-73 
cutting table for, 143:71, 72 
for sheet goods, 143:70-73 

Clamps: 
from caulking guns, 145:20 
cellophane tape for, 145:22 
deep-reach, improvising, 141 :47 
foot-rope, 146:38 
hand screw, as bench vises, 146:36 
jewelry-box, 141 : 18-20 
quick-grip, 145:40 
spring, from PVC pipe, 141 :48 
stain protectors for, 144:22 
tape as, 141:49 

Cleats, making, 146: 109, 113 
Coleman, Timmhy, on bandsawing veneer, 

143:44-49 
College of the Redwoods: 

book on, 144:28 
instruction at, 146:99-103 

Colors, matching, 142: 121-22 
Columns, corner decorative, 143: 18-20 
Combination machines: 

considering, 143:81 
evolution, 146:75 

Commodes, Thomas Seymour, reproductions 
of, 140: 132 

Competitions: 
Furniture and Furnishings (philadelphia, 

2000), 144:30 
Whanon Esherick Museum, 2000, 142:24 

Compressed-air systems: 
drain-valve wrench for, 141 :22 
hose storage for, 141: 18 

Computers, desk for, rolltop, 142:90 
Cr.ldles: 

cork-lined, for triangular dr-nvers, 
140:132 

on stand, 142:93 
steam-bent, 144:97 
swinging, 143:91 

Cupboard-chesls. See Bureaus. 
Curves, drawing, tool for, 145:42 

D 
Dadoes, router jig for, 146:24-26 
Day, Ross: 

on James Krenov, 146:98-103 
work by, 146: 102, 103 

Degreaser, source for, 14051 
Desks: 

Arts and Cr.tfts style, 143:90, 146:63 
baize for, applying, 144:71 
bent-laminated, 141: 128 
computer, web-site plans for, 141 :26 
drop-front, contemporary, 146: 114 
kneehole 1765, 146:58 
laptop writing, Jefferson's, 144:64-71 
leather-covered panels for, 140:98-100, 

145: 120-24 
marquetry, 146: 114 
rolltop, for computer setup, 142:90 
Wooten Patent, 146: 115 
writing, 146:120 
See also Secretaries. 

Doors: 
astragals for, 142:73-74 
back-bevels for, 142:73 
beads for, 142:75, 76 
frame-and-panel, 146: 109, 112 
glazed, 140:53, 54, 55 
hardware for, 142:74-75 
lipped, 142:73-74, 75 
mortise-and-tenon, gluing up, 141:49 
plank, methods for, 145:78-83 
serpentine molded, 142:79 
stock for, preparing, 142:73 
StopS for, 142:74, 76 
Thai-inspired carved, 142:93 
unlipped, 142:72-73, 74 
wood for, choosing, 140:70 

Dovetails: 
with bandsaw, angle block for, 141 :22 
bevel gauges for, 140:20 
book on, 141 :28-30 (erratum, 142: 10) 
bowsaw for, Hungarian, 146: 105 
cogged, 146: 107 
fake, 141 :20, 146: 107 
gluing up, 141 :48 
by hand, 142:16-18, 55 
leg-to-pedestal, 144:20 
with mitered edges, 140: 100 
as quality mark, 146: 105 
in round stock, jig for, 144:20 
for table rails, 142:52, 53 
templates for, shopmade, 143:86-89 
tiny, 144:69 

Drawers: 
curved, jigs for, 140:132 
graduated, designing, 141 :56-57 
slides for, 144:74-77 

for sliding tables, 141 :68-69 
wooden extenSion, 143:74-77 

for small table, 142:51, 54-55 
tilt-out, 140:53, 54-55 
tiny, 144:69 
under-table, building, 144: 106 
wood for, choosing, 140:70 

Drawings: 
CAD personalized, 140:40 
for compound-angle joinery, 143:61-65, 

110 
of comers, templates for, 143:36 
full-scale, on plywood, 143:78, 79, 81 
scale, value of, 145: 12 
simple, for mock-ups, 141:70-72 

Drawknives, using, 144: 116-20 
Dresdner, Michael, on finish knowledge, 

146:161-62 
Drill presses: 

dust<oUection fOf. 141:84 
fences for, 140:72-73 
jigs for, 140:72-75 

angle-bOring, 140:74-75 
end-grain drilling, 140:75, 84 
slot-cutting, 140:84-85 

monises on, 140:73, 74 
stop blocks for, 140:73 
tables for, 140:72-75 
V-blocks for, 140:73-74 

Drills: 
evolution of, 146:74 
Sears, reviewed, 144:36 

Dunbar, Michael: 
on going pro, 146: 136-42 
on lamp stand, 142:49-55 
on practice, 140:96 
on wood choice, 145: 100-2 
on wood movement, 141 :96-98 

Durfee, Charles: 
on dovetails, 146:104-7 
on trestle table, 141:74-81, 74-81 (en-a

tum, 142: 10) 
Dust, fire danger from, 140: 100-2 
Dust-colieClion systems: 

bags for, felt vs_ fabric, 141 :84 
blast-gate system for, reviewed, 143:36 
book on, 141 :87 
dangers with, 141 :83 
designing, 141:87 
ducts for, 141 :82-85, 87, 143:12 
dust pons, source for, 145:66 
horsepower for, 141:82-86 
manufacturer specs for, 141 :85 
switches for, detector, 143:66-69 
for tablesaw, building, 145:64-67 
types of, 141:83, 85 
under-floor, 140:24 

Dyes: 

E 
color of, changing, 142: 122 
light-fastness of, 142:44 
toning with, 144:129 

Earmuffs. See Hearing protection. 
Eastlake style, discussed, 146:61 
Ebony, wood Simulating, 144:42 
Edge-banding: 

for thin plywood, 144:67 
veneer-matching, making, 143:47 

Empire style, discussed, 146:60 
Entertainment centers, elegant standing, 

141 :90 
Exercises, for hands and arms, 145:76-77 
Exhibitions, Philadelphia Furniture and Fur

nishings, 2000, 142:26 
Extension cords, Sears improved, reviewed, 

142:36 

F 
Face shields, antistatic treatment for, 140:22 
Featherboards. See Hold-ins. 
Federal period, discussed, 146:60 
Feet: 

ball-and-claw, 146:58-59 
bulbous, 146:63 
pad, 146:59 
pads for, 141 :20 
tapered, 146:60 
for trestles, 141:75-77 (erratum, 142:10) 
trifid, 146:59 

Fences: 
bandsaw, adjusting, 143:46 
Biesemeyer, cam-lever adjustment for, 

140:20-22 
for drill presses, 140:72-73 
evolution of, 146:77 
parallel-setting jig for, 144: 18-20 
router, 

dual fences for, 144:22 
micro-adjustable, 144:89-93 

tablesaw extension, 146:36-38 
Fiberboard, seaJer for, 14;:;4 
Fillers, using, 144:20, 51-53 
Fine Woodworking, history of, 

146:46-51 
Finger joints, gluing up, 141:48 
Finish, rooms for, 141:;; 

Finjshes: 
actytic, 141 :61, 63 

and light, 142:45 
aging, 140:130 (errata, 142:8-10) 
applying, on small objects, 142: 16 
for both sides, imponance of, 146:148 
chOOSing, 141 :58-63 
common, chan of, 141 :61 
Danish oil, making, 141:125-26, 144:106-8 
durability of, 141:62-63 
evaporative us. reactive, 141:61 
over fillers, 144:52, 53 
fisheyes in, preventing, 14;:;4, ;; 
glazing, 

sealers with, 145:54-55 
technique for, 144:129-30 

infonnation on, 146:161-62 
lacquer, 141 :61-62, 63 
lathe, 142:71 
and light, 142:44-45 
limed, with wax, 140:51 
oil, 141 :59-60, 61, 125 

and lacquer, 146: 113 
linseed, 141:59-60, 61 
tung, 140:82, 141:59-60, 61 
-varnish, 141:60-61, 62-63, 145:63 

for oily woods, 143: 100-2 
pigmented, with wax, 140:51 
pOlyurethane, 141 :61, 62, 63 
over potassium dichromate, 140: 130 
shading, 144:129-30 
shellac, 141:61, 62,63 

wipe-on, 141:126 
simple, 141:125 
over stripped furniture, 145:54, 55 
toning, 144: 129-30 
toxicity of, 141 :63 
with turbine HVLP sprayers, 146: 162 
varnish, 141 :60, 61, 62, 63 

brushing on, 143:122 
fast-dry, 143:57-58, 120-22 
and light, 142:45 
properties of, 143:121, 122 
solvents for, 143:58 
types of, 143:121-22 
wipe-on, 143:57-59 

water-based, 141:61, 62, 63, 146: 162 
wax over, 140:50-;1 
web sites on, 146:162 
and wood color, 141 :61, 62-63 
See also Colors. 

Floor sweeps, air-volume for, 141 :84 
Flutes: 

in French provincial style, 142:78, 79 
jig for, workbench, 142:85 

Forms, for round aprons, 14;:58 
Frame and panel, for doors, 146: 109, 111, 1 12 
Freedman, Dave, on hinges, 140:83-85 
Frid, Tage: 

career of, 146:80-85 
on dovetails, 146: 106 

Furniture: 
cleanser for, 140:51 
exterior, glue for, 143:79, 83 
mahogany-period, 146:58-60 
medieval, web-site plans for, 141:26 
19th-centuty, 146:61 
painted, 1660, 146:57 
period, society for, 140:30 
Pilgrim, 146:57 
studiO, book on, 143:24-26 

Furniture Society, The: 

G 
Fumilure Studio, 143:24-26 
Toronto 2000 meeting of, 144:32 

Garages, as shops, and insurance, 143:8-10 
George School, instruction at, 140:26-28 
Gilding, method for, 141:110-14 
Gilpin, Hank, on Tage Frid, 146:80-85 
Glasses, anti-static treatment for, 140:22 
Gloves, surgical, 143:22 
Glues: 

choosing, 141 :45-46 
cleanup of, 141 :48 
dishwasher-proof, 141:100-2 
epoxy, with long set time, 143:83 
polyurethane, for fillers, 144:20 
removing, 140:98, 141:38, 50 
shelf life of, 141:44, 45 
temperature requirements of, 141 :48 
testing, 141:50 

Gluing up: 
of boards, orientation for, 146:148 
of box joints, 141:48 
of burned wood, disadvised, 146: 146 
cauls for, 141:46-48, 143:10 
of coopered panels, 141 :50 
of dovetails, 141:48, 146:81 
dry-fitting, 141:46-48 
of face jOints, 141:46 
face-to-face, 145:20-22 
of miters, 141 :47, 48-49 
strategies for, 141 :44-50 
tape for, 141 :46 
time frame for, 141:46 

Jointers 

Gochnour, Chris: 
on cabinet, 146:108-13 
on French country furniture, 142:78-85 
on workshop. 141:51-55 

Gouges, carving, 143:53 
Goulden, Nicholas A., on four-poster bed, 

140:76-82 
Gr:tin: 

book-matching, 140: 18-20 
determining, 146:26 

Graves, Kim Carleton, on lathe duplicates, 
142:68-71 

Greene and Greene brothers, work by. 
146:63, 119 

Green wood, working with, 143:96, 98 
Grindinger, Lee, on carving moldings, 143:52-

56 
Guidice, Anthony, on stock preparation, 

142:96, 98 

H 
Hack, Garren: 

Classic Hand Tools, reviewed, 140:26 
on Hoadley, 146:78-79 

Hall, Nora, on carving, 146:68-70 
Handles: 

for shoulder pressure, 142: 18 
sustainably-produced, 141 :  10 
tool, and hand protection, 145:76-77 

Hardware: 
chair-swivel, source for, 142:91 
for doors, 142:74, 76-77 
European, 142:84 
historically accurate, 142:74, 76 
installing, in thin slOck, 144:69-70 
for jigs, 144:91 
See also Bolts_ Catches. 

Hearing protection: 
and radios, combined, 142:4648 
and voice amplification, 142:48 

Hepplewhite: 
discussed, 146:60 
pulls in, 146:60 
sideboard after, 141 :88 

Hickory (Cel/ya spp_), qualities of, 142: 102 
Highboys: 

with broken scroll bonnet, 146:59 
reproduction, 146: 121 

Hinges: 
barbed, installing, 140:83-85 
brass, SOUfce fOf, 140:5; 

fiche, 142:79, 82, 84 
installing, in thin stock, 144:69-70 
knife, 

brass, 142: 102 
installing, 146:112-13 

Hold-ins: 
adjustable, 146:32-34 
commerCial, reViewed, 145:44 
making, 143: 18 

Holes, pocket, router jig for, 143: 16-18 
Holly, American (flex opaca), qualities of, 

143: 102-6 
Holmes, Roger, on tools, 146:71-77 
Honing, boards for, 142: 16 
Horizontal morrisers, tenons with, 142:67 
Hutches: 

contemporary, 146: 117 
marquetry, 143:49 

Ingersoll, lan, on wall cabinet, 140:52-55 
Inlay: 

by lamination, 140:76-79 
and marquetty, 144:96 
pipestone-epoxy, 142:92 
thin, 144:67-68 

instruction: 
at College of the Redwoods, 144:28 
at George School, 140:26-28 
in handwork, 146:99-103 
school for, 142:24 

Irion, Louis, on lumber selection, 140:66-71 

J 
Jacobean, furniture, 146:57 
Jefferson, Thomas, lap desk of, making, 

144:64-71 
Jewill, Jeff: 

Jigs: 

on finish, 141 :58-63 
on light effects, 142:44-45 
on paste wood fillers, 144:50-53 
on thinned varnish, 143:57-59 

eqUipment for, 144:91 
evolution of, 146:76-77 

johnson, Roland, on drum sanders, 
145:46-51 

Joinery, and burned wood, 146: 146 
jOinter-planers, l&in. Hammer, reviewed. 

145:36 
jointers: 

dust-collection for, 141:84 
fences of, flattening, 142:42 
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Jointers 

knives of, 
nicked, 146:28-30 
replacing, 142:42-43 

tables of, adjusting, 142:40-42 
testing, 142:41, 43 
nming up, 142:38-43 

Jointing: 

K 

with circular saw, 143:72-73 
for edge-gluing, 141  :46 
Wilh planes, 142:98 
on shooting board, 144: 100-2 
on tablesaw, 146:36-38 

Kelsey, John, and Rick MastcUi, cds., FUnli
ture Studio, reviewed, 143:24-26 

Kirby, Ian: 
Complete Dove/ail, TIl-e, reviewed, 

141 :28-30 (erralum, 142: 10) 
on dovetails, 146: 106 

Knms, light, using, 142:82 
Kolle, jefferson, on sharpening, 140:56-61 
Krenov, ]ames: 

L 
Fu,.niture b)1, . .  Students, reviewed, 

144:28 
influence of, 146:98- 103 

L1cewood (Cardwellia sublimis), qualities of, 
140: 102 

L:lcquer, over fillers, 144:52 
Lamination: 

glues for, 141 :46 
for "inlay" look, 140:76-79 
of round aprons, 145:58 

L:llnp stands, making, 142:49-55 
L1ndis, Scott, on certified lumber, 146:64, 66 
Lathes, steady rests for, 143: 14 
Latta, Steve, on cabinet doors, 142:72-77 
Layout, on wood stOCk, 140:67-68 
Leather, working with, 140:98-100, 145: 120- . 

24 
LeCoff, Albert, symposiums of, 146:93-94 
Legs: 

cabrioie, 144:45-49, 146:58-59 
laminated, gluing up, 141 :44 
leveling, 142:20, 143: 14-16 
for Lutyens bench, 143:81 
shaggy, 146:60 
steam-bem, 144:97 
tapered, 142:53 

Outed, 146:60 
mortising, 145:60-61 
with turned feet, 146:62 

tripod, 146:59 
LeRoy, Tom, on hand-arm prmcction, 145:74-

77 
Lighting: 

in bedposts, 140:82 
blocking, 142:45 
for color matching, 142: 121 
and finishes, 1 42:44-45 

Linen presses: 
mahogany-oak-ebony-satinwood, 145:97 
swecrgufll 18th-century, 142:58 

Lively, john, on tools, 146:96-97 
Locust, black (Robinia jJseudoacacia), prop

erties of, 146:78 
Lowe, Philip c., restores Symonds cabinet, 

143:124 
Lubricants, chOOSing, 142:36, 145: 108 
Lumber: 

bowed, planing, 145:90-91 
carts for, 145:93 
cUlting station for, 141:53, 55 
from discarded furniture, 143:98 
mills for, miniarure, 146:34 
selecting, 140:66-71 
from split logs, 143:96-98 
storage for, 140:71, 141:53, 55 
twisted, planing, 145:90-91 
tying down, 144:72-73 
web site on, 140:26 
wide, advantages of, 140:69-70 
See a/so Stock preparation. 

M 
Machinery: 

antistatic treatment for, 140:22 
evolution of, 146:71-77 
rust on, preventing, 145: 108 
waxing, 146:30 
workshop design for, 141:54 
See also lubricants. RoUer stands. 

Mahogany (Swielenia spp.): 
aging finish for, 140: 130 
color of, and light, 142:44 
Cuban (5. mahagom), source for, 141 :26 

Mallets, making, 146:24 
Maloof, Sam, profiled, 146:52-55 
Mapie (Ace.- spp.), color of, and light, 142:45 
Marekworth, John, on drawer slides, 144:74-

77 
Marking gauges, Arricawood-bronze, 144:42 
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Marquetry: 
with bandsawn veneer, 143:49 
examples of, 142:91, 143:49, 144:96, 

145:95, 146: 1 14 
Matousek, John E, on horizontal moniser, 

141 :67-69 
McDonough, Dick, on dust-proofing saw, 

145:64-67 
McMurtrey, j.K.,  on dial calipers, 144:62-63 
Mehler, Kelly, on sliding tables, 144:78-83 
Metal, marker for, 140:60, 61 
Miller, Jeff, Beds, reViewed, 141 :32 
Miller Falls, spokeshave No, I, reproduction 

of, 140:38 
Minick, Chris: 

on color matching, 142: 121·22 
on shading fmishes, 144: 129-30 
on shop made stains, 140: 129-30, 
on simple finishes, 141 :  12;-26 
on varnish, 143: 121-22 

Mission style, chairs in, 146:63 
Miter boxes, for small stock, 142:;; 
liter gauges, Inera, reviewed, 141 :36, 36 (er

ratum, 142: 10) 
Miter·g�llIge slots, clltoff box for, 146:28 
Miters: 

with circular saw, 143:73 
gluing up, 141:47 
no-measure method for, 143: 16 
shooting boards for, 144: 100-2, 145:20 
sliding jig for, reViewed, 142:34 
splined, 144:68, 71 

hidden, 142: 100 
standing, 144: 102 
stop, for cock bead, 142:55 

Mock-ups, building quickly, 141 :70-73 
Moldings: 

carving, 143:52-56 
with combination plane, 140: 106-10 
cove, on tablesaw, 146:28 
cro\"n, 

comer-turning, 142:80-81 
curved, 142:79 
installing, 143:20-22 

curved, roUler jig for, 144: 18 
with overaml-router, 142:80 
sanding blocks for, 142:20 

Morris, \Villiam. See Arts and Crafts style. 
Mortise and tenon: 

compound-angle, 143:60-6; 
making, 142:50-53 
through, Arts-and-Crafts st),le, 146:63 
wedged, 146:109- 1 1  

ionise gauges, using, 14250 
Mortisers: 

hollow-chisel, 
evolution of, 146:7; 
problems with, 146: 150-52 

horizomal, making, 141 :67-69 
Mortises: 

through-, 141:75, 78 
compound-angle, 143:61, 62-63 
on drill press, 140:73 
b)' hand, 142:51-53 
for locks, foil-locating, 140:24 
machine for, making, 141 :67-69 
with router, 144:22, 146:34 
for tapered legs, 145:60-61 
uneven, causes of, 142: 102 

Motors: 
capacitOrs of, repairing, 141: 100 
pulley speed With, formula for, 144: 108-

10 
voltage With, 146: 148-50 

Music stands: 
bent-Iantinated, 145:97 
cherry, 146: 103 
tripod, 146:84 

N 
Nailers, brad, pneumatic, 141 :36 
Neprune, \ViU, on compound-angle jOinery, 

143:60-65 

o 
Oak (Quercus spp.): 

color of, and light, 142:45 
finish for, 140:130 

O'Malle)', Ton)" on garden bench, 143:78-85 
Ottomans, Arts and Crafts style, 144:95 

p 
Padauk (Pleroempus spp.), color of, and 

light, 142:44-45 
Paint: 

for abrasion resistance, 14;: 108-10 
pigmented coatings instead of, 14;: 108-

10 
Panels, raised, spacers for, 141  :49 
Parquetry, with bandsawn veneer, 143:49 
Particleboard, veneer·melamine, 144:42 
Patterns: 

with router, bits for, 140:6; 
for table parts, 141:75 

for turning profiles, 142:68, 69 
Phenolic, substitute for, cheap, 141 :22 
Photographs: 

cabinet for, 141 :91 
scaling from, 144:65 

Pianos: 
book on, 142: 124 
pear and mapie, 142: 124 
soundboards for, 143:8 

Pigments, narural eanh, 14051 
Pine (Pill us spp.): 

aging finish for, 140: 130 
color of, and light, 142:45 
red (P. resinosa), for furniture, 144: 1 10 

Planers: 
dial calipers for, 142:20 
dusl-<:olleClion for, 141 :84 
Ridgid TPI 300 benchtop, reViewed, 

142:32 
Sears, reViewed, 144:36 
snipe with, eliminating, 145:22 
veneer mrough, 143:48-49 

Planes: 
back-dragging, okayed, 145 : 1 14 
bench, new, 145:40 
block, using, 144:58-60 
block low-angle, reviewed, 143:34 
chisel, reviewed, 140:38 
coffin-style, new, 141:38 
combination, 

using, 140:8 
No, 55, 140: 106-10 

for concave curves, 141: 104 
wim difficult wood, 144:54-61 
irons for, 

japanese retrofit, 143:36 
replacement, 144:56 
sharpening, 144:55 
vibration-damping, 140:20 

jack, 
for flattening, 142:98 
as scntb, 143: 12 
using, 144:56 

Japanese, 
tuning, 145:68-73 
using, 145:73 

jointer, using, 142:98, 144:56 
makers of, 144:61 
quality, 145: 10 
ridges from, minimizing, 146: 146-48 
scrub, using, 142:96, 98, 144:55, 145: 10-

12 
for shooting boards, 144:100-2 
shoulder, reviewed, 140:38 
smoom, using, 144:56, 61 
smooth coffin, restoring, 142: 106-10 
tuning, 144:5; 
wedges of, restoring, 142: 108-10 
wooden, 

restoring, 142: 106-10 
using, 142: 1 10 

Plans: 
value of, 145: 12  
web sites for, 141 :26 

Plywood: 
carrier for, 143:22 
with circular saw, 143:70-73 
of colored veneers, 144:38 
lift for, 145: 18 

-type, 145:28 
tcarout prevention for, 14;: 18-20 
thin, edging for, 144:67 
tying down, 144:72-73 

Pollaro, Frank, Getting Started with Veneers, 
reviewed, 145:26 

Posts, Outing, 142:79, 85 
PotaSSium dichromate: 

for aged finish, 140:130 
finish over, 140:130, 143: 12 
toxicity of, 143: 12 

Pulls: 
bronze, 140:55 
Hepplewhite, 146:60 
jig for, self-cemering, 146:30 
spalted-maple ebony, 146: 1 1 1 - 12 

Purpieheart (Pellogyne spp.), color of, and 
light, 142:44-45 

Push sticks, gallery of, 145:28 

R 
Rabbets: 

stopped, 143:77 
on tablesaw, 143:76-77 

Racks, for fmishing small objects, 142:16 
RadiaJ-ann saws: 

cutoff box for, 146:28 
dust-collection for, 141 :84 
tenons with, 142:62-63 
See also Fences. 

Raffan, Richard: 
on skew chisel, 145:84-87 
on wood turning, 146:90-95 

Rags, oily, danger of, 143: 12 
Rasps, for lathe work, 142:70, 143: 10 
Reeding: 

Federal, 146:60 

Scroll saws 

with router, and chisel, 141:8 
Relative humidity, monitoring, importance of, 

141:96-98 
Rodel, Kevin, on leather, 145:120-24 
Rodriguez, Mario: 

on planing, 144:54-61 
on Stanley 55, 140:106-10 

Rogowski, Gary: 
on drill press, 140:72-75 
on mortise and tenon, 142:60-67 

Roller stands, triple, reviewed, 141 :40 
Roone)" Andy, on tools, 146:86-89 
Rope, tying down With, 144:72-73 
Routers: 

bases of, truing, 142: 102 
circle-cutting jigs for, 144:40 
curved-drawer jig for, 140: 132 
dado jig for, 146:24-26 
dovetails with, templates for, 143:86-89 
evolution of, 146:76 
mortising jig for, 146:34 
overann, moldings With, 142:80 
pin ann for, reviewed, 144:36 
plunge, 

redesign of, 145:40 
for router tables, 144: 10-12 

pocket-hole jig for, 143:16-18 
for router tables, by brand, 142:86-89 
as shapers, undercarriage jig for, 144: 18 
tenons With, 142:65-67 
trim, 

beading jig for, 142:85 
fluting jig for, 142:85 

See also Fences. Mortisers: hOrizontaL 
Templates. 

Router tables: 
baseplate inserts for, disadvised, 142:89 
height-adjustment for, reviewed, 143:34 
inserts for, cheap, 141 :20-22 
levers for, 142:89 
mortiser-table combo, 141 :67-69 
pin-router ann for, 144:36 
plunge routers widl, 142:87, 143:12, 

144: 10-12 
round-stock dovetail jig for, 144:20 
routers for, by brand, 142:86-89 
-shapers, reviewed, 143:38 
tenons wim, 142:65-66 
tops for, making, 142:89 

Rulers, safety, reviewed, 143:38 
Rust, preventing, 145: 108 

s 
Sanders: 

for contoured work, handheld, 144 :36-38 
detail, Bosch, 145:38 
disc, dust-collection for, 141 :84 
dnlm, 

dust-collection for, 141 :84 
reviewed, 145:46-51 
sanding-depth setling, 145:48 
strip changes for, 145:50 

duplicates on, 141 :20 
rest pads for, 141 :20 
Sears, reviewed, 144:36-38 
spindle, 

Sanding: 

benchtop, 145:40 
dllst-collection for, 141 :84 
handheld, 145:40 

of difficult woods, 144:61 
station for, building, 141 :55 
tables for, downdraft, 145:40 

Sanding blocks, reverse-profLIe, making. 
142:20 

Sandpaper: 
fOlding, 146:26 
kinds of, 146: 162 
strips of, life-extending, 146:34-36 

SawbJades: 
cleaning, 146:26 
height of, measuring gauge for, 

141 :38 
Saws: 

bow-, 
prJised, 142:96, 98 
ripping with, 142:98 

dovetail, 146: 105 
hand, chest for, 142:24 
japanese cheap, reviewed, 142:34 

Schleining, Lon: 
on gluing up, 141 :44-50 
on jefferson lap desk, 144:64-71 

Scrapers: 
for concave curves, 141 : 104 
with difficult wood, 1 44:60 

Screens: 
carving, 141 :73 
mock-up for, 1 4 1 :70-73 

Screws: 
countersinking for, 145: 1 12-14 
extractor for, 144:20-22, 145:42 
machine, for thin stock, 144:70 
pocket holes for, 143: 16-18 

Scribers, center-, making, 146:30 
Scroll saws, rasp blade for, 145:22 



Sculpture 

Sculpture: 
lathe, 146:94, 95 
salad bowl as, 146: 1 16 

Sealers: 
over fillers, 144:52 
under fillers, 144:51-52 
for finish adhesion, 145:54-55 
glue-sizing, 145:54 
kinds of, 145:52-54 
oil as, 141 :60 
for oily woods, 143:102, 145:54 
sanding, 145:52-53 
shellac, 145:53-54 
vinyl, 145:53 
zinc stearate in, 145:52-53 

Seats, woven tape, 146:62 
Secretaries: 

block-front, 141:91 
Empire-style, 146:60 
as entertainment centers, 146:120 
reproduced, in multiple, 144:84-88, 130 
reproduction, 146: 120 
sassafras, 141 :88 
sweet gum, 142:58 
wood for, selecting, 140:68{)() 

Shaker: 
chairs, 146:62 
entertainment center, 146: 120 
round stand, 146: 1 17 
side table, 146:62 

Sharpening: 
methods of, 140:56-61 
with sandpaper, 143: 10 
test for, 140:60 
See also Benchstones. Honing. 

Shellac: 
dewaxed, explained, 146: 152 
over fillers, 144:52 
under fillers, 144:51 
kit for, reviewed, 141 :42 
old, and veneer problems, 140:98 
over potassium dichromate, 140: 130 
as sealer, 143: 102 

Shelves: 
dadoes for, 140:53 
supports for, biscuit, 145:22 

Sheraton style, discussed, 146:60 
Shooting boards: 

jointing on, 144: 100 
miter, 144: 100-2, 145:20 

Sideboards: 
after Art Deco, 146: 1 1 5  
after Greene and Greene, 146: 1 17 
with arched underpinning, 146:83 
bubinga-ebony, 145:96 
cherry, rosewood pulls, 143:93 
elegant small, veneered, 146: 1 1 7  
gon�alo alves, with marquetry, 145:95 
Hepplewhite, 141 :88 
with pipestone inlay, 142:92 

Silky oak (Grevillea robusta), qualities of, 
140: 102 

Skews, basics of, 145:84-87 
Skipper. Roger A., on stock preparation, 

145:88-93 
Slots, with drill press, 140:84 
Soap, degreaser, source for, 140:51 
Sociery of American Period Furniture Makers, 

meeting of, 140:30 
Solvents: 

for varnish, 143:58 
for wax, 140:48 

Spline jOints, with tablesaw, 144:68, 71 
Spokeshaves: 

history of, 145:8-10 
round, reproduction, 140:38 
wooden, reviewed, 143:40 

Spray equipment: 
MlurO, reviewed, 145:40 
conventional us. HVLP, 146: 162 
high-volume low-pressure (HVLP), re-

viewed, 140:12 
Squareness, ensuring, 142:52, 53 
Stains: 

color of, changing, 142: 122 
light-fastness of, 142:44, 45 
from plants, 140: 129-30 
sapwood, 141 : 102-4 
sealers With, 145:55 
tea as, 143:18 
from vinegar and iron, 140: 130 (errata, 

142:8-10) 
from walnuts, 140: 129 

Stands, Shaker round, making, 146: 1 17 
Steel, discussed, 141 :8-12 
Stevens, Craig Vandall, on mock-ups, 141 :70-

73 
Stickley, Gustav, style of, 146:63 
Stock preparation: 

before cutting, 140:71 
with band tools, 142:96-98 
with planes, 144:54-61, 145: 10-12 
for precision work, 142:73 
system for, 145:88-93 
See also Surface preparation. 

Stools: 
bar, cherry-maple, 145:94 

early organic, 146: 115  
Stop blocks, for drill presses, 140:73 
Straightedges: 

making, 142:41, 43 
safety, reviewed, 143:38 

Surface prepar.Hion: 
of concave curves, 141:  104 
for finishes, 141 :  125 

Sweetgum (Liquidambar styrtlclj1uCI), quali
ties of, 142:56-59 

Swensson, Carl, on Japanese planes, 145:68-
73 

Switches: 
dust-coUection detecmr, 143:66-69 
foot, 146:26-28 
safety, reviewed, 144:36 
safety improvements to, and warranties, 

143:8 
Symposia, on case furniture (Williamsburg 

Vir., 2000), 142:26 

T 
Tables: 

aprons for, 
round, laminated, 145:58-63 
scalloped, 146:59 

bedside, maple-beech-aluminum, 144:30 
cocktail, 146:103 
coffee, Ans-and-Crafts style, 142:93 
demilune, 142:92, 146: 121 
dining, 

walnut-pear, 146: 102 
1700, 146:57 

end, 143:9O 
mahogany-maple, 143:93 

finish for, 141:81 
leaves of, cupped, 146: 148 
library, 

Arts and Crafts style, 146:63 
modem GothiC, 146:61 

oak, 1700, 146:57 
piecrust, 146:59, 1 1 5  

after SCOtt, 145:96 
restoring, 146: 146 
round kitchen, making, 145:56-63 
Shaker side, 146:62 
Sheraton pier-type, 146:60 
tea, 1750, 146:59 
trestle, 

building, 141 :74-81 (erratum, 142: 10) 
curved, 146: 102 
drawer for, 144:106 

veneered, sunburst, 146: 118 
workshop, for plywood cutting, 143:71 
writing, sapele-iricote, 144:97 
See also Lamp stands. Stands. 

Tablesaws: 
cabinet 120v, 145:40 
compound angles on, jig for, 

143: 108- 12 
contractor's new, reviewed, 140:36 
cutoff box for, 146:28 
dadoes on, antikickback fin for, 144: 108 
dust-<:ollection for, 141 :84 
dust-proofmg, 145:64-67 
evolution of, 146:74-75 
fmger-saving mechanism for, 14;:38 
jointing on, 146:36-38 
miters on, no-measure method for, 

143:16 
moldings on, cove, 146:28 
rabbets on, 143:76-77 
ripping on, sled for, 145:92-93 
riving knives for, European, 144:108 
sliding miter jig for, reViewed, 142:34 
sliding tables for, reViewed, 144:78-83 
spline joints with, 142: 100 
switches for, foot, 146:26-28 
taper jig for, 145:61, 146:36 
tenons with, 142:63-65 
See also Fences. M.iter gauges. Sawblades. 

Tabletops: 
attachment methods for, 141 :81, 142:50, 

51 
with biscuit joinery, 140:22-24 

book-matches for, 140:18-20 
cock bead for, 142:54, 55 
growth-ring orientation for, 146: 148 
round, cu((ing, 145:57-58 
for small table, 142:53-54 
for trestle tables, 141 :77, 79-8 1 
See also Breadboard ends. 

Tape: 
cellophane, as clamp, 145:22 
duct, for clamping cauls, 143: 10 
foil, for lock locating, 140:24 
for gluing up, 141 :46, 48, 49, 50 
masking, as drill stop, 146:32 

Tape measures, center-finding, reViewed, 
143:38 

Tapers: 
jigs for, 140:76-77, 78, 145:61 
with plane, 142:53 

Teak (Tectolla gmlldls): 
color of, and light, 142:44, 45 
fmishes for, 143: 100-2 

Telephones, strobe-light indicator for, 
reviewed, 142:34 

Templates: 
for cabriole legs, 144:45-46 
for dovetails, 143:86-89 
Frid's view of, 146:82 
for router shaping, 143:82-83 

Tenons: 
with bandsaw, 142:62-63 
compound-angle, 143:60-65, 108-12 
in curved aprons, 145:62-62 
to fit, 141 :76 
by hand, 142:50-5 1, 61 -62 
with horizontal mortisers, 142:67 
loose, 143:78, 81 -82 

commercial system for, 140:42 
making, 141 :69, 142:65, 66, 67 

with radial-arm s3w, 142:62-63 
with routers, 142:65-67 
types of, 142:61 

Thicknessing, with planes, 142:98 
Thickness planers: 

go/no-go gauge for, 145:88-89 
sled for, 145:90-92 
system for, 145:88-91 
warped lumber through, 145:90-91 

Thomas Chippendale School of Furniture, re
viewed, 142:24 

Tool chests, Studley magnificent, 143:28 
Tools: 

evolution of, 146:7 1-77 
hand, book on, 140:26 
old, 

reissue of, 146:73-74 
source for, 142: 106 

parts for, web site on, 140:26 
relationship with, 146:86-89, 96-97 

Tu rning: 

V 

of beads, 145:84-87 
of cabriole legs, 144:46-48 
collectors of, 146:95 
egg box, 144:94 
evolution of, 146:90-95 
hollow, 

12-in. walnut, 144:96 
lidded carved, 144:97 

for molded corners, 142:80-81 
spindle, 

blanks for, 142:69 
in duplicate, 142:68-71 
patterns for, 142:68, 69 

straightedge for, wooden, 142:70 
symposiums of, 146:93-95 
See also Skews. 

Varnish, rubbing out, 144:70-71 
Veneer: 

bandsawing, 143:44-49, 144:66-67 
bandsawn, surfaCing, 143:48-49 
for drawer front, 142:;4 
iron-on, troubleshooting, 140:98 
matching, 143:48, 49 
sawing, 142:54, 55 
source for, 140:78 
taping, 143:48, 49 
thin, planing, 144:66 
video on, reviewed, 14;:26 

Vessels: 
hollow burl, 146:92 
pierced, 145:26, 146:90 

Videos: 
on jointer tune-up, 142:39 
on mortise and tenon, 142:67 

Vises: 
bar clamp-bench, reviewed, 140:38 
bench, with hand screws, 146:36 
caps for, 145:40 
machinist's, clamping keel for, 144:22 
shoulder, removable, 142: 18-20 
See also Cradles. 

w 
Walnut (Juglalls spp.): 

black (f. nigra), sapwood staining, 
141: 102-4 

color of, and light, 142:45 
Warner, Patrick: 

on router bits, 140:62-65 
on router fence, 144 :89-93 
on routers for tables, 142:86-89 

Warp, correcting, 143: 106 
Waxes: 

applying, 141 : 126 
chOOSing, 141:  126 
colored, over shellac, 141 :  126 
as finish, 141 :58, 62-63 
for machinery tables, 146:30 
mixing, 141 : 126 
pigmented, making, 140:49-50 (addenda, 

142:8) 
-polish, 

defined, 140:47-48 
making, 140:48-49 

removing, 140:;0 

solvents for, 140:48 
types of, 140:46-47 
using, 140:50-51 

\Veb sites: 
for builders, 145:28 
on dUSl-<:ollection, 141 :87 
on finishes, 145:28 
FlVlV's own, 143:8 
gallery, 144:32 
on handsaw chest, 142:24 
on lumber, 140:26 
mUSical, 142:24 
on plans, 141 :26, 145:28 
setting up, help With, 144:32 
on tool parts, 140:26 
on wood shrinkage, 142:24 

Wedges, making, 146: 1 10-11 
Wheel dressers, choosing, 140:8 

Yew 

\VIlite, John, on joimer tune-up, 142:38-43 
William and Mary, furniture of, 146:57 
Williams, Gary: 

on circular saws, 143:70-73 
on tying down lumber, 144:72-73 

Wood: 
annual rings in, orientation of, 146:148 
choices of, 145: 100-2 
cup in, correcting, 146: 148 
drying, importance of, 146:148 
exotic, certification programs for, 146:64-

67 
oily, sealers for, 145:54 
See also Burls. 

Wood movement, of kiln-<lried wood, 141 :96-
98 

Wood storage, system for, 140:70-71 
Woodworking: 

with a group, 144:84-88, 130 
historics of, 145:8-10 
letters about, 146: 130-31 
skills of, acquiring, 140:96 

Workbenches: 
carver's swivel-tilt, reViewed, 140:34 
designing, 141 :54-55 
simple, drawered, 143:50-51 
Work-Mate, auxiliary jaws for, 141:22 
See also Tables: workshop. 

Workshops: 
in garage, 141 :51-55 
lighting for, 141 :53-54 
roof for, 141 :52-54 
for secretary, building, 144:88 
See also Finish rooms. 

Wright, Robert S., on dust-detector switch, 
143:66-69 

y 
Vew (Taxlis spp.), aging finish for, 140: 130 
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COJWO�Nrs 
SAVE the CAPITAL INVESTMENT 
o/MACHINING plus INNOVATIVE, READY·TO·ASSEMBLE 
COMPLETE 32mm SYSTEM • RESIDENTIAL ' COMMERCIAL 

DOWELS INSERTED 
in TOPS ' BOTTOMS ' RAILS 

SHELVES and DRAWER PARTS INCLUDED by CABINET 
OPTIONS: FLAT DOORS & DRAWER FRONTS, SA LICE HINGES 
and ALFIT SLIDES & CUSTOM BANDING �;===?1 THERMOFUSED 2·SIDED MELAMINE Ir 

CALL FOR A BROCHURE 
PHONE 303-321-5320 • FAX 303-321-5333 
3838 EUOORA WAY ·  OENVER, CO 80207 

READER SERVICE NO. 213 

the benefits of HVLP with a FUJI ! 

• High tranrfer efficiency 

Introducing the new Q3" and Q4 T. 
Quiet models. 

First ever in the mid-price range. 

Noise reduced by over 50% for a 

more relaxed spraying environment. 

Systems also include the new Fuji 

Hi-Flex T. Rubber Hose. 

F 
• Saft, easy to control spray INDUSTRIAL SPRAY 
• Compact and portable E Q U I P M E N T  LTD. 

Dealer Inquiries Welcome · 800-650-0930 • Website: www.fujispray.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 162 

READER SERVICE NO. 208 
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You work hard every day. The Panasonic 15.6V Dril l/Driver works harder. 

• 3.0 Ah Nickel Metal Hydride battery pack del ivers more watt-hours 

of power than any other battery pack available. 

• Gives you all the power of a typical 1 8V Drill/Driver and weighs 

nearly 20% less. 

Call 1 -800-338-0552 for a dealer near you or visit 

www.panasonic.com/cordlesstools for more information. 

READER SERVICE NO. 119 

,. ; c;' 
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Rules of Thumb B Y  P H I L I P  C .  L O W E 

The scra per ca n rep l ace a stack of sa ndpa per 

Tired of sanding? Fed up with the hours of 
drudgery, the clouds of dust and the high costs? 
There is one simple tool that can get rid of 
rasp, saw, gouge and milling marks, shearing 
away feathery layers at each stroke and leaving 
a smooth surface. 

The principle behind the card scraper is sim
ple: Take a piece of flat steel about the size of an index card. Pol
ish an edge and rub it with a metal bar to 
create a sharp burr, or hook. Then flex the 
scraper slightly with your thumbs and 
push it across the workpiece at an angle 
that allows the burr to cut the wood. 

Unfortunately, many woodworkers balk 
at the scraper, either giving up after one 
stab at sharpening and using it or not even 
trying at all. 

out a squarely honed edge to start with, for ex
ample, you won't get a razor-sharp bUff later. 

Whether your scraper stock is square or 
curved, large or small, the sharpening technique 
is the same. The first step is done on any previ
ously sharpened scraper but should be unnec
essary for a new one. With the scraper lying flat 
on the bench, the burnisher is forcefully dragged back and forth 

to flatten the previously turned burr. 
The burnisher is made of hardened steel 

and ideally should be free from nicks and 
polished to a mirror finish. Burnishers 
come in a few shapes and sizes. I prefer a 
cylindrical shape with a conical point, but 
I believe it's no longer available. These 
days I suggest the triangular style that ta
pers to a point. 

But they are missing out on a dirt-cheap 
tool that can take the place of coarse and 
medium grades of sandpaper and can be 
cut or ground into an infinite variety of 
custom shapes to smooth inlay, moldings, 
cove cuts and most other curved and flat 
surfaces. Also, where sandpaper tends to 
round over nearby details, scrapers cut 
only where you want them to. 

Scrapers come In many sizes and shapes. 

Aside from the standard card and gooseneck 
shapes, you can grind custom profiles to fit 

everything from beads to coves and use thin 

scrapers to wrap around curves. 

Leveling and honing the edge-The 
next step is to place your scraper in a vise 
with the edge to be sharpened parallel to 
the benchtop. Draw-file the edge using a 
mill file, directing your strokes along the 
length of the scraper. Hold the file at 
roughly a 45°  angle in the horizontal 

Finally, the card scraper's width is great enough to overlap marks 
or undulations created by a handplane or cabinet scraper, making 
it the logical next step in surface preparation. In fact, the card (or 
hand) scraper is often mistakenly called a cabinet scraper, but the 
latter is a spokeshave-like tool. 

Sharpening is not d ifficult  
Sharpening, or  burnishing, a scraper i s  actually a simple process. I t  
takes a little trial and error to  create a usable burr, but you have to 
learn it only once, and there are a few basic keys to success. With-

plane. Give thought to filing the edge 
straight along its length and square to the sides. 

Honing the edge follows. This achieves two things: It removes 
any file marks and brings the edge to a polished surface, square to 
its sides. Honing and polishing are done on three surfaces: the nar
row edge and the two flat broad sides. I suggest starting with a 
coarse stone to remove file marks followed by a finer-grit stone. 
The finer these surfaces are polished, the sharper the edge. 

Burnishing-At this stage the scraper is placed back in a vise with 
the edge to be burnished parallel to the top of the bench. Begin by 

J O I NTI N G  TH E E D G E  
First, level the 

edge with a mill 

file. Hold the file 

at about a 45° an

gie to the direction 

of the cut. Take 

care to keep the 

file square to the 

work through 

the entire stroke. 
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Then hone each 

surface. Start with 

the thin edge of the 

scraper, moving 

from a coarse stone 
to a fine one. Then 

lap the sides flat. 

Photos: Asa Christiana 



AMAZING SWEDISH MILL 
only $2995 
With Stihl 066 

Exceptionally Fine 
• :1 � Furniture & Instrument t �_ � Grade Woods 

PREMIUM WALNUT, CHERRY, CURLY CHERRY, 
BIRDSEYE AND TIGER MAPLE 

Sawmill Direct · Slabs to 40" Wide 
75+ Unusual Native & Imported Species 

Matching Flitches ' Burls & Turning Blocks 
Order 75 Domestic and Imported Species 4/4 - 1 6/4 

Custom Flooring & Wainscotting 
Reclaimed Pine & Chestnut 
No Order Too Large or Too Small 

8 5 8  Scotland Road, Quarryville, PA 1 7566 
1-800-342-0001 (717) 284-0001 • Fax (717) 284-2400 
" Z  .. 

National & International Shipping 

READER SERVICE NO. 132 

CLASSIC DESIGNS 
by MATTHEW BURAK 

READER SERVICE NO. 131 

Mi lwaukee 
Makita 

Tools & Accessories 
On-Line! 
1 -800-735-8665 

READER SERVICE O. 144 

Quick-Loc Stop System 
Advanced Measuring 

System 
Toll Free: (888) 289-9432 

Fax: (330) 343-7050 

A dependable industrial 
strength stop system with 
teeth in 1/16" & 1 mm 
increments. Simply slide 
the Quick-Loc stop to the 
correct setting and let go. 

It's as easy as picking up & 
pressing down the Multi-Loc 
for multiple stops. It is set 
into place and cannot slip. 

READER SERVICE NO. 236 
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R u I e S 0 f T h U ill h ( c o n t i n u e d )  

B U R N I S H I N G  

Creating the hook 

edge. Start with the 

burnisher held 90° to 

the edge. Use firm 

strokes along the 

length of the edge, 

gradually angling the 

burnisher down to 
about 80° to create a 

smooth burr. 

drawing the burnisher across the edge, holding the tool at a right 
angle to the sides. Start with light pressure and increase it with 
each pass. This flattens any scratch marks left on the surface, again 
helping to achieve a sharp edge. After four or five passes at the 90° 
angle, tilt the burnisher slightly for the next pass, which com
presses the corner, mushrooming it out along the edge. Do this to 
both sides of the edge, creating two working burrs. 

You might ask what the correct angle is for the burnisher while 
creating the burr. Think of it this way: The greater the angle of the 
burnisher, the more you will have to tilt the scraper to get it to cut. 

Your burnishing should be firm enough to feel a distinct edge on 
the scraper. If the edge gets rolled over too far, it can be straight
ened to a better cutting angle by placing the point of the burnish
er behind the burr and dragging it along the inside of the hook, 
bending it back to a more pleasing cuning angle. This is why I pre
fer a burnisher that comes to a point. 

ext, flip over the scraper in the vise and level, hone and sharp-

A M U LTITU D E  
O F  U S ES 

A scraper can handle 

flat and curved surfaces 

and areas prone to 

tearout. A flat scraper, an

gled slightly to create a 

shearing action, can level 

the inlay on a Pembroke 
table leg (left) and remove 

rasp marks on a cabriole 

leg (center). A gooseneck 

scraper smooths the cove 

in a bracket foot (right). 
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en the opposite side. At this point it's best to hold the scraper in 
the vise between two sticks, which prevents the newly burnished 
edges from being damaged. 

Using a card scraper 
The scraper can be held and moved across the wood in various 
ways. Typically, the scraper is flexed slightly across its length when 
used. This prevents the corners from digging into the surface. This 
bend is accomplished by pushing in the center of the tool with 
your thumbs and pulling with your fingers at the ends, creating an 
arc across the cutting edge. This is not much of a curve, just 
enough to lift the ends off the surface. 

Tilt the scraper forward at an angle that will turn up a shaving, 
then push it across tl1e work surface. You also can pull the tool. In 
this case, use your tl1umbs to pull off tl1e ends of the tool from tl1e 
surface and push tlle center with your fingers. 

A word of caution: When a lot of scraping is done, a great deal of 
friction occurs, which will heat up tlle tool and can burn thumbs 
and fingers. Woodworkers employ a variety of tricks to avoid blis
ters. Some wrap tape around tl1eir thumbs. Otl1ers place flexible 
rubber refrigerator magnets on the back of the scraper. There are 
even holders designed to properly flex the scraper and shield your 
fingers from tlle heat buildup. But I have never had a problem us
ing just my thumbs and fingers. 

A common pitfall is focusing your efforts in one spot to remove 
tearout. This can lead to scraping a hollow into the surface of your 
panel. It may not be noticeable on bare wood but will stand out af
ter a finish has been applied. 

Some other useful applications for the scraper are removing file 
marks after shaping a cabriole leg, or fairing moldings once they 
have been mitered and attached. Straight, curved and gooseneck 
scrapers can be purchased, or you can cut and grind your own 
custom shapes. 

Sometimes I take a scraper to a sheet-metal shop and have them 
shear off a piece to a particular width. Then, back at the shop, I 
grind it to suit a particular profile. A piece of an old bandsaw blade 
makes a good scraper blank. A narrow scraper can be wrapped 
around a curved surface to smooth it. 

If you're tired of buying sandpaper and fed up with holding 
onto a loud power sander that feels like a beehive in your hand, 
try the scraper. It works great when sharpened correctly, and it 
keeps tlle dust down. 



EuroShop 
Fine European Woodworking Machinery 

CU300K 
Combination Machines 
• 4 Models 
• 1 0"·12" Blade Capacity 
• Scoring Available 
• 4 Speed Shaper with Router Ir'nl' aL_-
• Standard & Linear Sliding 
• 1 2" to 1 6" Jointer Capacity 
• 9" Thickness Planing Capacity 

Over 1 1 0  Years of Combined Manufacturing Experience 

AGAZZANI 
Agazzani 
Bandsaw 

1938 

• 7 Models Available 
from 1 6' to 36' 

__ ..... ...- • Resaw Capacities 
from 1 0" to 21 .5" 

• Electronically Balanced 
Cast I ron Wheels 

• Cold Vulcanized Tires 
• High Rigidity Frames 
• Foot Brake with Micro 

Switch 

Find out why EuroShop offers the 
best quality, value and features in 
the widest range of products for 
any woodworker. 

READER SERVICE NO. 227 

Wood moisture is a crucial factor that 
determines usefulness and stability of 
wood. Pin-type moisture testers 
measure surface and core moisture to 
avoid cracking, warping and delamination. 

The versatile mini-Ligno meters from 
Lignomat are ideal for veneer, heavy 
timbers and curved plywood; a favorite for 
professional woodworkers and serious 
hobbyists. Ask about our free brochure 
for pin and pinless moisture meters. 

800/227-2105 U.n •••• • SA Ud. 
503/257-8957 

READER SERVICE NO. 47 

2217 EI Sol Avenue 
Altadena. CA 91001 

800- 203-Q023 
_eagIeo4oola com 
Fine Woodworking 
Machinery &: Tools 
S i n c e 1 9 8 8  

LOOK WHAT A TYPICAL TABU SAW CAN DO. 
Convert yonr table saw into a molder with the Magic Molder, 

MAGIC 
MOlDER,. 

I ';;·1 
818.782.0226 

A Division of: 

� Interprtses.lnc. 

9250 Independence Ave. Chatsworth, CA 91311 8 1 8 . 782. 0226 or FAX 8 1 8 .909.7602 

E m a i l :  sales@lrhent.com Website: www . l r h e n t . c o m  

READER SERVICE NO. 88 

SpecifiCitiol. 
3hp 1ph 220V 

3hp 3ph 2301460V 
1 2'/13' Blade Capacity 

Automatic Brake 
24· Crosscut Capacity 

Auto Retum Device 
Complete Guarding, 
Table, Frame Legs 

The Original Saw Company 
465 3rd Ave. !iE • P.O. Box 331 

Br itt. Iowa 5D4i!3 

www.orlglnalBaw.com 

Boo-733-4063 • 1515) 843-3B6B 

FAX 1515) 843-3B69 

Call fur a distributor nearest you 

READER SERVICE O. 161 
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I N DUSTR I A L  

ROUTER B I TS 
SAW BLADES 

ON THE WEB 
F R E E :  Sharpening Coupon with evety Purchase 

WWW.FARALLONKN IVES .COM 
PRECISION GRINDING 

1 -800-4-A-KN IFE 
25 Sagamore Rd . Worcester,MA 01605 . 508-753-8183 . (ax 508-797-5626 
ematf wcc@worcestercrat(center org • www worcesteruaftcenter org ( 1 -800-425-6433 ) 

READER SERVICE NO. 74 

HEARNE HARDWOODS, INC. 
Specializing in 

Pennsylvania Cherry 
Plain & Figured Cherry from 4/4 to 1 6/4 

Also: Premium Walnut, Figured Maple, wide 

planks & a large variety of exceptionally fine 

domestic & imported woods including free form 

slabs, turning blanks, burls, & instrument lumber. 
National & Intemational Shipping 

200 Whiteside Dr., Oxford, PA 19363 
.. ph 610-932-7400 fax 610-932-3130 .. 
- email hearnehardwoods@chesco.com 

Toll Free 1-888-814-0007 
READER SERVICE NO. 1 1  

• Through 

• Double 

• Drawer Front 

• Half-Blind 

• Sliding 

Box Joints & 
Wooden Hinges If] 
• Learn the secrets to .� 

making perfect � 
box joints. 

• See the tricks to 

making wooden 

hinges. 

Reg: $24.95 ea. 

SALE: $19.95 ea. 
or $35.00 for both ($5.00 S & H) 

Order your Videos todayl 
1 · 800·752·0725 rfoodpeckers Inc. 

T h e  I n c r a  T o o l  S o u r c e  

www.woodpeck.com 
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READER SERVICE NO. 82 

Sign up online to win! 
Grand Prize: a complete set of Fine Woodworking-

25 years' worth -in  pristine condition,  or $450 
in Taunton merchandise . 

First Prize: $250 in Taunton merchandise . 

Second Prize: $ 150 in Taunton merchandise. 

We've heard from hundreds of people who 

wou ld do just about anyth ing for a complete set 

of Fine Woodworking magazines. Now there's 

an easier way. Just go onl ine and enter our raffle !  

I f  you're not online: 

Send a postcard with your name 

and address to: Fine Woodworking 

Anniversary Raffle, The Taunton Press, 

63 S. Main St., P.O. Box 5506, 
Newtown, CT 06470-5506. 
Deadline for entries: January 31 , 2001 
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Come see what's new at 
Everything you need for your shop . . . 
The nation's premier woodworking 
tour is coming your way, complete 
with more tools and materials, more 
information and more inspiration 
than ever-including woodworking 
seminars and free demonstrations
all under one roof! 

Here's what you'll find at 
* The Woodworking Shows *: 

• Live demonstrations of the latest equipment. 

Savings on tools and equipment for your shop. 

• Tips and techniques to improve your woodworking. 

• Dozens of show specials every day. 

• A chance to meet and learn from some of the finest 
woodworkers in the country! 

Woodworking Seminars and free Masters' Stage 
demonstrations will be presented by Fine Woodworking 
magazine and the Marc Adams School of Woodworking. 

For more information on the 
woodworking shows and seminars, 

call 1-800-826-8257 
or visit www.thewoodshows.com 

*THE 
WOODWORKING 

SHOWS * 
tools • supplies • education 

February 23-25 
CE NTRAL FLORI DA 
Florida State Fa i rgrounds, Tampa, FL 

TEXAS 
Airport Convention Center, San Antonio, TX 

March 2-4 
WESTERN N EW YOR K  
Erie Cou nty Fa i rgrounds, Hambu rg ,  NY 

UTAH - Salt Lake City 
Southtowne Exposition Center, Sandy, UT 

March 9-1 1 
N O RTH CAROLINA 
Merchandise Mart, Charlotte, NC 

N EVADA 
Cashman Center, Las Vegas,  NV 

March 1 6-1 8 
NORTHERN V I RG I N IA 
Capita l Expo Center, Cha nti l ly, VA 

O H I O  - Cleveland 
Summit Cou nty Fa i rgrounds, Ta l l madge, OH 

March 23-25 
G EORGIA - Atlanta 
Gwi n n ett Civic Center, D u l uth,  GA 

M I C H I GAN - Grand Rapids 
Delta Plex Expo Center, Wa lker, M I  

March 30 - April 1 
MASSACHUS ETTS 
Eastern States Exposition, West Springfield, MA 

P E N NSYLVANIA 
Farm Show Complex, H a rrisburg ,  PA 

April 6-8 
TEXAS 
Astroarena ,  H ouston,  TX 

KENTUCKY 
Kentucky Fa i r  and Exposition Center 
Louisvi l le, KY 

more to come! 



* The Woodworking Shows * 

.. . and a chance to see master craftsmen at work. 
Fine WqqQWorking is pleased to present: 

Woodworking Seminars 
L E A R N  F R O M  T H E  B E S T 

Woodworking Seminars give you a chance 

to spend time with master woodworkers 

and improve your woodworking skills. 

Meet accomplished craftsmen and authors 

such as Kelly Mehler, Graham Blackburn, 

Brian Boggs, Lon Schleining, Alan Lacer, Yeung Chan, and many others-and 

watch them at work. Choose from full-day and 3-hour sessions and topics in every 

area of woodworking, including turning, finishing, cabinetmaking, furniture 

making, and hand- and power-tool skills, and more. Register in advance and get 

FREE admission to the show. 

Masters' Stage 
L E A R N  F R O M  T H E  B E S T 

Masters' Stage is a senes of free demonstrations 
presented on the show floor by many of the 

same accomplished woodworkers who are giving 

seminars. This is your chance to learn, firsthand 

and at no extra cost, from noted authors and 

craftsmen. See how the pros make face-frame cabinets, choose gluing strategies, 

cut circles with a router . . .  and much more. 

The Woodworking Seminars and Masters' Stage demonstrations are presented by 

the renowned Marc Adams School of Woodworking and Fine Woodworking 
magazine, the leading source of woodworking information and inspiration for the 

last 25 years. 

Presented by the Marc Adams 
School of Woodworking. 

Call 1 -800-826-8257 for a show brochure to see which seminars and 
demonstrations will be given at the shows in your city. 

Not al l seminars are available at every show. 

Be there . . .  learn from the best. 
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Q &A 
Flatte n i ng a s h a rpe n i ng ston e  
I have inherited what I believe is an 

Arkansas sharpening stone. While one 

side is reasonably flat, the other side is 

worn in the center. What is the best way 

to flatten such a stone? 

-Sam Osipo, Minneapolis, Minn. 

Garrett Hack replies: All waterstones and 
oilstones, natural and man-made, need 
periodic maintenance to keep their 
working faces flat. 0 matter how careful 
you are to use the entire surface of the 
stone or how light your pressure, the 
middle gets the most action and wears 
hollow. After that, it's impossible to truly 
flatten the back of a plane iron or chisel. 

The price you pay for the fast cutting of 
waterstones, which are usually 
considerably softer than oilstones, is that 
frequent flattening is necessary. Longer
wearing oilstones might need , 
maintenance only a few times a year, as 
much to renew the glazed-over and dull 
surfaces as to flatten them. 

By far the easiest flattening method is to 
use a large diamond stone (medium grit 
or a series of different grits if you are 
feeling wealthy) lubricated with kerosene 
for oilstones and water for waterstones. 

Rub the two stones together while 
flushing the surfaces with lubricant. As 
you work you will see a fresh, flat surface 
growing from the ends in toward the 
center. Only a few minutes of effort will 
flatten a waters tone. 

A less expensive alternative is to use a 
piece of plate glass with either silicon
carbide abrasive powder sprinkled on it 
or a sheet of coarse (120 to 150 grit) wet
or-dry sandpaper. Use plenty of lubricant 
and shift the way you hold the stone to 
get the most even flattening, checking the 
bottom of the stone periodically. I prefer 
the abrasive powder for its quick cutting, 
even though over time it does wear the 
glass plate. I've seen Japanese craftsmen 
flatten their waters tones on a smooth face 
of a cement block. Recently I had good 
results with the granite step that leads 
into my shop. It doesn't matter which 
method you choose but that you keep 
your stones tuned. 
[Garrett Hack is an author and furniture 
maker in Thetford Center, Vt.] 

Oil- lu bricated VS. oi l-free 
com pressors 
I am interested in information on oil

lubricated and oil-free air compressors. 

F L A TT E N I N G A W 0 R N S TO N E 

A large, medlum.grlt diamond stone 

makes short work of flattening a water

stone. Use plenty of water and check your 

progress periodically. Use kerosene as the lu

bricant when flattening Arkansas stones. 

You should see a fresh surface spread

ing in from the edges as you flatten. The 

old, hollowed surface is the darker area in 

the center of the stone. 
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What are the advantages and 

disadvantages of each for typical shop 

use-for air tools and paint spraying, 

for example? 

-Don Trapp, Albuquerque, N.M. 

Roland Johnson replies: In the consumer 
marketplace oil-free compressors 
have appeared in great numbers in 
recent years. The reason for their 
proliferation is that oil-free compressors 
are less expensive to produce than oil
lubricated compressors and can be sold 
for less. 

There is a price to be paid in the 
bargain, however. Oil-free compressors 
turn at higher speeds than oil-lubricated 
compressors, resulting in increased 
wear and shorter compressor life. Oil
free compressors also tend to be quite 
noisy. And frequent air-intake filter 
changes are necessaIY because the 
cylinders are usually aluminum and 
will wear out quickly if dust or debris 
enters them. 

Oil-lubricated compressors, on the 
other hand, turn at much slower speeds, 
meaning less heat is produced, 
substantially lengthening compressor life. 
Also, oil-lubricated compressors are 

Photos: Asa Christiana 
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WATERLOX 
FINISHES 

L E G E N D A RY WO O D  F I N I S H E S  

In 1916, it sraned small. A 
legendary wood finish that was 

developed and hand made of the 
very best ingredients, while 
providing the best and most 
beautiful finish. 

The stories were true. Our special 
hand made blend ofTung Oils 
make Waterlox Original products 
the best and easiest ro use. 

Yoo can still use the same 
legendary wood finishes that were 
developed in 1916 today. For 
product and ordering information 
about our legendary wood 
finishes, visit our wehlite at 
hup:/Iwww.waterlox.com or call 
1 .800.321.0371. 
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Looking for wood? Find it fastl 
Selling wood? Join Wood Finder today! 

Locate any wood in seconds! 
Hundreds of quality suppliers in our database! 

Up-to-date inventory listings! 
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www.woodfinder.net 
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Premium micro-grain carbide yields a 
longer cutting life. 
Diamond honed to a 600 grit mirror 
finish on CNC grinders. 
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of +/- .005". 
High hook and  shear angles 
produce a clean cut. 
Anti-kickback design forces 
smoother entry into stock. 
Balanced in excess of 25,000 RPM 
for smooth routing. 

,.IEIE CAJ'AI.OGI 
1-800-533-9.298 3 PIECE RAISED PANEL 

DOOR SET • 1 /2' SHANK 
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much quieter. I n  fact, some o f  the 
slower-turning, two-stage compressors 
are incredibly quiet considering the 
quantity of compressed air they 
produce. Many of the oil-lubricated 
models on the market can trace their 
design heritage back to the 1930s and 
1940s with little change. Good design is 
hard to beat. 

Air tools and spray-finishing equipment 
tend to be big consumers of air, both 
in volume and in pressure. A high
pressure spray gun requires a compressor 
capable of continuously producing 
9 cu. ft. to 1 1  cu. ft. per minute (cfm) 
of air volume at 50 psi to 60 psi of 
pressure. Some air tools, such as die 
grinders and dual-action sanders, will 
require even more volume at higher 
pressures. An oil-free compressor large 
enough to handle these air requirements 
will be nearly as expensive as .an oil
lubricated compressor. 

The only real advantage of the oil-free 
compressors is that there is no possibility 
of oil contamination of spray equipment. 
Oil-lubricated compressors, especially 
units that have seen a lot of use, can 
allow oil past the piston rings and 
into the compressed air, which can 

cause significant problems when 
spraying finishes. 
[Roland Johnson runs a cabinet shop in 
Sauk Rapids, Minn.] 

Wood trim 
a ro u n d  a l a m i n ate top 
I would like to know how laminate tops 

are made with wood trim around the 

edge that is absolutely flush with the top 

surface of the laminate. When I try to 

sand down the wood to the correct level, 

I end up scratching the laminate. 

-Jim Orr, Clermont, Fla. 

Bill Duckworth replies: I'll confess that 
I've done a lot more laminate work than 
I'd prefer to admit. Whether the 
application is a tabletop with a lumber 
edge, as you asked about, or bookcase 
shelves or melamine cabinet face frames, 
I always employ a tongue-and-groove 
joint where wood meets plastic. 

For 3,4-in.-thick core material, rout both 
sides so that you end up with a tongue 
that is \4 in. thick by \4 in. deep. Routed 
plastic-laminate edges are razor sharp, so 
always ease those edges slightly using a 
sanding block with 150-grit sandpaper. 
This will create a slight groove between 

APPLYING WOOD EDGING TO A LAM I NATE TOP 

Backer laminate sheet or 
melamine prevents moisture 
absorption and warpi ng. 
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Leave space 
for excess 
glue. 

Wood 
edging 

the wood and the laminate, which will 
disguise any irregularities. You can omit 
this step if you want a completely flush 
transition from laminate to wood and you 
are sure the sharp laminate edge is not 
sticking up even slightly anywhere along 
the edge. Do a dry-fit to check this. If you 
laid up the laminate yourself, using 
contact cement, count on the edge 
thickness being slightly irregular. 

Mill the lumber to the correct thickness 
and width, making a few extra pieces to 
use for test cuts in setting up your 
grooves. You can easily groove the inside 
face on the tablesaw by using a dado 
blade or by making several passes with a 
regular sawblade. You want a snug fit, 
one that will slip on and off without a lot 
of force. Also, it's a good idea to cut the 
groove an extra YI6 in. or so deeper than 
the tongue, so that when you glue it in 
place there's somewhere for the extra 
glue to go. 

In most cases it's easier, neater and 
cleaner to put a finish on the wood 
before gluing it to the laminate because it 
saves you the time and trouble of adding 
masking tape to all of the joints later. 
[Bill Duckworth is an associate editor.] 

Router speed control lers 
I would like to slow down my grinder 

from 3,450 rpm so I don't burn chisel 

and knife edges when sharpening. Will 

one of those router speed controllers 

work on my grinder motor? 

-Calvin Lynn, New Orleans, La. 

Asa Christiana replies: Jason Knapp, who 
is on tlle technical staff of Woodcraft 
Supply Corp.,  said aftermarket electronic 
controls do not work on induction 
motors, such as those on bench grinders. 
The capacitor on an induction motor will 
blow tlle fuse on the electronic control. 
Most stationary machines in the shop
drill presses, tablesaws, bandsaws, 
jointers, lathes-use induction motors. 

Aftermarket router speed controllers are 
designed for universal motors-tllose 
with replaceable brushes. These motors 
are also used in hand drills, circular saws 
and other portable power tools. 

You can reduce the speed of your 
grinding setup by means of pulleys, Witll 
the grinding wheel mounted on a 
separate mandrel, or you can just get a 

Drawing: Vince Babak 
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slower motor. To avoid burning your 
tools, try a 1,750-rpm motor with an 
aluminum-oxide grinding wheel. 
[Asa Christiana is an associate editor.) 

Getting rid of worms i n  wood 
I am resawing some thick walnut 

branches. There are white wormy bugs 

beneath the bark and occasionally 

deeper into the wood. How do I kill the 

bugs without ruining the wood, building a 

special chamber or spending a lot of 

money? -Dan Danks, via the Internet 

Jon Arno replies: Upon close examination, 
you will probably discover that the worm 
damage in your walnut is confined to the 
sapwood. Walnut heartwood is quite 
resistant to the larvae of most of our 
domestic beetles. The practical solution is 
simply to trim off all of the sapwood 
before stacking the lumber for -drying. 

If you were dealing with some of the 
more susceptible species, such as ash or 
maple, there would be far more cause for 
worry and precious few practical 

Lumber, 
Mouldings, 
Millwork 

C CMIIIP'ANV ... 
248 Ferris Aveoue 

White Plain" NY 10(i03 
Pboae: (914)94'-41 11 
Fax (914) 946-3779 

FREE catalog 
features over 
40 lumber species 
photographed in 
full color ... 

marine and 
architectural 
plywood ... 

stock and custom 
mouldings, millwork, 
paneling, decking, 
and more. 

We can duplicate 
AllY IIIOIIldlng -

J/lSt fal /IS tilt ptGfIIIl 

READER SERVICE NO. 186 
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Removing wormy areas from walnut is simply a matter of trimming away the sapwood. 

Generally, worms veer away when they hit walnut heartwood. Killing worms in other species re

quires heat or pesticide. 

al st,rt ray key bonnie klein . phll,p weber 

doug stowe cra'g stevens . Jul ie mor"ngelio 

SPR ING WORKSHOPS 
MARCH 5-30, 200 1 :-( 
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receive our FREE color catalog I 
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Emperor Clock, L.L.c. 
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A fast, affordable way 
to watch master 
craftsmen at work. 
At $1 1 . 95, these videos are priced right! 

Fine WqQQWorking ��e Versati le Router 1 �Ing the Collar Guide M k' Circles & Holes La '
d 

a . Ing , ppe JOints 

There's nothing like looking over the shoulders of expert craftsmen 

to learn or perfect a woodworking technique. That's what it's like to 

watch these Woodshop Videos from Fine Woodworking: You're right 

there, in the shop with the pros, getting a close look at how they 

work wood. 

Each of our 20-minute videos focuses on a single topic- everything 

from turning a bowl to preparing wood for a perfect finish. 

Our videos feature: 

• Ernie Conover • Jeff Jewitt 

• Michael Dresdner • Garrett Hack 

• Tage Frid • Nora Hall 

• Phil Lowe 

• Richard Raffan 

• Gary Rogowski 

N E W A N D  R E C E N T V I D E O S 
The Versatile Router 1 • Pat Warner 
Part one in  a miniseries about the most versatile power tool 

in the shop. I n  a series of demonstrations, Warner shows you 

how to rout clean circles and holes; how to make ha lf- l apped 

joints at the ends of boards, and laps in the middle of boards. 

The video includes the anatomy of a fixed-base router and a 

lesson on getting two different shapes from the same 

decorative-profi le bit. 

Prod # 014026 

Steam-Bending Basics • Lon Schleining 
Curved forms add a new dimension to straight woodworking. 

And steam-bending is the way to curve wood without losing 

strength or the material's natural appearance. Schleining shows 

you how the whole process works, and how to steam-bend 

through as much as 9O-degrees with common tools. 

Prod # 014028 

• Pat Warner 

• Leonard Lee 

• Sandor Nagyszalanczy • and many others! 

The Versati le Router 2 • Pat Warner 
Furniture maker and inventor Pat Warner demonstrates how to 

rout perfect dados and grooves, how to make through

mortises without tear-out, and how to set up and use the 

table-mounted router. H e  a lso expla ins beari ng-guided bits, 

how to rout sl iding dovetails, and how to manage fu l l 

thickness cuts to make edge-treatments l i ke bul lnoses. 

Prod # 014027 

Starting to Finish • Michael Dresdner 
Master finisher Michael Dresdner sets the stage for a perfect 

finish. He discusses classic, surface-preparation problems and 

solutions; he shows how to recognize and remove dents, how 

to identify and fi l l  gouges, how to pre-raise wood grain to get 

the best results under water-borne finishes, and, most 

important, how to sand properly. 

Prod # 01 4022 

For a complete list of videos or to order call 1 -800-888-8286, 
operator W1 1 00. Visit our web site at www. finewoodworking.com 

(You can preview clips of these videos online.) 
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solutions-short o f  having the wood 
professionally kiln-dried. 

Wood can be sterilized in several ways: 
with heat, by fumigation or by applying 
chemicals. For the average woodworker, 
all of these solutions have limitations. 

Small pieces of infested wood can be 
put in an oven and heated to 190°F for 
about an hour per inch of thickness. With 
varying degrees of success, small pieces 
can also be fumigated by putting them in 
a plastic bag, spraying them liberally 
with a bug bomb, and tying the bag 
closed for a day or two. Certainly, soaking 
the wood in commercially available 
pesticides will kill the worms, but I do not 
favor this approach or even the use of 
bug sprays. Not only are these chemicals 
a toxic risk for a woodworker, but they 
also give the wood an oily feel and 
impregnate it with a noxious odor. 

For longer boards and larger 
inventories, it is possible to scale up on 
any of these procedures by building an 
enclosed heat or fumigation chamber, or 
by setting up a dipping trough. However, 

'Better H..-and G .......... WOOD' �Iagazine (Nov. 'J5) 

IDS AIR-TECH 2001T 
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at some pOint, practicality and common 
sense suggest either hauling the load to a 
commercial kiln or putting it on the 
firewood pile. 
Uon Arno is a wood technologist and 
wood consultant in Troy, Mich.] 

Brush i ng a n d  waxing problems 
I 'm finishing a cherry desktop. After a 

coat of boiled linseed oil, I brushed on a 

high-gloss varnish, and the surface 

looked like it had thousands of pinholes. 

The problem did not occur with satin 

varnishes. I suspect the linseed oil is to 

blame, but I wiped off the excess and let 

it dry for a day before applying the 

varnish. I also have had a problem when 

waxing the surface as a final step. I can't 

seem to get a uniformly glossy surface. 

The desktop is large, so I have been 

working in areas of about 1 sq. ft. or 

2 sq. ft. -Tom Abbot, Boulder, Colo. 

Chris Minick replies: The linseed oil is not 
to blame for the pinhole problem; it is 
your brushing technique. I suspect you 

are overbrushing the finish. Both varnish 
and shellac should be flowed onto the 
surface with a slow, unidirectional brush 
stroke. The choppy, back-and-forth stroke 
conunonly used to apply paint to walls 
forces millions of tiny air bubbles into the 
wet coating. During the drying process 
the bubbles form pinholes when they 
break the surface. 

Wax should be applied to the entire 
surface, then buffed. Applying the wax in 
small adjoining squares leads to buildup 
around the edges of each square (the 
center has one coat, the edges have two). 
Once buffed, the edges will appear 
glOSSier than the body of the square. 
Apply wax to the whole surface, then 
buff, and you will see a difference 
immediately. 
[Chris Minick is a consulting editor.] 

Do you have a question you'd like us 

to consider for the column? Send it to 

Q &A, Fine Woodworking, P.O. Box 5506, 

Newtown, CT 06470-5506 or e-mail it to 

fwqa@taunton.com. 

Let's Clear the Air. • • 
.IDS AIR-TECH 2000™ 

Model 750� Still the Best! 
• Variable Speed Control for 

unlimited air Row settings 

• Highest MlJJlimum air Row in 

its class - ',050 CFM 

• Conllenient On/Off pull chain 

• Ultra Quiet 

• 1/4 H.P. Motor for heallJ' 

duty performance 

• Antimicrobial '  Mi cron 
Internal bag filter 

• UL Listed 
• lifetime Wa rranty 

Manufactured in the U.S.A. www.thejdscompany.com 
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• Industrial Vacuum Bags 
• Vacuum Pumps and Generators 
• Hot and Cold Membrane Presses 

FREE Catalag 

I I MERCURY VAClJ1lM 
..-. PRESSES, INc. 
P.O. 2232 . Fort Bragg, CA 95437 USA 

1-800-995-4506 
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))TURNERS« 
Thick Planks for Bowls/Squares 

))CABINET MAKERS« 
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Profit on wheels! 
Our molder 

will make 
your 

custom 
work . . .  

. . .  customarily profitable! 
1101' over 40 years the USA made W&I-I Molder has been a wise 

investment for woodshop owners. lIind out more about this 

Qualit machine! 

... INTO $$$! 

.� 
PO Box 1 1 49 • Wilton. NH 03086 
1 -800-258- 1 380(USA) 

603·654-6828 fax: 603-654-5446 
Visil us on-line at: williamsnhussey.com 

Wil l iams & Hussey 
Machine Co .. Inc. 
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www.routerbits.com CENTER for FURN ITURE 
C R A F T S M A N S H I P  

Whiteside Router Bits 

Systimatic Saw Blades 

Fisch Forstner Bits 

HTC Mobile Bases 

Router Bits on the Web 
READER SERVICE NO. 50 

CHUEMON brand Japanese Saws 

���� 

210, 240, 270 8( 300 mm RYOBA SAWS 
SPECIAL OffER 

Free brochure call 1 -800-443-55 1 2  
o r  www.hidatool.com 

UIDA TOOL, INC. 
1333 San Pablo Avenue 
Berkeley. CA 94702 
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The New! Kreg Jig® 
K2000 ProPack • • • 

Simple, three-step 

adjustability for 

nearly all material 

dimensions. 
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4-WAY MONEY-MAKER! 
-Planes -Molds -Sands -Saws 

ow you can tum a $2 rough 
board into $25 worth of 
finished molding in just 
seconds! Make over 350 
standard moldings,tongue & 
groove, picture frame stock, 
any custom design! Quickly 
converts to Power-Feed Drum 

Sander or Gang Rip Saw. 
Commercial-Duty 

Machines in 1 2", 1 8" 
and 25" widths. 

Made in USA. 

Infinitely Variable Feed 
Makes The Difference! 

Five -Year 
Warranty. 

Just a twist of the dial adjusts the 
Woodrnaster from 70 to over 1 ,000 cuts 
per inch. Produces a glass-smooth finish 
on tricky grain patterns no other planer can 
handle. Exclusive two-motor system with 
plenty of "muscle" to handle low-cost, rough-cut lumber. 

FREE FACTS Woodmaster Tools, Inc. 

1 .800.821 .6651 1 431 N. Toppi�g Ave. Dept PE87 
Kansas CIty, MD 641 20 Ask for extension PE87 www.WoodmasterTools.com 
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Saw Train is a complete retrofit kit to convert your Shopsmith® Machine into a very 
accurate Wood Machining Center. Jointech brings incremental precision in ripping, 
shaping, molding, edge jointing and dovetailing - and all with just one Fence System! 

Our Retrofit Kit includes all  Rails, Sliding Bridge Assembly, Fence Clamps, Adaptors, 
Router Extension Table with 3-ring Router Plate, Table Lift Jack Screw and our 
Award-Winning CabinetMaker's System. 

• 5-pt Locking System • Modular 
• Absoiute Parallelism • .  001 It Repeatability 

• Large Rip Capacity • Safe & Easy to Use 
• Incremental Accuracy 
• Vacuum Fence 

• Micro-Adjustable 
• Reversible 

www. woodfinishing.org 
Find out more about our 9-month Career Path or 

Summer Session courses in Wood Finishing and Restoration. 

Dakota County Technical College • 800-548-5502 
Study with Mitch Kohanek: Hands-on training in 

Furniture Restoration, Furniture Service Technician 

and Production Finishing. 
Certification and excellent Job Placement. 

Read more about us in Fine Woodworking, #137, p. 26 
Call Mitch at 651 -423-8362 

Classes begin in August 2001, applications now being accepted. 
A MEMBER OF THE MINNESOTA STATE COillGE AND UNIVERsmES EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER/EDUCATOR 

www.dctc.mnscu.edu 
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The ·affordable portable· 
one man band sawmill. 
Weighs only 45 Ibs. Cuts 
20· diameter logs into 
lumber. Minimum 1/8· to 
maximum 9· thickness. 
Maximum width, 14·. 
Start-up video available. 

789 Woburn Street, Dept. 
Wilmington , MA 01 887 
Website: www.ripsaw.com 
e-mail: info@ ripsaw.com 

C3C .. 
(978) 657-5636 

fax (978) 658-0444 
Call or write for free brochure 

READER SERVICE NO. 97 
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Over 100 different nailers 

and staplers. 

Over 50 different routers. 

Over 10300 products from DEWALT. 

Over 500 products from Delta. 

• 

Over 400 different saws. 

It took over 10,000 tools 

to build this site. 

Every voltage of cordless drill. 

Over 100 models in stock. 

Over 500 products from Porter·�ble. 

Over 130 sanders from 

drum to random orbit sanders. 

Thousands of accessories 

including blades, tape measures, 

router bits, and drill bits. 

Hundreds of hard·to·find items 

from Jet, Perform ax, 

and Powermatic. 

A m a zon . c o m  a n d  Tool  C r i b  have n ow m a d e  you r  c o m p uter  E a rth 's b iggest toolbox. 

So for a vast selection of professional grade tools, j ust go to www.toolcrib.amazon.com 
FOR A FREE TOOL CRIB CATALOG OF OUR 
BEST SEUERS. (AU 1·800·635·5140. 

c o r d e d  & cord less power tools  m ea s u r i n g  i n st r u m e n t s  work w e a r  h a n d  tools  

j o b  site offi ce tool storage h eaters & fa n s  power s u p plies t h e  p ro t o o l  store 

safety e q u i p m e n t  ladders & scaffo l d i n g  gas- p owered e q u i p m e n t  l i g h t i n g  a n d  m ore 

READER SERVICE O. 224 

earth's biggest select ion 
amazon.com. 

� 



Visit Fine Woodworking's Web Site . . .  
and Celebrate our 25th Anniversary! 

2 5 T H  A N N I V E R S A R Y  

Vi�����'(�('''"'.'hJ 
YEARS 

/f'ln.WGII:ICtwor.tlnR eelel:nlO' 2S yausof. wcodworkinA Inoors pedll Silnr AMintsuy lnilaWe in ill&· N::wember on tlellIUUndi. $\lb$e.tiben should r&Gelvb 
theit Inuu In mld- N::Nember. 

. 

Plene visit tM�e spact,,1 futures in ceolebA.tlon of ow lnn/Yetury; 
• Table of C0oteot' Read the turrenl tabl. of conlents o1th. anniversary 

Issue along with Information about contributors and web features to 
com •. 

• C,lebrate 2!!iyear. wHh "dODd authors this past Saturday, 
November' 1 In in Norwalk, CT, The Taunton Press hosted Ii 
"febration with authors and sla" of Fine Woodovorlrlng. Check back 
soon for pictures and updates. 

• � Wouldn'you love 10 win a complete set of 25 years' 
worth of FIne WoodtVOrklng7 

• ljJe WoodWprlr!Jg. !1 Download this collector's item in PDF format 

• The 1915 charter lenee Read founder Paul Roman's original promo 
piece thai launched The Taunton Press. 

• File WoodWgdJila ..I1.Itl..IGfiI Meetthe people who pullhe 
magazine together. 

• FiJI Wo0dWorlrbla. � See how they've changed overthe years. 

In Nov&m�rw& plan 11;) �t&ssays from OUtru d&=.anlc.l&s too q \lOles fJQm KIrn& 
OClle mU1&rs OC \IiI\Xldwc:ddtlSl: (Jam&s Ktencw. TaAe PJid aoo,s.tm M.tl ool). 

So In tM ne.xt few Wf:&kS. cane blc.k OC1&n _ aoo it you ae 001: a sutteriter, don't 
f OGttlt to ptc.k up your c.opyti the 25th AtW.'emuybNa 00 tle newntlof\d fflXfl 
mid- lbremterthnlAh Ih& e.ndti Petw,uyt 

Enter online to win! 

.. Meet our staff and contributing editors . 

.. Read . . .  profiles of woodworking masters . 

. . .  new essays on woodworking by readers. 

. . .  issue #1 of Fine Woodworking . 

.. Visit often . . .  we are continual ly u pdating the site! 

For 25 years, Fine Woodworking 
has been the premier magazine for 
people who enjoy making beautiful 
things out of wood. 

.. Grand prize: 25 years of Fine Woodworking i n  prist ine  
condit ion,  o r  $450 i n  Ta u nton m e rch a n d ise . 

.. F i rst p rize: $250 i n  Ta u nton m e rcha ndise .  Second p rize : $ 1 50 
i n  Ta u nton m e rcha ndise . . .  we' l l  a l so be g iv ing away subscript ions 
and ren ewa ls .  

Or enter by mail: 
Send a postcard with you r  name and address to: Fine Woodworking 
An n iversary Raffle, The Ta u nton Press, 63 S. M a i n  St. , P.O.  Box 5506, 
Newtown, CT 06470-5506. 
Deadline for entries: Jan. 3 1 , 2001 . 

Fine �V.o.o.qWorking 
C E L E B RAT I N G  

25 
Y E A R S  



-------------------

DEWALT -------------------
Hlgr PcrlOrl1arl( c industrldl Tools 

Not just a .com! 
-Personal Help 

Finest Quality Reproduction Brass and 
Iron Hardware 

-Wood-working 

experience 

-Large Inventory 

-Immediate 

shipping 

-Pull Line Indus

trial Distributor 

Since 1 932, BALL AND BALL has been 
manufacturing the finest quality antique 
reproduction furniture hardware, 
builders hardware, lighting fixtures, and 

fireplace accessories available. Call (or our 
1 08-page catalog, available for $7.00 
(catalog cost refunded on first order). 

Ball and Ball 

Secure Online Store 

www.tylertool.com 
Person to Person Sales 

463 \,� Lincoln Highway 
Exton, PA 19341 
Phone: 610-563-7330 · Fax: 610-363-7639 
Orders: 1-800-257-3711 1-800-222-8404 
Visit our website - www.ballandball-us.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 120 

GENERAL PRECISION WOODWO:ggt.� 
EXCEPTIONAL 
PRICING 
SERVICE & 
VALUE 
Made III Canada 

GENERAL MACHINERY 
The only High Quality, Heavy DUlY 
Line of Woodworking Equipment 
Tablesaws, Jointers, Mortisers, 
Lathes, Drill Presses and accessories 
including Modulus· Scoring Saw Attachment 

www.woodworktools.com 
ASHMAN TECHNICAL LTD. 

351 Nash Rd, N .  Hamilton, Ontario, CANADA l8H 7P4 
Phone 905-560-2400 • FAX: 905-560-2404 

1 -800-668-572 1 
READER SERVICE NO. 81 

Anderson Ranch Arts Center 
Faculty 

Russell Baldon 
David Ellsworth 

Gail Fredell 
Stephen Hogbin 

Robert Ingham 
Brian Kelly 

Kelti Kadokawa 
Mike Laine 

Tom Loeser 
Lee Lyon 

Sam Malool 
Steven Mankouche 

Isabelle Moore 
Brad Reed Nelson 

Will Neptune 
Laurie Polster 

Stephen Proctor 
Brian Reid 

Merryll Saylan 
Ulrike Scriba 
Rosanne Somerson 
Rick Sturtz 
Tom Urban 

Topics 
Introductory, 
Intermediate & 
Advanced Woodworking 
& Furniture Design 

FIN' .. ore IlIfonutloA colttlct 
Anderson Ranch Arts Center 

P.O. 80, 5598 
Snowmass Village 

CoIOfado 81615 
Tel 970. 923. 3181 

www.andersonranch·ora 
READER SERVICE NO. 137 

RAISED PANEL 
DOORS 
V Check Out Our Features: 

v Superior Quality 

V Fast Delivery 
V Great Prices 
V Drawer Fronts 

V 1 35 Door Designs 
V 10 Wood Species 
V No Order Too Small 
V Dovetail Drawers 

Order our brochure. please enclose $2.00 for shipping. 

Scherr's 
Cabinet & Doors. Inc, 

.. ��\53 15 Burdick Expressway East - Minot. D 58701 jfll" Phone 701 -839-3384 • Fax 701 -852-6090 
email: doonnker@minot.com 
www.scherrs.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 102 

The WOl'Id's Best RouteI' Joinel'V Jigs 
Thinking Jig? Think Leigh. 
Whether you're a hobbyist or a 

READER SERVICE NO. 170 

professional, the Leigh Jig will 
help you create your best work. 
Versatility with precision make 
the Leigh Dovetail Jig better than 
the rest. Rout through and 
half-blind dovetails, with variable 
spacing of pins and rails, on one 
jig. Create decorative lsoloc joints, 
finger joints, and multiple 

mortise & tenons easily with 
Leigh attachments. And our 
easy-ro-follow user guide will 
help make it happen fast! Call 
roll free now ro learn more. 

Joining Tradition With Today 

Call For Your Free Leigh Catalog Today! 1-800-663-8932 
Leigh Industries Ltd., PO Box 357, Port Coquidam, BC, Canada V3C 4K6 Tel. 604 464-2700 Fax 604 464-7404 Web www.leighjigs.com 

J A N U A R Y / F E B R U A RY 2 0 0 1  1 1 3 



M aster Cl ass 
Shape b racket feet i n  a ny sty le us i ng the bandsaw 

B Y  R A N D A L L  O ' D O N N E L L  

Bracket feet have held up furniture for more than 300 years. Like 
most enduring elements, they have weathered changes in style but 
never went out of fashion. Simple, straight bracket feet date to the 
Queen Anne Period. Eventually they became more sophisticated 
and evolved into a graceful ogee (late Queen Anne), many varia
tions of which exist. As rendered in some Chippendale and Feder
al work, they are slimmed down and called French feet. 

I made my first set of ogee bracket feet about 15 years ago for a 
little New England-style blanket chest. I wasn't quite sure how to 
start, so I did some research that suggested I get an antique mold
ing plane to shape the ogee. But finding such a plane in working 
order involved time and a bit of luck. I also knew that shaper 

F U RT H E R  
R E A D IN G  

The Gentleman and 

Cabinet-Maker's Director 
by Thomas Chippendale 

(Dover Publ ications, 1966) 

Furniture Treasury by 
Wallace Nutting (lOG Books 

Worldwide, 1949) 

The Four Books of 
Architecture by Andrea 

Pal ladia (Dover 
Publ ications, 1976) 

The American Builder's 
Companion by Asher 

Benjamin (Dover 
Publications, 1969) 

cutters could be found to cut the 
profile. That, however, was an ex
pensive option. So I went to the 
scrap bin and started experiment
ing with jigs. The solution turned 
out to be simple and involved the 
bandsaw. I've been making brack
et feet this way since. 

My jig consists of a plywood 
base and a post screwed to it. 
That's it. With a bracket-foot blank 
mounted on the jig, and the pro
file penciled in on one face of the 
stock, I can cut any shape, from 
any period, without the need of 
expensive shaper cutters or rare 
molding planes. Poor boys have 
poor ways. 

1 14 F I  E W O O D W O R K I N G  

T H R E E  S T Y L E S  0 F B R A e  K ET F E ET 

STRAIGHT BRACKET FOOT 

Only the inside edge is profi led. 

The outside edge is plumb. Straight 

bracket feet were common on 

Queen Anne furniture made 

between 1720 and 1780. 

OGEE BRACKET FOOT 

Curves grace both the inside 

and outside edges. Ogee 

feet were seen on late 

Queen Anne furniture made 

between 1740 and 1775. 

FRENCH FOOT 

Also cal led a splay foot, this 

foot has a clean sweep that 

gives it a modern 

appearance. French feet were 

common on Chi ppendale and 

Federal furniture made 

between 1780 and 1810. 

Photos: Anatole Burkin 



3001 RAMADA WAY, GREEN BAY, WI 54304 
1 -800-891 -9003 FAX (920) 336-8683 

www.woodworkersdepot.com 
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY AT A WAREHOUSE PRICE 

READER SERVICE NO. 127 

.·.CELTA 
cM' ��.I 

Your Best Work 
Starts With Us ... 
With over 8,000 of the 

finest woodworking tools 
in the world, Woodcraft can 
help you work more efficiently 
a n d  ski l lfu l ly tha n ever, 
Call for your Free copy today. 

1·800·542·9115 .�CID�co�FT· 
Helping You Make Wood Work ' 

Visit one of our stores located nationwide! Call us for the store nearest you. 

Proud sponsor of "The 
,�"",,=-,American Woodshop" 

hosted by Scott Phillips _';==:.J0n PBS. 

READER SERVICE NO. 147 

560 Airport Ind. Park. 
Dept. 01WW02Q, 

PO Box 1686, 
Parkersburg, WV 

26102-1686 

READER SERVICE NO. 64 

J A N U A R Y / F E B R U A R Y 2 0 0 1  1 1 5 



Ma s  t e r e I a s s  ( c o n t i n u e d )  

START B Y  ASSEMBLING T H E  FOOT __________________________________________________ ___ 

The foot derives its 

strength from an 

internal spl ine and a 

corner block. Although 

the corner block is 

screwed in place for 

the glue-up, to remain 

true to the period the 

author replaces the 

screws with antique 

nai ls before attachi ng 

the foot to the case. 

Cut a slot for the spline on each 

face of the miter. The author makes 

the cut on the tablesaw with the 

blade set at 45°. 

BAN DSAWING T H E  PROFILE 

Rout a stopped rabbet on the 

upper inside edge of each leg half. 

Then square the end of the rabbet 

with a chisel. 

Mount the blank to the jig by screwing through the corner block. The jig con

sists of a post of solid wood screwed onto a piece of plywood large enough to bal

ance the assembly while it's being bandsawed. 

1 1 6 F I  I E  W O O D W O R K I N G  

After bandsawing the foot's inner 

profile, assemble the halves. Use 

small bar clamps to close the joint, 

then strengthen it with a corner block 

glued and screwed into the rabbet. 

Cut the outer pro

file. The author nib

bles away at the 

shape and cuts 

from both direc
tions as needed. 

Reposition the 

stock on the jig to 

cut the other face. 

The glue line serves 

as the layout line 

because it follows 

the profile exactly. 

Use rasps and 

files to fair the 

surfaces. Finish by 

sanding, but take 

care not to round 

over the crisp 

edges. 



Dust Problems? Dust Solution ! Introducing the New Delta Store. 
Tap into the Power of the Pros. 

1 .5 hp Collector* 
... Clean 

... �=� .. Air 

Fi lter 
Efficiency 

99% @ 1-2 micron 

100% @ 5 micron 

The new Delta store has over 650 
p roducts from a com plete l ine-up 
of un isaws to those hard-to-fi n d  
machin ery attachmt;!nts.  Exten sive 
p roduct  i n formation i n c l u d i n g  
customer rat ings a n d  reviews will  
help you choose the right tool for 
the job. We'll  even deliver to yo u r  
d o o r  for o n ly $5.99. 

Visit the Delta store at 

Free 
Ductwork 
Design 

• Dust 

Made in 
the 

U.S.A. 

www.amazon.comjdelta 
'Patented Design 

www.oneida-a i r.com 

1 001 W. Fayette SI. Syracuse, NY 1 3204 800-732-4065 Fax 315-476-5044 

READER SERVICE NO. 174 

table saws radial saws miter saws 
scroll & band saws the Delta store 
drilling machines jointers wood shapers 

WOODWORKER'S MART 
THE ST. JAMES BAY TOOL Co. 

Norris Style Planes 
Finished or Castings 

� 
Antique Tools 
Bought & Sold 

Free Catalog 

800,574,2589 
www.stjamesbaytoolco.com 

122 E. Main St. 
Mesa, AZ 85201 
480-835-1477 

AFRICAN EXOTIC HARDWOODS 
• BEST PRICES · DIRECT FROM SOURC�.E�iiie;�a. 
• CLEAR GRADES --r" • LARGE OR SMALL ORDERS WELCOME 

• SHIPPED PROMPTLY NATIONWIDE 

• ASK ABOUT SAMPLE KITS 

CONTACT MAX OR FABS TODAY (828) 658-8455 TEL. 
eORMARK INTERNATIONAL (828) 645-8364 FAX. 
1 8 1  REEMS CREEK ROAD, WEAVERVILLE, NC 28787 

BRING THE 
OUTDOORS, INDOORS 

MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY 
CABINET DOORS AND DRAWER FRONTS 
S INCE 1 980 ' CUSOMIZED TO FIT YOUR 

CUSTOMER'S LIFESTYLE 
PHONE: 1 -800-273-8600 

FAX: 1 -800-565-5019 
MASS BAY WOOD PRODUCTS, I NC. 
145 Fisher Street PO. Box 497 • Frankl in,MA 02038 

� 
BAUHAUS APPRENTICESHIP INSTITUTE 
A non-profit institution concerned with education 

in American Art and Craft 
Apprenticeship: Art-Furniture Construction/Design, 

one year-fulltime, hands-on, professional, no tuition / no salary. 
756 Hannah St., Forest Park, IL 60130, {l08) 488-8398 

WEST SVS'TEI!!! ® 
BOATBUILDERS SWEAR BY IT. 

and so will you. 
Strong. waterproof WEST SYSTEM" Brand epoxy is 
more than a 2-part adhesive. It's a complete system of 
resin. hardeners. fillers and additives from which you 
can easily create the perfect bonding. coating and 
sealing agents for your wood or composite project. 

For a free copy of the 30-page WEST SYSTEM" 
User Manual & Product Guide. write: 

Gougeon Brothers. Inc. 
Dept. 44. P.O. Box 908 
Bay City. MI 48707 
5 1 7-684-7286 

Branding Irons 
STOCK - $59.95 CUSTOM · as low as $78 

SignalUr.., logos, names. Any size or design. 
Optional temperalUr. controller, drill press mount. 

Our personal service will save you money. Same-day quotation.. Quick. tumaroWld from order (0 delivery. 
1-800-964-8251 BrandNew www.brandnew.net WoJJ,,'t WNr WIITIt lo.k be/Ur with '), ... r ''''lite ." it! 

READER SERVICE NO. 246 

See ad index on page 124 for reader service number. 

fROM THE HEART OF 

BIRD/EYE MAPLE 
COUNTRY 

PRIME QUALITY LUMBER AND FLOORING ��� :���-���:0094 
Direct importers of hardwood flooring 

and lumber worldwide. 
Over 80 species in stock 

SELF-ADHESIVE FE I 'T 70% WOOL L 
TA P E S . STR I P S . TAB S . DOTS 

11 800 796 23331 APPROX. 1/1 6" & 1/8" THICK 
- - - BROWN, GREEN, BLACK 

WHITE, AND SILVER GRAY 

��N 
PRODUCTS DIY. 

9611 SOUTH COTTAGE GROVE AVE. 
CHICAGO, IL 60628 
FAX n3-375-2494 

An Education in Craftsmanship 
For careers in: 
• CARPENTRY 
• PRESERVATION CARPENTRY 
• CABINET & FURNlTIJRE MAKING 
• PIANO TECHNOLOGY 
• VIOLIN MAKING & RESTORATION 

Financial aid for qualified students. Accredited member 
ACCSCT. Short workshobs are also offered. 

NORTH · B[NN[TSTREETSCHCDL 
39 North Benner Street ' Bosron, MA 02 1 1 3  (617) 227-0155 • www.nbss.org 
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WOODWORKER'S MART 

A Woodworker's Dream 
Experience a one week workshop where 

you learn to build Shaker-inspired 

furniture with one of our finest craftsmen. 

One-on-one instruction in a superb shop 

located in a restored Shaker village. See 
Fine Woodworking, May '93 for profile. 

Call for details. 

DANA ROBES 
WOOD CRAFTSMEN 
Lower Shaker Village, PO Box 707-FWO 

Enfield, NH 03748 800-722-5036 

QUARTERSAWN HARDWOODS 
ASH, CHERRY, HARD MAPLE, RED OAK, WHT. OAK, 
WALNUT, SYCAMORE. ALSO MANY EXOTIC SPECIES 
IN srOCK. AS ALWAYS IDGHLY FIGURED CURLY 

MAPLE IN 4/4 - 12/4 THICKNESSES. 

WEST PENN 
HARDWOODS, INC. 
O LEAN, NEW YORK 

TOLL-FREE 
(888) 636-wOOD (9663) 

www.westpennhardwoods.com 

WOODJOY TOOLS 
Fine Tools to Enhance 
Your Skill & Ability 

1'0. Box 204, Swansea,MA 02777 
508-669-5245 

www.woodjoytools.com 

CUSTOM BRANDING IRONS 
HIGH QUALITY, DEEP ENGRAVED BRONZE DIES 
LONG LASTING - INDUSTRIAL DUTY HEATERS 

NOT THE CHEAPEST · QUALITY COSTS MORE 
FREE BROCHURE AND SAMPLE BRANDS 

ENGRAVING ARTS 800-422-4509 fax: 707-984-8045 
P.O. Box 787 www.brandingirons.net 
Layronville, CA 95454 e-mail: clem@brandingirons.net 

We understand. 
We're wood people. 

Wheth er it 's th e smell of a fres hly c ut board o r  the 
feeling of a fin e  fin ished p i ec e, w e  und erstand 
ther e's nothing quit e like wo rking with wood . That's 
why w e  car ry the h ighest quality kiln -dr ied Not1hem 
and Appalachian hardwoods a nd wood fro m FSC 
(Crtlfled w ell-ma naged for ests for all your wood 
working proj ects. Call or visit one o f  our 1 IO(3tions. 
NORTHlAND FOREST PRODUCTS 

Kingston, NH • 603.642.3665 
Troy, VA • 804.589.821 3 

Manassas, VA • 703.393.7500 
www.north.andfores •• com 

OLD GROWTH 
Quartersawn White & Red Oak 
Wide Quartersawn & Curly Sycamore 

Precision sawn figured lumber and bookmatched flitches 
www.talarlcohardwoods.com 

610-775-0400 

1 18 F I N E  W O O D W O R K I N G  

RDIIJ, Box3268 
Mohnlon, PA  
1954()'9339 \!SA I IAIsirJQn 

3M™ Power Visor $1 5 goo Includes Battery Charger 
($5 Freight Charge) 

Airware America 
Box 975, Ebow Lake, MN 56531-0975 

3M Authorized Distributor 

www.airwareamerica.com 

i;f�e 1 -800-328-1 792 Ideal for wood dust 

FACTORY 01 RECT PRICES 
check us out now! 

precision 
technology 

1 -800-387 -9789 
www.exaktortools.com 

I 564 Weber 51. N. 
Waterloo. ONT, Canada 

N2L·5C6 
1 (F) 5 19·884-25 1 2  

i"f�t�c.o!o"iatlim�';���� ".www.colonialtimes.com 

DESK TOP LEATHERS 

ANDREW MUIRHEAD 
F INE  SCOTT I SH  LEATH ER  

WAREHOUSED & DISTRIBUTED BY 

DCT HOLDINGS CORP. 
Call for free color card 1 -800-469-2793 

1st Cuts Bandsaw Systems 

-Rolling Carriage, 
collapsable attachment 
for 1 8" & larger 
Bandsaws 

-Turn your saw into 
a small mill & much 
more, check out 
our website for all 
the details 

Pat 
www.1 stcuts.com - 1 stcuts@delimail.com -

See a d  in dex on pa ge 124 for rea der servi ce n umber. 

APPRENTICE 
WITH MASTER CRAFT ARTIST � Woodturning, Furniture Design and Marketing I I CQliforniQ Contemporary Craft Assoc I 

� PO Box 2060, Sausalito, CA 94966 � � Phone/Fax 415-458-3535 www.finecraft.org I 
��Z���'�7�Z�IAWL.7,Z"��.���I,.'��ZZ�I,"� 

Furniture That Floats noahs cedar StrIP, PIVWOOd. canoe & lIByak lOts, 

Study Carving in Vermont 
with Thomas Goldi ng 

Week-long Intensives in New and 
Traditional Woodcarving. Year round. 

HeR 33, Box 7, Saxtons River, VT 05154 
Ph/fax 800· 71 0·1872 www.sover.net/-carving 

• Specializing in exotic and bur' wood veneer • Flexible paper·backed wood veneer • 160 species in stock ' Sheet sizes up to 4' x 12' 
CALL FOR FREE SAMPLE!! 
(800) 426-6018 - (248) 542-9979 
3642 w. " MILE, BEAKLEY, MI 48072 

We make the world plane 

i over 
hand tools, send $2 (refundable) to David Warren 
Direct, PO Box 542, Crystal Lake, IL 60039-0542. 
31 2-856-1701 or 800-724-7758. 
Dealers invited; visit www.ecemmerich.com 

www.librawood.com 
"The best prices 

on the best tools "  
"Forrest" Saw Blades 

''Whiteside" Router Bits 
Plus ' Jacobs' Power Router Collets, VIdeos, Books & more 

Visit our website 4t www.librawood.com 



WOODWORKER·S MART 

1627 New London Rd 
Landenberg PA 19350 

Phone: 610-274·8842 
Fax: 610-255·3677 
www.goodhope.com 

Good Hope 
Hardwoods, Inc. 

"Where Fine Woodworking Begins" 

4/4 · 24/4 Custom Cut Wide Matched Sets 
Custom Flooring Available 

Specializing In: 
Figured & Plain Cherry. Walnut & Claro Walnut, 

Tiger Maple & 58" Wide Bubinga 
Plus Many Other Species 

Visa/Me Monthly Specials 

• Timbers from Protected Forests · • Quantity Discounts · 
oPrompt Shipping Arranged Worldwide 0 • Custom Milling - Lumber Cut To Size • • All Inquiries Welcome · 

Call or Write for a Free Catalog • Satisfaction Guaranteed · 

us on the World Wide Web 
VVVtTVV.VlloodVllorkerssource.com 

for Specials, Current Prices and 
Complete Wood Descriptions 

GILMER WOOD CO. 
Quality Domestic & Exotic Lumber 
• Logs. blanks. squares 

" • Over SO species in stock 
• Thin woods. Assortments, Books 

• Musical Instrument woods 
Phone 503-274-1 27 1 

22 1  I NW SI. Helens Rd. Portland OR 972 1 0  
Fax 503-274·9839 e-mail:gilmerwood@aol.com 

Custom Wood Turnings 
Hand turned out of Solid Hardwoods 

Bedposts ' Porch Columns 
Table Legs ' Antique Replications 

Anything turned out of wood 

Custom Wood Turnings 
1 2205 Harnett Dunn Hwy. 

Dunn, NC 28334 
910-237-0850 

FAX: 910-891 -2337 
www.customwoodturnings.com 

If You're Shopping for a 
i i·) ;1 = I i3 31 
Call Us First! 
• All Accessories in Stock 
·5 Year Extended Warranty 
• Technical Assistance 
SHARPTcCLSUSA 
��������2�'2"9 800·872·5489 
SharpToolsUSA@att.net www.SharpToolsUSA.com 

HANDFORGED . HANDC RAFTED HARDWARE 
Commercial & Residential Door Sets 
Pewter & Hand Forged Cab inet Pulls 

407 Second Street SW, Albuquerque, NM 87102 
505-244·1493 fax 505-244·1 496 

Email: dimestorecowboyS@uswest.net 
F(lI" Free Informat..ion use Reada-Sa'vice en 

accurate and tear out free 
system/shelf pin holes in all materials 

with your plunge router professional appearance 
32mm European system or traditional 1" centers 

phonelfox 609-587-7187 
9 John Lenhardt Rood 

Hamilton Square. NJ 08690 
www.megp<Oducts.com 

CATALOG for WOOD TURNERS/ 
Call Toll Free... 

_ (800)-683-8876 ' I I '  
Fax ... (828) 859-5551 
E-Mail ... packard@alltel.net 

Packard Woodwork. - PO Box 718 -Tryon - NC 28782 

E N T S  

Milk Paint . 'th all pigments 
(H500BBI • mixes WI 

I milk point mediuml#S
d . I . I lilre/SI B.30 

• noluro 
dlonol woo pam . • Ira I I 

. • h' g supphes / wood/lnls In Free calalog 0 128 Elilobeth SIT"I 
K"mer Pigme�� �(i 2 . (800) 99S SSO I 
NeW YO�.k"merl'igmente.(Om 

Earn up to $2000/Weekend With Country Crafts 

making crafts and small wooden fumiture. Start out in 
your spare time & expand the business at your own pace. 

Deacons Bench Example: $39.95 Sale 
Material  Cost: $8.00 Time to make: 30 minutes 

Cal l 800-382-3180 Ext 7100for free ilifo kit 
.. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _  .. 

QUARTERSAWN 
WHITE OAK 

Tight Grain - Superior Flake 

5/4 and 8/4 Now Available 

Also Producing Custom Doors, 

Windows and Milling 

mSTORIC WOODWORKS 
1-800-213-4584 

15 1 Hwy 23, St. Cloud, WI 53079 
fax: 920-526-3069 

E-mail: H istoricwood@cs.com 

See ad index on page 124 for reader service number. 

Buy Wood On l i n e !  

www . h a r d w o o d w e b . c o m  

When Only The 
Finest Veneer 
Will Do •••  
Custom woodworkers, furniture designers and architects rely 

Master Class with Charles Fox 
Invest six days. gain the knowledge of 30 years . 

Use your woodworking skills to creole fine guifars. 
Feb. 1 2-1 7,May 21 '26,Aug. 2a-25, Nov. 5-10 

707/43 1 -7836 

Make Perfect Circles With The Jasper Circle Jig 

Our jigs were featured in a New Tools article 
on page 40 in ...... __ JMperCirdeJigModll300 
th. Oerob" �_f%&J��frrf\f}m�ffijlIJ2+il�ITt 2000 ,nue of .ff£.·...:;.;r.}f.Jf.\f!..f.f.}f.o:.rumXSj� s Fine WoodWorking. ---.... -.: .�.:..�"'=.:..� 
Call us tol\ free at 1 -877-229-7285 or visit our website al 

www.jasperaudio.com 

orthend Hardwoods 
cabinet Hardwood Lumber and Plywood 
Custom Millwork . Custom Doors 

Flooring . Stair Parts 

All Made to order 
Main Milling Facility 

Lyndonville, VT 05851 
1 -800-626-3275 

Branch Office 
Williston, VT 05495 
1-800-265-7430 

We Ship A'lJ' Amount - Af!YWhere 
Z .. 

J A N U A R Y / F E B R U A R Y 2 0 0 1  1 19 



WOODWORKER'S MART 

TWO CHERR IES 
H u ge se lect ion 
of  h a n d  forged 

w o o d c a r v i n g  
a n d  bench 

c h i s e l s  Since 1858 

Robert Larson Co. 
San Francisco 

800-356-2 195 
www.rlarson.com 

WIN A GRIZZLY TABLE SAW 
IN OUR CRAFTSMAN CONTEST 

AMERICAN FURNITURE DESIGN 
P.O. BOX 300100 fSCONDIOO. CA 92030 BED PLAN 521.95 +$3.50 S&H 

CATALOG 53.00 
760143-6923 

www.americanfumituredsgn.com 

Pen Land SchooL of Crafts 
One-, two-, & eight-week classes in woodworking and nine 

other craft media. For complete course information, visit 

our web site or call for a catalog. 

P.O. Box 37 • Penland, NC 28765 
http://penland.org 828-765-2359 

Woodworki ng Plans 
WoodsmithStore.com 

Plus • Jigs • Tools • Kits 

e x q u i s i t e  
Ve n e e r s  

FLAM I N G O  
S PEC IALTY 
VENEERS 

*" 
The Finest 

Veneers on Earth. 

973 .672 .7600 
www.FlamingoVeneer . com 

Woodworking Books, Videos & Plans 
500 tjtles in stock 

Save up to 20% off bookstore prices 
"" oodb()()KB Catalog $2 

800-378-4060 
www.discount-books.com 

4460 Tierra Rojo Dr, Colo Springs, CO 80926 

1 20 F I  E W O O D W O R K I N G  

QUILTED MAPLE 
Domestic: Figured Wood 

Maple Burl, Birdseye, Curly � Spalled 
Maple, Western Walnut � Myrtlewood. 

� , � (541) 327-1000 
, /M,,"'" http://www.nwtimber.com 
Northwest TlDlber • Lewis Judy, Mgr. Z -

i = 

FINE CABINETMAKING 
Cabinetmaking degree program emphasizing versatile artistry in 
design and employing traditional techniques in construction of 
fine cuS[Qm furniture. 
Individualized instruction focused on problem resolution 
and development of creativity. 

SACS accredued. Affordable tuition. Rodger Haines, lnsrructor (334) 745-6437 Fax: (334) 742·9418 
Southern Union State CC 1701 Lalal'ene Pky Opelika, AL 36801 

TECH-WOOD, I NCo  
Domestic & Imported Hardwoods 

Hol ly. Blackwood. Apple. Koa 
+ 60 other species. 4/4-1 6/4 

B u rls, Slabs. Thin Lumber 
7 1  7-933-8989 

o Accurate 
o Rugged 
o Fast 

Highest 
quality 

cOllstructiOIl 

Visit our website or call for more infomlation 
www.wood-carver.com 
Allred & Associates, Inc 

5566 Jordan Road - Elbridge NY 1 3060 
carvers@dream cape.com 3 15-689- 1626 

Christopher Faulkner Listed British Crafts Council 
Learn Fine Furniture Making. Unique one to one courses 

at Ashridge Workshops. Beautiful part of SW England 
near coast and Elizabethan Market Town. 

Tel. U.K. 01803 862861 or 863736 eves. 
From the U.S. call, 0 1 1  441 803 862861 

www.Chris[aulkner.co.uk 

www.paxtonhardware.com 
Quality, Value & 

Same Day Shipping 
1 -800-24 1 -974 1 

Decorative & Functional 
Cabinet Hardware 

--.--'" 
� Oregon Black Walnut r.:-:.:::.,-:'I ��..J  

60B).. 
WALNUT PRODUCTS 

5016 "" est,,,. /fd. 
A'bony, O/f 973Z1 

Wtde lIMIer - 4/41h rough 16/4 Turning -Carving Stock Gunstocks 
I nstrument Grade Lumber 

VlWlNGBY API'OINThINTQN.Y No Minimum Order 
(541) 921>-1079 WebSite : www.gobywa1nutrom 

See ad index on page 124 for reader service number. 

CUSTOM BOATS • PLANS AND KITS 
''''''TW'I=,r.'''T WOOD-STRIP 0 CANOES & KAYAKS 

LaughingLoon.com 
413-773-5375 

The Thomas Chippendale 
School of Furniture 

Scotland's leading independent furnilUre school. loslnlclion in all 
aspects of fine furniture design and making as well as fumilUre 

history and restoration. Attend our 30 week intensive career course 
in the heal1 af the Scottish counlIysidc. 

We are proud 10 announce the opening of our new sister school in 
South Carolina. USA offering shan courses with our visiting British 
instructors. 

\('IIf'('rlllg . (ill'",/.: . (,rltllIlJ.: • Uood Bl'IldlllJ,: . IlIrlllllg 

For mure in/ormolioll call or E-mail IU: 
SCOTLAND: 01 1 44 1620 810 680 

SOUTH CAROLINA: (888) 374-8453 or (803) 892-4153 
Visit our website at: www.chippendale.co.ukJ 



WOODWORKER'S MART 

THt T O OL CHEST �i�r��AN 
NOW ON THE INTERNET. . .  www.thetoolchest.com 

1000's OF BOOKS COVERING • Woodworking - All Aspects · Home Remodeling & Maintenance • Tools & Their Uses · Contracting . Projects For Home & Recreation 

THE TOOL CHEST . 45 Emerson Plaza East · Emerson, NJ 07630 
201-261-8665 1 -800-617-TOOlS Fax: 201-261-3865 

FREE USA SHIPPING · BOOK ORDERS OVER $25 

On Line Store Open . www.macbeath.com 
featuring lumber packs, veneer, handrail fittings, 

ash bat blanks, furniture squares, maple coumertops 
and more . .  

THE CATALOGUE OF ANTIQUE TOOLS 2001 Editioll! 
• More Than 5000 Tools PRICED AND AVAILIBLE FOR SALE 
• A Lasting Reference: 300 Pages of Photos & Commentary 
• The First Choice for Woodworkers and Collectors 
• All Items Photographed in Full Color & Carefully Described 
• A Unique Publication: Nothing Else Even Comes Close! 

.� . . . . ?n1X.�.�:�.�.\I.��.I.��;:; .. ����.�!�?��.�:.'?�r . . ��!��.�.��i�� ... .. 
BEST ANTIQUE TOOL WEB SITE: unvw.lIljdtoo/s.colll 
• Photo Illustrated Lists Every Tuesday & Thursday at 1:00 p.m 
• Free Automated E·Mail Notice of New Lists by Request 
• Visit Our Expanding Book Gallery on the Web 

Free Catalog of Books About Tools & Traditiollnl Crafts 
MARTIN J. DONNELLY ANTIQUE TOOLS 
PO Box 281 Bath, NY 14810 • (800) 869-0695 • VISA/MC 

"OICEE 
HARDWOOD 
SPECIALTIES 

Select hardwoods 
Volllllle discoullts; seasonal specials 

Providing woodworkers w/top quality 

hardwood for their prized creations. 

Gift Certificates available. 

Phone us at 800-646-6929 
www_yankeehardwood.com 

: 'European Hand 'l1 • 'f\.t'\e � ools 

• www .d i e fpnnac\H·I".com • 
Diefenbacher Tools · 12132 Old Big Bend • St. Louis. MO 63122 

Free Hand Tool Catalog • 800-326-5316 

.... HARDWOOD 
R E H O U S E  

Make Purchases On·tlne ... 
www.hwonline.com 

Domestic and Imported Hardwood · Veneers 
Turning Stock - Thin Lumber - Dowels 

Finishing Products - And More 

Toll Free 877-499-WOOD 

The FURNITURE INSTITUTE of MASSACHUSETTS 
Philip C lowe, Director 

A 2-year Hands-on Program 
Learn the craft of building traditional furniture 

as featured in the Fine Woodworking video 
Measuring Funliture!or Reproduction. 116 Water Street 

Beverly, MA 01915 
(978) 922'{)615 

Slimmer Workshops available 
www.furnituremakingclasses.com 

measuring instruments designed for 
close-tolerance woodworking : 
Digital Read-out 
Inclinometer, 
Vernier Protractor 
For information, call or write: Dept. FW 

THE BEALL TOOL CO. 
541 Swans Rd, NL Newart, OH 43055 
Toll Free 1 (800)331-4718 . Fax 1 (740)345-5045 
Website: 1'MW.l:wlltoolcom 

Bui ld "Merrilegs" 

Furniture Designs, Inc., Dept. KZ1/1 
1 827 Elmdale Ave. ,  Glenview, IL 60025 

www.furnituredesigns.com 

See ad index on page 124 for reader service number. 

PLAIN & FIGURED CHERRY 
Cut from our logs or hand selected from local mills 
for color & min. sap. 4/4 to 24/4, widths to 18" +, 
matched sets for tabletops, panels & drawer fronts 

TIGER MAPLE and MAHOGANY 
irionlumber.com 570-724-1895 

THE l::I:1 •. WOOJ?t=l. WORKS 
Ever wanted to go 

shopping down-under? 

Many unique products -

take advantage of your 

IOOI Ic TOOL co. I T D N S T  

A U S T R A L I A  US$ exchange rate! 

www.thewoodwo rks_c o m . a u  

DRY YOUR OWN LUMBER 
Ebac's user friendly dry kilns 200BF - 4O,OOOBF 
Mix species in same load. Great 3 year warranty! 

Over 7,000 systems worldwide! 
Ebac Lumber Dryers 

Call Today! 800-433-9011  
Manufactured by craftsmen in  Williamsburg, VA. 

Shape 
a New 
Career 
Check out our intensive nine month 

Fine Woodworking Progrant 
Fine Woodworking 

University of Rio Grande 
Rio Grande, Ohio 45674 

740-245-73 1 1  
www.rio.edulfinewoodworking 

RARE PLANTATION 

CUBAN MAHOGANY 

The Finest and the top of the line for mahogany species 
(Swietenia Mahogoni) is now available for the first time for 
over a century in random width, length and thickness. 

Custom sawn by request. Located in Ithaca, New York. 

Contact: 1 -8 77-894-9663(Phil) 607-387-5 I 83(Toby) 

Web: www.bluemoonexoticwood.com or 
www.cubanmahogany.com 

The Fine & Creative Woodworking Program at 
ROCKINGHAM COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

is an internationally recognized associate degree & 
certificate program. [nStruChOn in hand-tools, furniture, 

construchOn, shop start-up, operation & much more. 
PO Box 38, Wentworth, NC 27375-0038 

Phone: (336) 342-4261 ,  ext. 1 78. 
www.rcc.cc.llc.uslwoodworklltomepage.html 

AAEEOC 

33498 East US Highway 50 

Pueblo, CO 81 006 
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WOODWORKER'S MART 

OVER 1- 112 ACRES. 100 
SPECIES OF EXOTIC WOOOI 

1���iilIm�1lr.�J SEE OUR CLASSIFIED 
AD IN THIS 
ISSUE FOR 
MONTHLY 
SPECIALS 

ORD'R' (Tall 'R"I TROPICAL EXOTIC 888 -434-3031 HARDWOODS QU ESTIONS 
760-434-]030 OF LATIN AMERICA 

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 'I 
I Clear up to $300/day, building wood bunk beds at home. I £J Start out in your spare time & expand the I �. business at your own pace. I 

_ � Earn � on a $269 sale, 
I � " l411 on a $61 1 sale � For Free Info Pak call Bunks I 

: : I 800-382-31 80 Ext 1 526 I 
- - - - - - - - - - _ _ .I 

MAKE A WINDSOR CHAIR 

.. 
with Michael Dunbar 

Week-long Workshops Held Year-round 

44 Timber Swamp Road 
Hampton, NH 03842 
603·929·9801 

thewindsorinstitute.com 

TURNINGS UNLIMITED 
CustOIll & Production 

Wood Tuming 
CNCROlttillg 

(937) 845'()21 1 Fax: (937) 845'()230 280 Brubaker Dr., New Carlisle, OH 5344 

MADE IN USA 

WETZLER CLAMPS 
THE PROFESSIONALS' CHOICE 

Rle 61 1 ,  PO Box 175, MI. Belhel, PA 18343 
800-451 - 1 852 FAX: 570·897-5891 

1 22 F I N E  W O O D W O R K I  G 

Architectural 
& Cut to Size Panels, 
Faces, 2 Plys & Veneer 

800-875-7084 
email: wrv@micron.net 

EXOTIC HARDWOODS of HAWAII 
KOA • MANGO • NORFOLK PINE �. . Over 40 Unique Species Lumber . Turning Blocks 

, . TOLL FREE 1 -877-KOA-PLUS 

C " . WINKLER 
., WOOD PRODUCTS 
www.interpac.neV-winkler E-mail: winkler@interpac.net 

PH 808-961 -641 1 
187 Silva St. Hilo Hawaii 96720 

DUST BOY, INC_ ' 
Portable • 1 & 2 HP Dust Collectors 

• Cast Aluminum Blowers 
• High Efficiency 
• Extremely Quiet 
• American Made 
• 5 Year Warranty 
Visit us at our web site 
http://www.dustboy.com 

DUST BOY, INC, 
205 So. Walnut St. 
P.O. Box 278 

Arcanum, OH 45304 
(937) 692-8838 

"II!!" Fax (937) 692·8266 

- 800-232-3878 

-MAR) 
COMPO STING TOILETS 

f�"· Many models available. 

• NO Septic 
• NO Odor 
• NO Water � 

See ad index on page 124 for reader service number. 

CUSTOM WAINSCOT PANELS 

Ready to Install - Save TIme - Save Labor 
Thirty-five styles to ChOO5e from 

See us at www.customwoodpaneling.com 
CREATIVE ACCENTS (406) 862-0342 

The Museum of Woodworking Tools 
The internet-based Museum 
sells fIne reproducdons of 
classic tools, replacement pans 
for Stanley planes, videos and hundreds 
of books on tools. Checkout OUf new 
exhibits, Woodworkin in Vietnam and Anurican uvels. 

D I M I T R I O S  K L I T S A S  

LEARN WOOD CARVING � 
S C U L P T O R  

Learn the skills to be a wood carver 
wirh a European master. From basic to 
advanced levels in rwo week programs. 
Visi[ our websi[e for more info .i:;e��lil�f!:'1� 
about our 200 I class schedules. " 

eag le -amer ica . com 
FREE WOODWORKING CATALOG 

Eagle America has the worlds largesl selection of 
high-quality American made reuler bilS, plus 1 OD's of unique 

woodworking accessories. Or if you wish. call 1 -800-872-251 1 , 

"FLATGRAIN"® 
WOOD KNOBS � Call For FREE Catalog �"'.1 1-800-475-4001 � www.grandriverwood.com 

Grand River 



CLASSIFIED 

The Classified rate is $8 per word, 15 word min. 
WEB Classifieds available (wwwJinewoodwork· 
ing.com) and must reflect print ads. Orders must 
be accompanied by payment, ads are non·com· 
missionable. Send to: Fine Woodworking Classi· 
fied Ad Dept., PO Box 5506, Newtown, cr 
06470-5506. FAX 203-426-3434, Ph. (800) 926-8776, 
ext. 310. Deadline for the March/April 2001 is 
December 23, 2000. 

Help Wanted 

TOP RESTORATION WORKSHOP specializing in fine 
18th century English antiques, seeks craftsman to do 
woodwork on period furniture. Experience/aptitude in 
carving turning, joinery, hand-laid veneer, and machin
ery. Quality workmanship and work ethic a priority. 
Tribeca area, e. Pay commensurate w/experience. 
Fax: 212-431-5018 or E-mail jburdeninc@aol.com 

FURNITURE MAKER FOR PRODUcr demonstration. 
Leigh Industries requires an experienced furniture 
maker to demonstrate and sell Leigh dovetail jigs and 
attachments at woodworking shows and dealer semi
nars throughout North America. The successful appli
cant wiJI have a thorough knowledge of, and 
experience with hand held router techniques, excel
lent communication skiJIs and neat appearance. Prior 
sales and/or demonstrating experience is an asset. The 
applicant must be free to travel: this is a part-time posi
tion with possibility of full-time, excellent remunera
tion. Fax resume to General Manager at 604-464-7404 
or e-mail to matlhewg@leighjigs.com 

SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA FURNITURE MAKERS 
WANTED. High quality Arts and Crafts style furniture 
company seeks woodworkers of all levels of experi
ence. We are located on San Francisco Bay in an excel
lent historical facility with great tools. Full benefits, 
competitive pay scale, full time position. If you appre
ciate traditional joinery and materials please give us a 
call. (510) 655-6503 or fax resume to 510-655-5501, 
website: www.craftsmanhome.com 

WE'RE SEARCHING FOR EXPERIENCED FURNITURE 
MAKERS to join our growing custom shop in western 
MA. Detail orientation and experience with traditional 
joinery is required. Flexible schedule, vacation/holiday 
pay. Health benefits, 401 K and high pay for highly 
skiJIed workers. Michael Charles. (413) 528-5093. 

TIRED OF THE CITY? Seeking experienced craftsman 
for high quality door and moulding company. Beautiful 
rural location near Telluride, CO. Fax 970-327-4459 or 
call (970) 327-4429. 

Hand Tools 

VINTAGE PLANES & PARTS, buying and selling. Pete 
Niederberger, Box 887, Larkspur, CA 94977 
(415) 924-8403 evenings. E-mail: pniederber@aol.com 

ANTIQUE & USED TOOLS. Hundreds of quality hand
tools. Many Stanley + parts. At www.antique-used
tools.com Visa/Me. BOB KAUNE, 511 W. 1 1th, Port 
Angeles, WA 98362. (360) 452-2292. 

Instruction 

MASTERPIECE SCHOOL OF FURNITURE offers 1-3 
year program in traditional furnittlre making. Mendoci
no Coast, California. Introductory classes available. 
Ph/Fax (707) 964-8798. wwwmaslerpieceschool.com 

HANDS-O WORKSHOPS in beautiful Maine. Basic and 
Advanced. Twelve-week intensive. Center for Furniture 
Craftsmanship (207) 594-5611, www.woodschool.com 

MAKE A CHAIR FROM A TREE and other Green
woodworking courses. Small classes year round. John 
Alexander: (410) 685-4375. (MD) 
www.greenwoodworking.com 

NEW ENGLAND SCHOOL of Architectural Wood
working. 37-week training program in architectural 
woodworking. Job assistance. (413) 527-6103. (MA) 
www.nesaw.com 

BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAINS, VA. One-year apprentice
ship available to motivated individual. Saturated 
learning environment. Accommodations available, tu
ition. For more information call: Michael Maxwell, 
(540) 587-9543 

APPRENTICESHIP Winner of Fine Woodworking Mag
azine's Apprenticeship Program Award in Professional 
Artisan Furniture making/designing in rare solid 
woods. Tuition. Jeffrey Greene. (215) 348-5232. (PA). 
nolegsneeded.com/greeneandgreene.hunl 

Miscellaneous 

SPRAY-ON SUEDE. line boxes in seconds. Free brochure 
(sample enclosed). DonJer Products, 13142 Murphy Rd., 
Winnebago, IL 61088. 800-336-6537. www.donjer.com 

\\'l\\'l\VSHELLAe. ET Super blonde -$1 1.95/lb., De
waxed garnet-$9.95/1b., Dewaxed orange-$ 1O.95/lb., 
Seed lac - $8.95/1b., and much more. Call toll-free to or
der or to receive complete catalog. 1 -866-339-2933 
(866-DEWAXED) 

HIDE GLUE, all grades. Bjorn Industries, Inc., 551 King 
Edward Rd., Charlotte, NC 28211. (704) 364- 1 186. 
www.bjorn.net 

BAND SAW BLADES. Swedish silicon steel: 1/16-in. 
through 1 1/4-in. Timber Wolf bands. FREE catalog. 
Suffolk Machine: 800-234-7297. (NY) timberwolf1.com 

AUSTRALIAN WOOD REVIEW magaZine features fur
niture, timber, maker proftles, tools, woodturning and 
projects. Check out www.woodreview.com.au 

Hardware 

www.profhdwr.com Order 1000's of products on-line. 
Professional Hardware & Supply. Visa, MC, Discover. 

Machinery NewjUsed 

USED PORTABLE SAWMILLS! Buy/Sell. Call Sawmill 
Exchange 800-459-2148, (205) 661-9821 (Al) 
http://'\\'WW.sawmillexchange.com 

LAMELLO BISCUIT JOINERS and Accessories/ 
Parts/Repairs. Best prices-most knowledgeable. Call 
Hank 1-800-789-2323. Select Machinery, Inc. (NY). 

Musical Supplies 

PLA S KITS & SUPPLIES FOR musical instruments; 
harps, dulcimers, psalteries, banjos and more. Music
maker's Kits, Dept. FW, PO Box 21 17, Stillwater, M 
55082. (651) 439-9120. w\vw.musikit.com 

BUILD YOUR OWN guitar, violin, or dulcimer! Free 
108-page catalog featuring kits and all the tools, finish
ing supplies and instructions you need to build your 
next instrument. Stewart MacDonald's Guitar Shop 
Supply, Box 900F, Athens, OH 45701. 800-848-2273. 
www.stewmac.com 

Plans & Kits 
FULL SIZE FURNITURE LAYOUTS Drawn by: Philip e. 
Lowe, Makers of Fine Furniture. Chairs, tables, beds, 
entertainment units, desks, sideboard, and accessories. 
Catalog $3. (978) 922-0615. 116 Water Street, Beverly, 
MA 01915. www.furnituremakingclasses.com 

FULL-SIZE PL S for building fine furniture. Catalog 
$3. Furniture Designs, Inc., CK-120, 1827 Elmdale 
Avenue, Glenview, IL 60025. 1 -800-657-7692. 
www.furnituredesigns.com 

SCROLLSAW MARQUETRY KlTS! Wildlife and Land
scape sceneries. Wholesale/Retail. Free brochure. 
(618) 622-0181 www.hardwoodinlays.com. 

Wood 
TIGER MAPLE, MAHOGANY and plain and figured 
cherry. Wide boards, matched sets, 4/4 to 24/4. 100-ft. 
minimum. (570) 724-1895. www.irionlumber.com. 

FIGURED CLARO WALNUT slabs, planks, blocks, 
dimensions suitable for small to very large projects. 
California Walnut Designs. (877) 576-0203. 
www.woodnut.com 

ATTENTIO VA/MD AREA WOODWORKERS. KiD 
quartersawn sycamore, red & white oak. Cherry, 
walnut, elm, apple, and other domestic hardwoods. 
Herbine Hardwoods, Leesburg, VA. (703) 771-3067. 

QUIlTED MAPLE, WESTERN WAlNUT. Myrtlewood, 
bird's-eye, curly and burled maple. Northwest Timber. 
(541) 327-1000. (OR) www.nwtimber.com 

DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED EXOTICS. For musical in
struments, pool cues, knife handles and custom furni
ture. Price list. Exotic Woods, 1 -800-443-9264. 
www.exoticwoods.com 

CALIFORNIA'S FINEST BURLWOODS: Massive inven
tory, many varieties, all sizes, any use, direct, guaran
teed. Established 30-years. Burl Tree, 800-785-BURL. 

QUAlITY NORTHERN APPALACHIAN hardwood. Cus
tom milling. Free delivery. Bundled, surfaced. Satisfac
tion guarantee. Niagara Lumber, 800-274-0397 ( Y) 
www.niagaralumber.com 

E1SENBRAND EXOTIC HARDWOODS. - Widest selec
tion anywhere. Domestic/imported. Reasonable 
prices. Quality guaranteed. FREE brochure. Info -
(310) 542-3576. Orders - 800-258-2 587. (CA) 
www.eisenbran.com 

OREGO 'S FINEST MAPLE, REDWOOD & BUCKEYE 
BURL. Quality materials for the Carver, Turner & Box 
Maker. Lumber available in fiddleback & curly maple 
4/4 to 16/4. (503) 394-3077. www.burlwoodonline.com 

WAlNUT SLABS! SLABS! SLABS! 18-in. to 80-in. wide, 
36-in. to 18 ft. long. Highly figured dimensional lumber; 
crotches, fiddle, etc. Elm, cypress, California-koa, cam
phor, myrtle, bastogne. KO/AD (408) 847-8433 or Toll 
free: 877-wal-slab. bakermilling@aol.com, Gilroy, CA 
www.bakerhardwoods.com 

BlRO'S-EYE AND CURlY MAPLE, 4/4 to 12/4 lumber, 
flitches, turning squares and blocks. Black walnut, 
cherry/quartersawn, and curly oak lumber. Dunlap 
Woodcrafts, Vienna, VA. (703) 631-5147. 

LONGLEAF (HEART) PINE LUMBER. Resawn from sal
vaged timbers. Lumber, flooring, stair-tread material and 
hardwood bow-staves. Lee Yelton: (706) 541-1039. (GA) 

FLORIDA'S FINEST ;0+ species, great quality invento
ry, sizes; personal selection/service. ALVA HARD
WOODS, (941) 728-2484, 1-888-894-6229. 

REDWOOD BURL, RARE EXOTIC burl wood. Direct 
from logger. Table and clock slabs, turning blocks, 
box-wood! Burl Country: (707) 725-3982. Fax 
(707) 725-3306. (CA) 

SAWMILL DlREcr Bloodwood, Cocobolo, Bocote, 
Tulipwood 4/4, 8/4, 12/4, 16/4. Select Ebony billets 
$3.00 lb. TROPICAL EXOTIC HARDWOODS: Toll Free 
888-434-3031. www.anexotichardwood.com. See our 
other ad in this issue for more information. 

HARDWOOD CLOSEOUT. After 21 years. Shipping 
across U.S. and Canada, domestic and exotic special
ties. www.woodstash.com PH (306) 237-9585. 

WOOD AND TOOL EXCHANGE 
Limited to use by individuals only. 

For Sale 

Fine Woodworking back issues 1 -122 in original jack
ets in excellent condition. $500. plus shipping. 
(941) 598-3392. FL 

Fine Woodworking back issues 1 -146. 500. plus ship
ping. K. A. Miller, (010) 434-2173. Allentown, PA. 
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Finis h Line B Y  J E F F  J E W I T T  

Obta i n i ng the l u ster of j ust- p l a ned wood 

From rough to smooth. 

Sanding to a high enough 

grit will eventually help 

produce a surface that 

appears freshly planed. 

The left panel was sanded 
with lS0-grit paper, while 

the right panel was abrad

ed with an Abralon 4,000-

grit pad made by Mirka. 

Applying a finish generally improves the look of wood, which is 
just as well, because that is what I am paid to do. On more than 
one occasion, however, I have fallen in love with that just-planed 
look, the subtle shine and iridescence that can come only from us
ing a freshly tuned handplane. But how do you preserve tl1is beau
ty? An unfinished wood surface will eventually oxidize to a dull, 
lifeless-looking surface, not to mention being prone to stains and 
otl1er damage. 

Most woodworkers I know typically reach for a can of oil when 
they want to achieve a natural-looking finish. However, these 
products deepen the color and add an unwanted yellow cast to 
light woods, a change that will intensify over time, particularly if 
linseed oil is applied. 

Some time ago I was issued a challenge by a demanding cus
tomer. The piece was to be made of curly maple, and I had pre
pared a few samples with alternate finishes. When she came to the 
shop to approve one of these finish selections, I could tell right 

Preparing the 

surface. With 

a sanded sur-

face, not 

planed or 

scraped, start 

by burnishing 

it with a 500-
grit Abralon 

pad. 

Photos, except where noted: Susan Jewitl; this page (top): Michael Pekovich 

Two finishes that 

preserve the hand

planed look. The left 

panel was finished 

with a single coat of 

water-based lacquer, 

while the right panel 

was finished with 

padded shellac and a 
coat of wax. 

away that she wasn't impressed: She immediately asked if I had 
any more ideas, because the samples I had prepared looked "too 
artificial." I tried to explain that any finish will alter the color of 
wood and deepen the figure, and to illustrate, I wiped the unfin
ished sample with some distilled water. "That's it," she said glee
ful ly, "that's the finish I want. I want to see the figure and the wood 
but not the finish!" This seemed a daunting task, even for a guy 
who makes his living putting on finishes, but eventually I came up 
with a solution I call "minimal finishing." 

That fresh,  hand planed look 
The unmistakable luster of freshly handplaned wood is achieved 
by a combination of the razor-sharp blade cutting the wood fibers, 
followed by a slight burnishing action of the metal (or wood) 
plane body on the wood. Sanding and scraping tears cellular ma
terial and leaves a dull surface. But if your planing skills aren't 
quite up to snuff, don't worry, because my step overcomes this. I 

Clean the pad 

regularly. To 

maintain the 

effectiveness 

of the pad, 

remove it from 

the sander and 

clean it with a 

few blasts of 

compressed 
air. 
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F i n i s h  L i n  e ( c o n t i n u e d )  

Wipe on the 

shellac. A 1� 

lb. cut of super

blond shellac 

provides protec
tion but with 

minimal alter

ation to the 

wood's appear

ance once dry. 

use Abralon, a new cushioned abrasive that's anchored to a foam 
pad and is available in grits from 500 through 4,000. 

Made by Mirka Abrasives Inc., it was originally developed to rub 
out gel coats on fiberglass boats and camper shells. It attaches 
to any random-orbit sander that's equipped with a hook-and
loop-type base. And although Abralon is available only in 6-in. 
discs, it is fine to use the product with either a 5-in. or 6-in. sander. 
With a planed surface I go right to the 4,000 grit, but after scraping 
I'l l  work up from 2,000 grit, and if I've sanded the wood I start 
with 500 grit. 

These pads are used just like sandpaper, but they won't level the 
surface; they'll only polish it. Periodically remove the pads and 

Polish the shellac coat. A 

4,OOO-grit Abralon pad cuts 
down any raised grain. The 

pads are flexible enough to 
be used for hand-sanding 

small areas. 
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blow the sawdust out with compressed air or whack them against 
the edge of your bench. 

The f i n ishes 
The underlying idea here is to burnish the wood. This keeps the 
finish primarily at the surface, which deepens the color the least 
and allows a subtle shine. To achieve this, it's best if you use film
forming, non-oil-based finishes, my favorites being shellac and ei
ther water-based or solvent-based lacquer. The water-based finish 
typically provides the least amount of color shift, keeping the 
wood closer to its natural color, but it raises the grain. The shellac 
and the solvent-based lacquer are easier to apply, but both deep
en the color a bit. The best way 
to decide which one to use is to 
practice on samples. 

If you go with shellac, use a 
1 Y.!-lb. cut of super-blond de
waxed grade. Simply rag on the 
finish as quickly as you can, 
tl1en wipe off the excess imme
diately. For spraying, just spray 
a full ,  wet coat. Once the first 
coat is dry, sand the surface 
with the 4,000-grit Abralon to 
smooth it and knock down 
any raised grain, then repeat 
these steps for a second coat. A 
solvent-based lacquer is ap
plied tl1e same way. 

If you favor a water-based 
finish, thin the material about 
20% witl1 water, and then either 
wipe or spray it on in tl1e same 
way as shellac. The water
based finish will raise tl1e grain; 
so you may need to backtrack 
to the 1,000-grit pad and work 
back up to 4,000 grit to do this 

A ball of wax. A golf-ball-sized 
operation efficiently. Apply an-
otl1er coat in the same manner 
as above. 

If tl1e wood looks fine to you, 
leave it. But because I can't 
help but tinker with finishes, I 

piece of wax is placed in the mid

dle of a 1-ft.-square piece of 

cotton cloth. The wax is squeezed 

through the cloth in a tight 

ball with the open end twisted 
closed. Use this wax ball to rub in 

usually apply a topping of wax a thin coat over the smoothed 
shellac finish. and buff it to a semigloss shine. 

I find the easiest way to apply 
this is to take a golf-ball-sized chunk of clear wax (use dark wax 
on open-pored dark woods like walnut or mahogany) and drop it 
in the center of a 12-in. by 12-in. piece of cotton cloth. An old T
shirt works best. Fold up the corners and turn them so that the 
wax starts to squeeze through the cloth on the other side. Then 
use this wax ball to apply an even, light coat of wax over tl1e sur
face and buff it with a clean cloth as soon as it starts to haze. 

For the nearest retailer of Abralon, contact Mirka (800-843-
3904); tl1e product is available from Woodworkers Supply Inc. 
(800-645-9292). 
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Model # 36-477 

$50 REBATE. 
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$50 REBATE. 
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Model # 28-263 

$100 REBATE. 
Unisaw" 
Model # 36-955 

READER SERVICE NO. 154 

$100 REBATE. 
Unisaw" 
Model # 36-957 

$100 REBATE. 
Heavy Duty Shaper 
Model # 43-424 
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Battle of the Bulge 
Terry Moore's harlequin desk, in

spired by the motley-clad figures of 

Pablo Picasso, was a great idea in 

theory, but the curved, veneered 

panels proved to be a nightmare in 

practice. It took the New Hampshire 

furniture maker four tries to overlay 

the diamond pattern successfully on

to the subtly bulging panels. 

Again and again the seams opened 

between the diamonds, 

which are made of curly 

maple and pressure-dyed 

tupelo. After reducing the 

size of the bulge and "tap

ing the dickens out of all 

the joints,"  Moore got the 

seams to hold. Unfortu-

Photos: Charlie Freiberg (desk); Larry Crowe (pomai!) 

nately, however, each panel had 

warped "like a banan " along the 600 
grain line of the overlay. 

Moore eventually came u with the 

idea of double-veneering-counter

veneering on both sides beforB ap

plying the harlequin pattern and 

corresponding back-side veneer. The - _ 
preliminary sheets of veneer were 

laid down with their grain perpen

dicular to the grain in 

the diamond pattern. It  

worked, and the craftsman 

was able to complete his 

most ambitious piece. For 

more on the work of New 

Hampshire's master furni-

ture makers, see pp. 75-79. 


